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ABSTRÀCT

Forth is an interactive, extensible, self-contained pro-

gramming language system. Its unorthodox syntax and high

degree of freedom have made it a rebel amongst more tradi-

tional languages. Forth has nonetheless proven to be valua-

ble for use in real-time process control applications.

This thesis discusses the nature of Forth and concen-

trates on the language implementation. A machine-indepen-

dent model is presented in terms of Forth and a generic aS-

sembly language. l"lachine specific details are provided

where necessary. The later chapters explore the possibitity

of direct-execution Forth processors and other enhancements

to the Forth language and development environment.
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ChaPter I

INTRODUCTION

The main goal behind the development

crease programmer productivity Iptoo80] .

come increasingly important due to the rising cost of soft-

ware [SfrogS]. The need for proper software development

tools is refl-ected by the growing interest in syntax direct-

ed editors, source level debuggers, and language systems

such as Smalttalk-80 [eongg] and the R1 000 Ada Development

System ICar85].

Another goal of Forth was to minimize costs in terms of

hardware specifically memory requirements. In the past'

memory was considered a precious commodity - mUch time was

spent trying to minimize program size and make efficient use

of memory through overlay techniques. Forth was able to

drastically reduce memory requirements by using a threaded

interpretive language (ff¡.) implementation and a small RPN

(reverse polish notation or postfix) compiler.

The purpose of this thesis is to discuss the implementa-

tion of Forth. Attention is given to the language and vari-

ous methods of implementing its intermediary language inter-

preter.

of Forth was to in-
This goal has be-

t-



1 .1 OT'ERVIEW

Forth stas developed by Charles H. Moore over a period of

several years. An early version having most of the essen-

tial features was implemented in 1968 on an IBM 1130. It

v¡as the five-character Iimitation of this machine which re-

sulted in the name FORTH - an abbreviation of FOURTH' mean-

ing fourth generation computer language. It wasn't until

1971 that a true Forth was installed on a Honeywell H316 at

the National Radio Àstronomy Observatory in Charlottesville

Virginia.

Moore has said that "Àt no point in time did I sit down

to design a programming language. I solved the problems as

they arose.tr [l¿oo80] This approach, together with Forth's

early use in real-time telescope control, resulted in its

development as an interactive, extensible programming lan-

guage. Forth provides an interactive environment in which

the language (operators, data types and control structures)

can be extended to suit the application unlike traditional

languages which provide a fixed set of features.

Forth is much more than a programming language. It is a

language System - an amalgamation of a high level language'

job control language, and operating system Ieay84J. This

integrated softv¡are environment is characterized by its dic-

tionary, stackS, interpreters, a5sembler, and virtual memo-

Êy, all of which interact to produce a synergistic effect



lhat creates a

lnauzol .

The Forth

powerful and flexible programming system

Ianguage is based on a dictionary of

words 1 . Each word gives the name of a Forth procedure whose

definition is kept in the dictionary. Originally the dic-

tionary contains a set of kernel words (basic operators and

control sLructures). User defined words are added to the

dictionary and become a part of the language aS well as an

extension to it.

The dictionary is organized into several vocabularies

each containing an ordered list of word definitions. Voca-

bularies such as FORTH (containing kernel words), ÀSSEMBLER

(assembler words) and EDITOR (editor words) are available to

the user. Additional vocabularies may be defined as re-

quired. These are useful for grouping related words togeth-

er. The user can switch from one vocabulary to another in

order to select a specific portion of the dictionary (such

as words needed only for editing).

Words and word names are synonymous. A word refers to a

Forth procedure. À word is any string of non-bIank charac-

ters (there are no other restrictions). Source code con-

sists of words delimited by white-space. A number is a

string of digits that form a word not found in the diction-

ary.

1 Refer to the
standard word

FORTH-83 Standard
definitions.

3-
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AIl l¡ords adhere to this linkage convention (i.e. they

pop their arguments and push their results). Intermediate

results are usually kept on the stack and manipulated using

words like SWÀP (reverse order of top two stack elements),

DROP (discard top stack element), DUP (push copy of top of

stack onto stack), and OVER (push copy of second stack ele-

ment onto top of stack). Another stack, known as the return

Stack may also be used to store intermediate results al-

Arguments are

stack. This resuits

sions such as 2 2

"add" ) , preceded bY i

push the numbers onto

the two numbers, adds

the stack.

though its main function

nested words.

Since Forth is interactive,

be executed simPly bY tYPing

carriage return. Forth's text

expression from left to right.

or pushing a given number onto

by locating and executing its

dictionary). For examPle:

2 when the name "stack" is
stack.

passed between words via the data

in the naturai use of postfix expres-

+ which calls the word '+r (meaning

ts two arguments. This expression wiIl

the stack2 and execute '+' which pops

them, and pushes the result (4) onto

is to save return addresses for

like ÀPL, an expression can

the expression followed by a

interpreter wiII execute the

by invoking a specified word

the stack. A word is invoked

definition (as found in the

used alone,

4-

it implies the data



11 17 *gt
DUP * 2 + 34971 0K

The word ' .' (Pronounced "dot

top stack entrY. Note that

as one or many lines. Forth,

( calculate 11 x 17 )4
( square this and add 2 )

") is used to pop and Print the

the expression could be entered

like Pascal, is format free.

New word definitions are added to the dictionary by using

one of several defining words. For instance, the word ':'
(pronounced "coIon") is used to define nevr words in terms of

existing ones. Thus the statement

: PHOTOGRÀPH SHUTTER OPEN TIME DELÀY SHUTTER CLOSE ; OK

defines a nevt word named PHOTOGRÀPH. The semicolon marks

the end of the definition. The text interpreter recognízes

':' and compiles the definition into the dictionary.

PHOTOGRÀPH can nov¡ be used in subsequent definitions or can

be executed by itself. The words SHUTTER' OPEN' TIME,

DELÀY, SHUTTER and CLOSE are invoked in that order whenever

PHOTOGRÀPH is executed.

À colon definition locates its component words and com-

piles a Iist of their dictionary addresses (this list of ad-

dresses is known as threaded code). The text interpreter is

able to interpret a word dêfinition by calling the address

interpreter. The address interpreter then executes the

Underlined text indicates output generated upon entering a
carriage return. This convention is used to separate user
input irom system output. The message 'OK' is printed by
the text intérpreter to indicate that the expression v¡as
complete and was successful.

Comments are placed within brackets as in ( ... )

5



threaded code

its address.

example:

by invoking each component word as given by

The effect of this is sirown in the following

( n1 n2 )5
( define the word SQUÀRED )
( which calls DUP, then * )

: SQUARED
DUP*;OK

12 SQUÀRED 144 OK

: CUBED ( n1 n2 )

ÐUP SQUÀRED 't ; OK

Two other def ining words

CONSTANT is used to define a

value:

5 CONSTANT MAX OK (

MÀX 5 OK

VARIÀBLE ÀPPLES OK
10 APPLES ! OK
APPLES G 10 OK
APPLES G

MAX+ÀPPLES!OK

3 CUBED 27 OR

Thus words can be built into a hierarchy of subroutine

caIIs. Note the use of DUP to make a copy of the input pa-

rameter to CUBED.

( define CUBED in terms )
( of SQUÀRED and * )

are CONSTANT and VARIÀBLE.

word which returns a constant

define MÀx as a constant )

VÀRIABLE is used to allocate a storage location which can

then be accessed uSing the words ' ! ' (pronOunced "Store" )

and 'G' (pronounced "fetch" ) :

define APPLES as a variable )
store value of 1 0 )
fetch and print value )
add MÀX to ÀPPLES )
this sers ÀPPLES to 15 )

s The notation ( Uefore after ) is used to specify stack
parameters input to and output from a word at execution
lime. Before is a list of stack parameters before the
word is executed. After shows the stack after execution.
The top Stack entry is the rightmost parameter. For exam-
ple, Oven ( n1 n2 n1 n2 n1 ). All words expect and re-
turn 16-bit values unless otherwise noted.

6-
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It should be noted that many word definitions do not require

the use of VARIABLEs. The data and return stacks are usual'-

Iy sufficient for Storage and manipulation of parameters and

temporary results.

In addition to CONSTÀNT and VÀRIABLE, Forth provides the

ability to create new defining words. This enables the pro-

grammer to define whatever data types the application re-

quires (e.g. matrices, queues, linked lists). The language

can also be extended to include application dependent con-

trol Structures such as case statements or multiple exit

loops [HarB0]. IF-THEN-ELSE, WHILE, UNTIL and DO-LOOP con-

structs are alreadY Provided.

Forth also provides an assembler language specific to the

host machine. Words coded in Forth or assembler can be in-

termixed. This feature a1lows selected high level Forth

definitions to be redefined in assembler if increased execu-

tion speed is necessary.

The last component of Forth is its virtual memory. FORTH

implements a block storage system. Fixed sized blocks are

stored on disk and are automatically swapped between disk

and memory (block buffers) as needed. A block is referenced

by its block number, which is directly related to its phys-

ical address on disk. This standard block interface allows

high-Ievel Forth applications to be easily ported from one

machine to another InauZ0].

-7



Blocks are used to store source code and data. Source

can then be edited, Saved to disk, or compiied into memory

from disk. It is important that source be kept on disk

since definitions entered at the keyboard are immediately

compiled and the source is lost. This is not a problem

since definitions can be edited within block buffers and

then compiled almost instantaneously. Às an alternative,

some systems provide a decompiler which aIlows Source code

to be regenerated from compiled code.

The input

between disk

sions to be

Data may

span several

allocate and

stream to the

and keyboard

entered at the

text interpreter can be switched

to aIIow definitions or expres-

keyboard or input from disk.

be stored as several records per block, or may

blocks per record. The programmer is free to

use blocks as he wishes.

1.2 ADVANTÀGES

Forth has many advantages some are a result of its im-

plementation, while otherS are inherent to the language. As

a threaded interpretive language (fff,), Forth makes effi-

cient use of memory. The entire System (interpreters, âS-

sembler and operating system) typically occupies less than

8K bytes and can therefore be kept in memory at all times.

Source code is translated into a compact form known as

threaded code (fC) in which each subroutine call requires

8-



only two bytes" This can drastically reduce code size es-

pecially since Forch definitions consist mostly of words

which are, in effect, subroutine cal1s. A traditional com-

piler would generate a 3-6 byte subroutine call instruction

versus two bytes of TC. Thus TC provides a 33-67% reduction

in code size.

Às a TIL, Forth is also fast. Benchmarks have shown TC,

versus assembly code, to run in the neighborhood of twice as

slow on eight-bit microprocessors, and 20% slower on mini-

computers [Kog82]. This is an order of magnitude improve-

ment over conventional interpreters ( such as those for

BASIC), and compares favorably with other high level lan-

guage compilers which generate code that runs

of 1 O-1 00% slower [Loe81 ] .

in the range

Forth's use of stacks offers several advantages. The

stack simplifies subroutine linkage and reduces subroutine

caII overhead. This affords the use of many subroutines.

The stack also provides dynamic Storage for loca1 variables.

This results in the natural ability to create recursive pro-

grams (a program may caII itself ) and re-entrant programs (a

single copy can be simultaneously shared by several users).

The compiler and interpreter are simplified by using the re-

turn and data stacks for compile-time calculations, tempo-

rary iterative loop variables, and evaluation of postfix ex-

pressions. The use of postfix notation itself eliminates a

significant amount of syntactic analysis (which is required

by other interpreters like BASIC and APL) [t<og82].

9



Forth promotes structured and highly modular programming.

Short, easily understood procedures (less than twenty words)

are built into a hierarchy of subroutine calls which commu-

nicate via a well defined interface the stack. This re-

sults in modules with the desirable qualities of high cohe-

sion and Iow connectivitY. Short definitions reduce the

number of possible execution paths. Individual words can be

quickly tested by placing arguments onto the stack, invoking

the word, and checking the stack for proper results. By

building and testing word upon word in an interactive envi-

ronment, side effects are minimized to produce remarkably

bug-free programs [;am80].

testing are encouraged.

Top-down design and bottom-up

Forth is an interactive programming environment. Source

code is incrementalty compiled or assembled as entered and

is immediately ready to run (translation from source to ob-

ject code6 is transparent to the user). This speeds devel-

opment by reducing the compile time and eliminating the link

phase required by many other languages. Rapid prototyping

is facilitated.

Forth provides an extensible higþ level language. This

allows the user to define new data and control structures.

These abstractions become a part of the language. There is

no distinction between leveIs of abstraction because all

words operate using the same protocol. This contributes

6 Object code refers to both threaded

10

code and machine code.



greatly towards the integration of system components.

Forth is portable since it is largely written in itself.

It has been implemented on almost every micro/mini computer

ever madeT [¡Aoo80] . Forth's portability helps protect the

investment in software and development tools by allowing

them to be migrated to new machines' with a minimum of ef-

fort.

Forth provides an integrated virtual memory mechanism and

assembler language. Virtual strings and other "virtual"

data types can be easily defined. High leve] Ianguage defi-

nitions can be directly replaced with assembler routines if

additional speed or machine-dependent code is reguired.

Forth can be run as a stand-alone operating system or it

can be run aS a task under another operating system. It can

also be target-compiled to produce a minimal system contain-

ing only the routines needed by a particular program. This

facilitates the easy development of ROM-based application

code lPayBAl.

7 See appendix "Target Machines".

11



1.3 DISAI'VANTAGES

Forth leaves itself wide open to criticism in several

areas. These include poor readability, lack of type or

range checking, and a primitive file system. The use of

postfix notation has always been cause for dislike. This,

together with the contorted use of stack operations, can

produce what has been referred to as a "write-only language"

even more so than ÀPL [wil80]. The use of meaningful

names and proper documentation are a must.

Forth can be especially hard for the beginner. It takes

a while to learn to "think in Forth" - to be able to keep

track of parameters and temporary values as they are manipu-

lated on the stack. This source of frustration does disap-

pear with experience and through the use of short defini-

tions which minimize visible stack depth.

The potential for unreadable code and the long learning

curve pose the danger of non-maintainability [¡on86]. Pro-

ficient Forth programmers are few (but growing) in number.

There is a general disinterest in Forth and other "non-stan-

dard" Ianguages which are "not worth learning" (as opposed

to C and Pascal). These factors combine to increase the

risk that the author of a Forth program will be the only

person easily capable of maintaining that program. In some

cases the author may find his own code unreadable after a

period of time.

12



Forth does not provide any type or range checking

l.ram8ol . It is up to the programmer to add whatever f orms

of error checking are deemed necessary (validating argu-

ments, subscript ranges, etc). The programmer must also en-

Sure that each word maintains stack balance ( in order to

preserve the integrity of the stacks). Forth gives complete

access to the machine through fundamental operators like '!'

("store"), which allows any RÀM location to be modified.

These "freedoms" place total responsibility on the program-

mer.

"Forth allows the programmer to make all sorts of
terrible mistakes and poor choices. I like to say
that Forth is Iike a high-performance Jet Fighter:
if you know what you're doing you can do some
amazing things... If you don't, it's a good way
to get yourseff kiIled" [Llng¿] .

Put another wâY,

"Forth is an amplifier. A good programmer can do
a fantastic job with Forth; a bad programmer can
do a disastrous one" [uoo80].

Forth programs are dialectic. Programmers often tailor

the language to their own way of thinking. This improves

individual productivity but may pose problems in a multi-

programmer environment. The solution is to enforce the use

of standard words and coding practices in order to produce

consistent and readable code.

Some versions of Forth, such as indirect token threaded

code implementations (see section 4.6), suffer from slower

execution speed. These may be in the range of 5 to 10 times

sLower than assembler or native code language compilers.

13



Forth cannot easily be used in mixed language programming

(other than its ovrn assembly language). This is a result of

Forth's dependency on its environment. À Forth program re-

quires most or all of the Forth System components. Àt the

very 1east, this means that dictionary entries and the ad-

dress interpreter must be included (often at a fixed ad-

dress) within the load module. Interlanguage calls are con-

voluted at best; restricting the user to a Forth-on1y

oevelopment environment.

Ànother disadvantage is the primitive file system. Forth

lumps its file system and virtual memory into a block stor-

age system. Source is loaded by specifying a block number.

There is no concept of a directory with named files. À

block of source code contains 16 lines of 64 characters

each. This fixed format requires unused areas to be blank

filled often wasting a large percentage of disk space.

No floating point, string, array, record or locaI vari-

ables are provided. All word definitions are more or less

globally accessible. These, along with most other disadvan-

tages, can be overcome by extending the language. Enhance-

ments Such as named parameters, infix notation, and local

variables will be discussed later

14



1.4 USES

Forth has been called a meta-application language. Its

extensibifity allows it to be adapted to a wide variety of

areas. Forth is particularly welI suited to interactive

real-time applications such aS process control or data ac-

quisition and analysis. Examples of Forth in the real-worId

incl-ude:

Bell Canada' s Plant Àdministration Svstem I I (peUS i I )

which was devel-oped using poIyFORTH.s PAMS II is used to 1o-

cate and analyze problems in Bells' telephone switching net-

work. PoIyFORTH II was chosen for its ability to support 32

terminals and a 200M8 database on a single 680O0-based sys-

tem, with response times averaging under one second. No

other operating system was able to match these requirements.

PoIyFORTH II is currently being used in the development

and installation of a large-sca1e Monitorino and Control

svstem. This distributed system utilizes I PDP-11/44',s, 320

custom 808S-based security panels and 378 custom 8086-based

machines with up to 36,000 sensors (17,000 are in use). The

system incorporates fire and safety monitoring, security and

access control, heating, ventilation and air conditioning,

runway Iights plus water, fuel and power distribution

Inatgs] .

I PolynoRtH r r
grammed FORTH

is a
system

professional multitasking multipro-
available from FORTH, Inc.

15



Network communications are based on a variation of the

clusterFORTH communications protocol [BSR84]. The polyForth

Data Base Support System, âfl extensive graphicS package and

memory management techniques are also in use.

The Elicon Special Effects Camera Robot i

robot used to create high quality special

lSfagg]. The robot "fIies" the camera past

models of spacecraft, starfields and other

These elements are superimposed to create the

s a multi-axis
ef fects shots

miniature scale

scene elements.

effect image.

Forth vras exLended to produce a special film language.

This language a]Iows the user to define "flight paths" ac-

cording to the relative position and angle of view as seen

from a moving object. The control- program performs the nec-

essary geometry transformations and real-time control of the

robot servo motion and camera. This System has been used

for special effects in dozens of movies and commercials.

A similar application is that of skycam [con85]. skycam

is an aerial robotic camera system. Forth was again chosen

as the develoPment language.

Other Process Control Applications include a peach sorter

[WiI80], baggage handler IBro81], thyristor laser beveling

system IentBa], gyro rotor cleaning assembly [Dum83] and

telescope control lChagg].
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GameForth is one of several versions of Forth which have

been customized for a specific application. Àtari lnc. de-

veloped gameForth for creating arcade games [Wi180]. Gra-

Forth is another graphics-oriented Forth that runs on the

Apple II series. GraForth provides an image editor and

functions for manipulating 3-D objects, text, and graphics.

DELTA is an expert system for diesel electric locomotive

repair. This rule-based system is designed to aid mainte-

nance perSonnel in problem diagnosis and repair procedures.

A prototype system has been implemented in Forth by creating

a special representation language. This language contains

predicate functions and verbs used to express the ru1es.

The inference engine then uses these rules to evaluate

facts.

A f eas ibi l ity prototype Ì{as implemented in LI SP and then

re-written in Forth to achieve "efficiency and portability

to other microprocessor-based systems" [JoB83] .

DaÈa Acguisition and Ànalvsis

such as a real-time interactive

Forth for acquisition, reduction

from 500 channels Igongg].

for Scientific Instruments

spectroscope which uses

and manipulation of data

Control and Imaqe Processinq for a "passive ultrasonic

microscope" based on a mechanically scanned ultrasonic imag-

ing system Ir,y;8s] .
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Portable Intelliqent Devices like the Craig M100 Language

Translator and a portable Cardiac monitoring device, both of

which run Forth internalry [wir80] '

1 .5 FORTH VS O.rHER T,ANGUÀGES

Forth exhibits some of the properties of a functional

programming language. Words can be considered functions as

long aS each word adheres to passing arguments and results

through the stack only. In fact FORJR, a version of Backus'

FP, has been implemented using Forth [pnrg¿].

Àn object oriented system calred NEoN [pur8¿] (a subset

of Smalltalk-80) is also been written in Forth. Similar ob-

ject oriented extensions to Forth are described in [pou86].

Other languages implemented in Forth include Lisp, Prolog

and OPS5.

Às a language, Forth has more disadvantages than advan-

tages when compared against its two most popular contenders:

C and Pascal. Forth has the advantage of being extremely

flexible. It gives the programmer complete control of the

machine and is extensible at all leve1s. Other languages

are more protective and provide extensibility through sub-

routines, arrays and record data structures. Language fea-

tures cannot be extended as may be done in Forth.

Pasca1 provides strong

tect many subtle errors.

type checking and is able to de-

C has less checking and Forth has

18



none. However, C and Forth are more flexible than Pascal. C

and Forth are "closer to the machine". This ailows them to

be used in a wider range of applications.

Pascal has a richer set of data types than C and Forth.

Pascal includes boolean, character, integer, real, Pointer,

enumerated and set data tYPes. C provides character, inte-

9€r, pointer and real while Forth provides only character

and integer. Forth and C use integers to represent boolean

data. Integers can be 16 or 32 bits (ttris may vary in some

C verSions). Forth also uses integerS as pointerS. Forth's

disadvantage of fewer data types is offset by its ability to

create new ones.

c and Forth provide a large number of extraordinary oper-

ators or expressions. C has eleven levels of operator pre-

cedence, Pascal has four and Forth has only one. A single

precedence level leaves no doubt as to the result of an ex-

pression, however, it restricts the order of operations.

The Pascal syntax is very readable ' C is less readable

(address/pointer expressions can be difficult) and Forth has

been called unreadable. Forth's poor readability can be at-

tributed to its postfix syntax and lack of named parameters

and local variables.

À11 three languages have reasonably good control struc-

tures. Forth allows new control structures to be defined if

necessary. Pasca1 has the disadvantage of not being able to
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break as easily from within a ]oop. This forces the pro-

grammer to create boolean f .Lags that control loop termina-

tion.

Forth has virtually no method of Scope control. this

disadvantage forces the use of global variables and proce-

dures. C uses source files to define scope but cannot nest

procedures as can Pascal. However, PaScaI enforceS a strict

ordering amongst program sections. This forces containing

procedures to be subdivided by their nested procedures.

Forth procedures have an advantage in that there are no

restrictions on the number or type of arguments being passed

or returned. C and Forth procedures can accept a variable

number of parameters; Pascal cannot.

Each language makes tradeoffs between flexibility and

Strong typing; syntax and clarity versus compactness and ex-

pressive povrer. Forth has chosen flexibility and power; a

different style and method of abstraction which has its own

strengths and weaknesses.

Forth is a high-leveI language that aIlows the programmer

to extend the machine to fit the application. The Forth

language can be grouped amongst other languages aS shown in

figure 1.1 [¡ra85b] .

Forth provides a set of operators, system variabLeS, con-

trol structures and defining words that form the basis of
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Non-extensible machine language or micro-code
Non-stack oriented Programming
l'lany programmers operate at tiris level even if the
computer supports stacks

Extensible machine language Forth
Two stacks, micro-codes higher level facilities

Traditional Àlgebraic Fortran, Pascal, C, ADA
Both data structures and control must be planned
Usually single stack implementation

Dynamic memory allocation LisP
Data structuring automatic, control must be planned

Dynamic controL Prolog, Expert Systems languages
Both data structures and control are automatic
Forward versus backward chaining
Probabilistic control often used

Figure '1 .1 : Programming Language Hierarchy

the language. The Last three items are discussed in subseq-

uent chapters. Operators are discussed here since they are

required throughouL the remainder of this thesis.

Each oper4tor is a word which performs a simple function.

Most operators expect and return 16-bit values. 32-bit op-

erators can be recognized by their'Ð'or'2'prefixes as in

D+r D- and 2DUP. 8-bit operators act on the least signifi-

cant byte of a 16-bit entry. These operators are prefixed

by 'c' .

Binary operators take the top two stack entries and push

their result. For example, AND performs a logical bitwise

and; >= performs a relational test which returns zeto if

false and minus one if true.
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unary operators act only on the top stack entry. 1+ adds

one to the top stack entry. 2+, .1- and 2- perform other in-

crement and decrement operations.

Stack operators (OUp, SWÀP, etc) are used to manipulate

the data stack. Interstack operators such as R> and >R are

also provided. R> pops the top 'return stack entry to the

data stack. >R performs the reverse function.

Memory ref.erence operators allow access to 1 6-bit ( G, ! )

and 8-bit (CG, C!) data. The remaining operators perform

system, t/O and utititY functions.

1.5 rHESIS OUTLINE

The first chapter provides an overview of Forth together

with its advantages, disadvantages and uses. This is in-

tended to give the reader a sense of the language and its

capabilities.

Chapters two and three together discuss the implementa-

tion of a FORTH-83 standard system. Chapter two deals with

system components: the dictionary, StackS, interpreters and

block storage system. Chapter three presents language ele-

ments: IiteraIs, defining words, control structures and the

assembly language.

The fourth and fifth chapters describe various methods of

implementing Forth's underlying virtual machine or address
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interpreter. Chapter four discusses software implementa-

tions of the virtual machine. This includes. threadeO code

and other techniques. The fifth chapter continues by dis-

cussing implementations of the virtual machine in hardware.

The concluding chapter looks at possible enhancements to

Forth and the trend toward more powerful Forth development

systems.
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ChaPter II

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

This chapter takes a closer look at Forth system compo-

nents. It discusses the implementation of the dictionary,

interpreters, blöck storage system and related words which

integrate these components into the language.

À subset of the FoRTH-83 Standard words are used to iI-

lustrate implementation details while also providing a lan-

guage tutorial. This material is sufficient, together with

the next chapter ("language components") and Lhe FORTH-83

Standard [FST83], to allow the reader to implement a com-

plete single-user FORTH-83 system. It may also be used as

the basis of a customized Forth-Iike language.

2.1 FORTH.83 STANDÀRD

Forth's extensibility promotes "customization" of the

language to the requirements of a particular application.

This has led to the existence of many versions of Forth, and

the need to standardize the language in the interests of

software portability. The FORTH Standards Team has most re-

cently published the FORTH-83 Standard (August 1983) which

is adhered to in this thesis'
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The FORTH-83 Standard specifies a set of required words

which must be available in a standard system. Standard pro-

grams can then be defined using these words. Each required

word is Specified by name, name pronunciation, and function.

The function describes input and output parameters plus oth-

er effects the word may have upon system variables. Possi-

ble error conditions are also noted.

Several extension word sets are provided to facilitate

options such as 32-bit arithmetic and assembly language pro-

gramming. À standard system need not provide these fea-

tures. In fact, a standard program can not include assembly

code since this would be machine dependent. Controlled ref-

erence words (being considered for standardization) and un-

control-led reference words (which are presently in use on

some systems) are also included. The final section de-

scribes experimental proposals which may be adopted in fu-

ture standards.

2.2 THREADED CODE

Forth has traditionally been implemented as a threaded

interpretive language (fif,). TILS translate source code to

an intermediary form known as threaded code (tC). There are

several types of TC, all of which are functionally the same.

Indirect threaded code (ffC) will be used for illustrative

purposes since it is probably the most common type used to

implement Forth. Other types of TC wiII be discussed later.
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À change in Èhe type of TC mainly effects the address in-

terpreter (aIso known as the inner interpreter). The ad-

dress interpreter acts as a virtual machine which interprets

Or "eXeCUteS" TC "inStrUCtiOnS". EaCh "inStfUCtiOn" COrre-

sponds to a word definition. In ITC, an "instruction" is

represented as the address of a subroutine which performs

the function of its associated word. Other types of TC may

represent subroutine calls in a different manner. In any

caSe, the address interpreter steps through the TC execut-

ing each subroutine it encounters.

If you think of a hierarchy of subroutine calls, you can

imagine an execution path which is "threaded" throughout the

structure (see figure 2.1 which illustrates the basic struc-

ture of word definitions). The thread follows the path of

execution hence the term threaded code.

If you view this structure as a tree then the leaf nodes

are called primitives and the otherS are ca1led secondar-

ies. Primitive words are defined in assembly language.

Secondary words are defíned in terms of primitives' secon-

daries, or both. The address interpreter must distinguish

between primitives (which are directly executed) and Secon-

daries (which reguire further interpretation).

Note that the primitives do all the real work. In refer-

ring to figure 2.1, the thread of execution follows a

preorder traversal of the tree, executing DUP DUP * * which
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CUBED Definirion

: CUBED DUP SQUARED * ;

Cail Retum

: SQUARED DUP + 
;

---------+ Thread of Execution

Figure 2.1 z Thread of Execution in a Hierarchy of Words

is the function of CUBED. Thus primitives form the basic

"instruction" set of the virtual machine. Secondaries then

allow the implementation of high leve1. extended "instruc-
tions".

2.3 DICTIONARY

The dictionary is sysÈem-wide data structure used to

maintain word definitions. It is usually stored as a linked

list with each node (dictionary entry) representing the def-

inition of a single word. A dictionary entry contains the
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name of the word, its body (threaded code, machine code or

data) and a pointer to the previous entry (see figure 2.2).

The dictionary is used by the text interpreter for locat-

ing existing word definitions and compiling ne$¡ ones. The

function of a word is determined by the code in the body of

Existing
Entries

o

o

NAME

LINK

BODY

NAME

LINK

BODY

---ÐNew words are appended
to the Dictionary

Figure 2.22 Basic Dictionary Structure

its definition.

Low
Memory

High
Memory

HERE

field begins with a byte containing the length

name. The most significant bit of this byte is

flag whose purpose will be discussed later. In

Dictionary Entry containing
Word Definition

MostRecentEntry

The name

of the word

used as a
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some Systems , a fixed length name field is used to store

only the length and the first three characters of a word

name. This saves space but increases the probability of a

conflict in names. For this reason, FORTH-83 specifies that

v¡ord names may be up to 31 characters in length this ne-

cessitates the use of a variable length name field. The

typical structure of a dictionary entry is shown in figure

2.3 .

Fixed length name fields have traditionally been placed

at the start of each dictionary entry, followed by the link

fie]d. h]ith a variable length name the order is often re-

versed by placing the link field at the start. A dictionary

search can then proceed faster because the link field is aI-

vrays at a f ixed location within each entry.

The FORTH-83 Standard does not describe the internal

structure of the dictionary. It merely defines the diction-

ary as:

"A structure of word definitions in computer memo-
ry which is extensible and grows toward higher
memory addresses. Entries are organized in voca-
bularies to aid location by name" [r'Sr83].

The details of dictionary implementation are irrelevant pro-

vided it functions properly in conjunction with standard

words which access or alter it.

The dictionary grolrs toward higher memory addresses aS

word definitions are added. Forth maintains a dictionary

pointer (Op) which points at the next available dictionary
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Figure 2.32 Dictionary Entry Structure

Header

ã LFA (I-ink Field Address)

L* Fi# 
NFA (|tame Field Address)
This address is also known as the

CAW (Code Address Word) or
PAP (Prologue Address Pointer)

crh)

€ CFA (Code Field Address)

le Body - also called
Parameter Field
riable length)

Th¡eaded Code will be a series of CFA's
(also called V/ord Add¡esses or Compilation Addresses)

DICTIONARY I{EADERS

Fixed Length

OA P

H o
Link Address

I 
PFA Garameter Field Add.ress)

Does not uniquely identify
words such as:

phoenician
photometry
phosphoric

Immediate Flag

J Link Address Link Field

'[ NameField

| {uariuut. t.n

J€
f co¿" ri.ta

Code Body -
the Paramete
(variable len

1l Length 1st char

Zndchat 3rd char

a

a

o

Code Address

Threaded Code
or

Data
or

Machine Code

Variable Iængth

Link Address

OA P

H o
T o
G R

A P

H
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I oca.t i on

be kept

cess or

c lude :

Word

HERE

. DP is usually stored in a system variable but may

in a dedicated register. Several words directiy ac-

manipulate this dictionary pointer. Examples in-

n ALLOT

n,

n C,

FORGET <name>

Func t i on

returns the address of the
next available dictionary
Iocation. (rhe value of DP.)

allocates n bytes from the
dictionary. (fncrements DP
by n. )

encloses n in the dictionary
(allocates 2 bytes and stores
n at HERE - 2). Defined as
2,HERE2ÀLLOT!;
encloses the least significant
byte of n in the dictionary
(allocates 1 byte and stores
n at HERE 1 ). Ðefined as
r C, HERE 1 ALLOT C! ì

searches the compilation
vocabulary (see next section)
for <name> and sets DP to
point at the entry for <name>.

FORGET provides a simple and effective way of managing

the dictionary. FORGET <name> wiIl delete <name> from the

dictionary along y¡ith all words added afÈer <name>. It is

common practice to place the statements:

FORGET FENCE
VARIABLE FENCE

at the start of an application. This automatically releases

the previous application and marks the beginning of the nev¡

one being compiled. FORGET issues a warning message if

FENCE is undefined.
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2.3.1 Vocabularies

À vocabulary is "an ordered list of word definitions"

[FST83]. vocabularies are useful in grouping together re-

lated words and in controlling the order in which the dic-

tionary is searched. word definitions with the same name

can be placed in separate vocabularies and still be uniquely

identified by the search order. Àn existing word may be de-

fined more than once within the same vocabulary. In this

case, only the most recent definition will be found when the

vocabulary is searched.

The search order is:

"À specification of the order in which selected
vocabularies in the dictionary are searched. Exe-
cution of a vocabulary makes it the first vocabu-
lary in the search order. The dictionary is
seaiched whenever a word is to be located by its
name. This order appl ies to aIl dict ionary
searches unless otherwise noted. The search order
begins with the last vocabulary executed and ends
with FORTH, s unless altered in a system dependent
manner" IFST83].

A mechanism for clearly specifying the search order has not

been standardized. The most common approach is the use of

chained vocabularies as shown in figure 2.4. Each vocabu-

lary is defined as in VOCABULÀRY <name>, which gives the

name of the vocabulary and a defines a word <name> that con-

tains a pointer to the most recent definition in the vocabu-

lary. When <name> is executed, it updates the system vari-

able CONTEXT. This causes the search order to begin with

s FORTH is the name of the primary vocabulary which contains
kernel words.
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<name>.

executed

ring to

The search order proceeds from the last

and continues until "end-of-dictionatry".
figure 2.4, if the coNTExT vocabulary was

vocabuÌary

In refer-

cAD, the

CAD

GRAPHICS

Figure 2.42 Chained Vocabularies

search order would be CÀD-GRÀPHICS-FORTH.

Dictionary entries are back-linked10 so that the first
word'in a vocabulary will be the most recent definition of

that word. New words are appended to the dictionary and are

thus maintained in chronological order from newest to o1d-

est.

1 o Structures other
used as discussed

than a linear
in section 5.1
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Redefining a word has no effect on definitions which were

previousiy compiied. Prior definitions will continue to use

the most recent, version of each word aS v¡as available at

compile-time. In practice, the entire apptication is re-

compiled whenever necessary. This "catch-al1" procedure

takes only seconds to ensure that all definitions are up-to-

date.

The system extension word set specifies two System varÍ-

ables which control use of the dictionary. CONTEXT deter-

mines the dictionary search order. CURRENT specifies the

vocabulary in which new word definitions are appended (ttris

is ref erred to as the compil-ation vocabulary). With chained

vocabularies, CONTEXT specifies the first vocabulary to be

searched.

CONTEXT and CURRENT allow words in one vocabulary to be

defined using words from another vocabulary. The word

DEFINITIONS sets CURRENT to CONTEXT so that new definitions

are added to the first vocabulary in the search order. For

example, suppose a nev¡ vlord is to be added to the GRAPHICS

vocabulary and must use the ÀSSEMBLER vocabulary to define

the word in assembly language. Before defining the word you

might say:

GRAPHICS OK

DEFINITIONS OK

ASSEMBLER OK

set CONTEXT vocabulary )
to GRÀPHICS )

set CURRENT vocabulary )
to CONTEXT vocabulary )

set CONTEXT vocabulary )
to ASSEMBLER )
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This would normally be entered on one line as:

GRAPHICS DEFINITIONS ÀSSEMBLER OK

which clearly states the intention to define

words using assemblY language.

À new vocabulary <name> is created by saying:

VOCÀBULÀRY <name>

This creates a special vocabulary variable <name>

this variable to point at the entry for <name>.

are added to this vocabulary, the variabl-e <name>

to point at the most recent dictionary entry. The

of <name> causes CONTEXT Lo be set to <name>'s

pointer. The implementation of VOCABULÀRY is di

section 3.1 0.

Since CONTEXT

DEFINITIONS can be

: DEFINTTIONS
CONTEXT G

CURRENT ! ;

are system var iables ,

new graphics

and sets

Às words

is updated

execut i on

vocabulary

scussed in

and CURRENT

defined as:

Both CONTEXT and CURRENT

variables. The statement

to the most recent entrY

Iary. CONTEXT G specif

search order.

( fetch CONTEXT vocabularY )
( store as CURRENT vocabularY )

contain pointers to vocabularY

CURRENT G G would return a Pointer

added to the comPilation vocabu-

ies the first vocabularY in the
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2.3.2

In an ITC system, the body of each dictionary entry be-

gins with a code address word (cew also known as a pro-

Iogue address pointer) which distinguishes between primi-

tives and secondaries (see figure 2.5). The CAW contains a

pointer to machine code which is executed as the first step

in the execution of a word definition. This prologue code

Parameter

Field

Body of
Dictionary
Entry

Secondary

CAW

word address

word address

word address

#DOSEMI

DOCOLON
(subroutine call

to interpret
threaded code)

ThreadedCode
for secondary

A primitive that
does the rehrm
from secondary

Figure 2.5: Indirect Threaded Code Bodies

determines the type of definition being executed.

In primitives, the CÀW points to the parameter field

(also known as the code body) which contains machine code to

carry out the function of the word. The last machine in-

struction does a jump back to the address interpreter which

continues executing Èhe threaded code (tc).

Primitive

Machine
Code

which
performs
function

of
primitive
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In secondaries, the CAW points to a machine code routine

commonly ca1led DOCOLON (since a colon definition is used to

define a secondarY). DOCOLON acts as a subroutine ca|I/en-

try procedure which pushes a return address onto the return

stack and calls the address interpreter to execute the TC

that follows in the parameter field. The last TC address is

a pointer to DOSEMI a primitive which performs the subrou-

tine return/exit from the secondary. DOSEMI pops the return

address from the return stack and calls the address inter-

preter to continue execution at this address (the TC follow-

ing the word address of the secondary) This seguence of

Secondary A Secondary B

xxxx

xxxx+2

Figure 2.6: À Subroutine Call to a Secondary

events is shown in figure 2.6-

push return add¡ess (xxxx+2)
and continue execution

pop retum address and
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2.3.3 Pre-compíled Dictionarv

The basic elements of Forth including the required word

set, text interpreter and address interpreter are contained

in the pre-compiled portion of the dictionary (see figure

2.7). This pre-cornpiled code is required to start-up a

Forth system. The code is written is assembly language and

is comprised mostly of dictionary entries.

The headers for dictionary entries are coded using assem-

bler directives to generate name, link and CÀI^l f ields.

Primitive code bodies consist of native assembly code mne-

monics. The TC tor secondaries is "hand compiled" into as-

sembler directives which generate the address list data.

This source code is then assembled under the host operating

system or cross-assembled on a different machine. The re-

sulting object code contains the pre-compiled dictionary en-

tries for the target machine.

The first step in this code is to caII the address inter-

preter to begin executing the text interpreter. On some

Systems the pre-compiled code contains only the bare neces-

sìties: a few primitives and a simple text interpreter which

does no error checking and can only read from disk. This

code is then used to bootstrap a complete system by compil-

ing the remaining Forth source from disk. This implementa-

tion of Forth is even easier to transport since assembly

language code is kept to a minimum. Most of the system is
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defined in Forth itself. This technique does produce

slower syscem because there are iewer prinitives.

usually most of the standard words are coded as primi-

tives for efficiency reasons. The text interpreter is a1-

most always written aS a secondary. Once Forth is running,

additional primitives may be defined using Forth's assembler

Ianguage facility; secondaries are created via colon defini-

tions.
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Low
Memory

High
Memory

Figure 2.7 z À Forth Memory MaP

Required word set, assembier, editor,
text and address interpreters
(may be in ROM on some systems)

STATE, CURRENT, CONTEXT, BASE, EtC.

Optional word sets kept as source and
compiled from disk

Dictionary grows toward higher memory
as user definitions are added

) nansient scratchpad area

Parameter Stack grows toward lower memory

Text Input Buffer holds input from keyboard

Refurn Stack grows toward lower memory

used by block storage system

Pre-Compiled
Forth

System
Variables

Elective
Definitions

User
Dictionary

Pad

__^_
Parameter

Stack
Text Input

Bufferv
Ã
Return Stack

Block
Bufers
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2.3 "4 Pad

The pad is a transient area

the dictionary. The Pad acts

intermediate results. One of

character string generated bY

section 3.9). Once a number

in memory, Iocated just above

as a scratch pad for storing

its uses is to hold the ÀSCII

number-formatting words (see

has been formatted into the

can be output to the terminaLpad, its ascii rePresentation

or placed elsewhere.

The word PAD returns the lower address of the pad. PAD

is often defined as : PAD HERE n + ; where n is some fixed

offset (say 100 bytes). The FORTH-83 Standard stipulates

that the pad must have a minimum capacity of 84 bytes and

that "the address or contents of PÀD may change and the data

Iost if the address of the next available dictionary loca-

tion is changed. " This rarely causes problems since the two

events do not normally take place at the same time (ie. they

are mutually exclusive) .

2.4 STACKS

The data stack and return stack are extensible structures

which grovr toward lower memory addresses (refer back to fig-

ure 2.7). The data stack is used for passing parameters be-

tween words. The return stack is used to save return ad-

dresses during execution of nested words. Both stacks

provide storage f.or temporary variables and intermediate re-

sults.
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FORTH-83 specifies that both stacks contain 1 6-bit

entries. 32-bit numbers are storeO on the stack as two en-

tries (ttre most-significant 16-bits are pushed last). Byte,

character and boolean data are zeÊo extended and stored aS

1 6-bi t entr ies.

Some machines implement stacks directly in hardware"

Others may require that stacks be implemented in software"

In the later case, each Stack can be represented by a stack

pointer (Sp) kept in memory (a variable) or, pf€ferab}y, a

dedicated register. À stack can then be implemented as

High
*î"

Address

xxxx+6

xxxx+4

xxxx+2

+
Low

Memory

Ns

Stack
s+1 e

SP poin
top stacJ

$
N3

N2

N1

NO

empfy stack"

ck hæ
L entries

ts at

stack entry

SP
(xxxx)

after PUSH(5)
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Adjust I

next enl
SP=SI

Store 5
of stack
(sP)::
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N2

N1
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000s

after POP POP

Ns
Pop top
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(sP) -->

SP=SI

(sP) -->
SP:SI

$
N3

N2

N1

SP to
try

at top
I
5

lp two
entries
.-> 5
SP+2

-> N0
SP+2

SP
(xxxx+2)

SP
(xxxx-2)

shown in figure

SP points at

decrements SP

this location.

Figure 2.82 Implementing a Stack

2.8.

the top stack entry

to point to the next

POP X performs the

. The PUSH X operation

entry and stores X at

reverse procedure by as-
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signing X the value of the top stack entry and incrementing

SP to point at the previous entry. The stack is empty if SP

equals the "empty stack" pointer (ttre value of SP before any

PUSH/POP operations). If. SP is less than "empty stack" then

the stack has underflowed (more POPs than PUSHes). Stack

overflow occurs if the stack grows beyond its allocated area

in memory (too many PUSHes).

Some machines require that stack entries be word aligned.

Even if this is not a requirement it is often advantageous

to word align the stacks since this generally alLows faster

word access (depending on the hardware). For example, a

'16-bit wide path to memory can provide single access to any

word located at an even address. Words locaLed at odd ad-

dresses require two memory access cycles to obtain their two

separate bytes.

2.4.1 Overf low and Underf low

Stack overflow or underflow can be disastrous since these

conditions are rarely guarded against. Run-Lime error

checking can be very costly in terms of execution time.

Therefore,the text interpreter checks the stacks after, bgt

not during, the execution of a word.

Underflow occurs when a word consumes parameters beyond

the "empty stack". Data stack underfl-ow returns invalid

data and wilI cause incorrect results at best. Return stack
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underflow or any corruption of return addresses will cause

the address interpreter to "run wi1d'r - executing at some

unknown address. Pushing values onto an underflowed stack

will corrupt memory below the stack.

Overflow results in the destruction of memory immediately

above the stack. Overflows are usually caused by lengthy

recursive calls or sÈack-dictionary "collisions". The ef-

fects of stack corruption can easily "crash" the system.

Às always, it is up to the programmer to test each word

separately so that stack integrity can be assured. This

process of incremental testing is widely accepted.

2.5 TEXT INTERPRETER

The text interpreter acts as a system executive. It pro-

vides an operator interface much like the UNIX1l shell. The

text interpreter is an infinite loop which repeatedly ac-

cepts word names and numbers from the input stream (see fig-

ure 2.9). The input stream comes from the current input de-

vice (usually the keyboard) or from backing store.

When Forth is booted up, the pre-compiled dictionary of

kernel words is loaded into memory and the text interpreter
(aIso known as the outer interpreter) is invoked. The text

interpreter acts either as a compiler or an interpreter de-

1 1 uNIx is a multiuser
system developed by

time-shared multitasking operating
Be11 Labs.
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Figure 2.92 A Simple Text Interpreter

Get input

a number ?

Push number
onto stack
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pending on the value of a system variable named STATE.

STATE is a boolean flag; an integer whose value ís either

false (zero) or true (non-zero). If STATE equals true then

the text interpreter is compiling, otherwise it is inter-

preting. In either case, the text interpreter scans the in-

put stream and picks off one word at a time. Each word is

Iocated in the dictionary and the address of its body is re-

turned. if STATE equals compiling as in the case of a colon

definition, the address is appended to the body of the new

word being defined (thus producing threaded code a Iist of

the addresses of its component words). On the other hand,

if STÀTE equals interpreting, the address is passed to the

word EXECUTE which catls the address interpreter to "exe-

cute" the code bodY of the word.

Immediate words are an exception to the above rule. An

immediate word is always executed even if STÀTE equals

compiling. Immediate words are used to perform compile time

actions. Àn example of such a word is 'ì' , one of whose

functions is to set STÀ18 to interpreting upon completing a

colon definition.

If a word name cannot be l0cated it is assumed to be a

number. The text interpreter attempts to convert the name

to a number. Conversion is done using the system variable

BASE, which contains an integer value in the range 2 to 72

(default is base 10). If the number is valid, it is pushed

onto the stack (if STÀTE equals interpreting) or compiled
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into Èhe dictionary as a literal (if STATE equals conpil-

ing). A literal will push its value io the stack when it is

encountered later during execution of a word (see section

3.1 ) . Numbers are converted to 1 6-bit values unless immedi-

ately followed by a period as in 25. The period causes con-

version to a 32-bit value.

If the text interpreter determines the name is an invalid

number then an error condition exists. Error handling is

system dependent but the usual response is to print the of-

fending name along with an appropriate message I clear the

stacks and set STÀTE to interpreting. Other possible ac-

tions and error conditions are detailed in the FORTH-83

srandard IFST83].

Aside from word name and

terpreter does littIe or no

Iy due to the use of postf

often reduced to verifying

after executing a word.

number validation, the text in-

syntax checking. This is large-

ix notation. Error checking is

that "stack empty" did not occur

2.5.1 Inout Stream

The input stream is defined by the system variables BLK,

TIB, #TIB and >IN. BLK determines the source of the input

stream. If BLK is zero then the input stream is taken from

the text input buffer depicted in figure 2.10. TIB returns

the address of the first byte in the text input buffer.
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#TIB gives

text input

Io TIB,

the number of

buf f er. >IN

wiIl point at

bytes which have been

returns an of fset which

the next character i

i nput

, when

n the

to the

added

i nput

minimum capacity
of 80 characters

TIB
(start address)

#TIB
(# bytes in TIB)

>IN
(offset into TIB)

Figure 2.102 The Text Input Buffer

st ream.

The text input

such as:

buffer can be initially filled by a word

: GET-INPUT ( -- )
TIB 80 EXPECT
SPÀN G #tTE I

0>IN!¡

input into buffer at TIB )

set #TIB to #chars input )

set >IN to zero )

EXPECT requires a buffer address and length. It then ac-

cepts input (from the keyboard) into the buffer. This con-

tinues until the buffer is fuII or a carriage return is en-

tered. The carriage return is not stored in the buffer but

is displayed as a space. EXPECT sets the system variable

SPAN equal to the number of characters which were input to

the buffer.
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If BLK is non-zero, it specifies the block number of the

block buffer containing the inpuc Stream. In this case, the

input stream contains exactly 1024 bytes (ttre block size)

and >IN contains an offset into the block buffer.

The word

put stream

source code

statement n

LOAD can be used to alter BLK and cause the in-

to be taken from backing store. This allows

to be compiled or interpreted from disk. The

LOÀD requests block n to be LOAÐed (refer to

section 2.7). LOAD begins by saving the current input

sLream using a word like:

: SAVE_INPUT-STREAM ( --
R>
BLK G >R
>IN G >R
>Ri

)
get return address )
push BLK onto return stack
push >IN onto return stack
restore return address )

)
)

which saves BLK and >IN onto the return stack. LOAD then

sets up a block buffer for block n, sets BLK to n and >IN to

zero. The input stream is now taken from the block buffer.

Once this buffer is exhausted, a word such as:

: RESTORE INPUT STREÀM ( _- )
R> ( get return address )
R> >IN ! ( pop return stack into >IN )

R> BLK ! ( pop return stack into BLK )

>R ; ( restore return address )

is used to restore the input stream to its previous posi-

tion. This allows nested LOÀDs. For example, block five

may contain the sequence 6 LOAD 7 LOAD I LOÀD. The state-

ment 5 LOAD will now load blocks five through eight.

The input stream is normally accessed using WORD. WORD

expects a defimiting characÈer and returns the address of a
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counted string. The Sequence BL WORD is used to acquire the

next word name from the input scream. BL pushes an ASCII

blank (decimal 32) onto the stack. WORD then returns the

address of the next blank delimited string (Ieading delimit-

ers are ignored). The first byte in the string contains the

string length'(number of characters) . Subsequent bytes con-

tain the string data. À blank is appended to the string but

not included in its length

WORD determines its position in the input stream by exam-

ining BLK. If the input stream is already exhausted when

WORD is called (SLK equals zero and >IN equals #tln or BLK

is non-zero and >IN equals 1024) then WORD returns a string

of length zero. Otherwise, WORD adjusts >IN to the charac-

ter following the delimiter (>l¡¡ is set to the size of the

input stream if the delimiter is not found).

GET_WORD may

counted string
stream and 2)

hausted:

: GET_WORD
BL WORD
DUP G

O<> ì

)
get next word )

get word length )

return true if zero length )

be def ined to return: 1) ttre address of a

containing the next word name from the input

a flag indicating if the input stream was ex-

( -- addr f lag
(
.(

(
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2.5.2 Implementat Íon

Several words must be introduced before defining the text

interpreter. The control structures IF-ELSE-THEN,

BEGIN-UNTIL and BEGIN-WHILE-REPEAT are required here but are

discussed in section 3.8.

FIND is used to search the dictionary for a word defini-

tion (using the currently active search order). FIND is

passed the address of a counted string which contains the

word name. If the word is not found, FIND returns this ad-

dress and a val-ue of zeto. Otherwise, it returns the CFA

(code field address or compilation address) of the word and

a value of either minus one or one. Minus one is returned

if the word is non-immediate. One indicates the word is im-

mediate.

EXECUTE accepts a

to execute the word

section 2.6\ .

CFA and calls the address interpreter

definition at that address (refer to

CONVERT converts a counted string into a 32-bit value.

CONVERT expects a 32-bit start value and the address of a

counted string. It then determines the value of each digit
(using BÀSE) Ueginning with the first character in the

string. The start value is multiplied by the value of BASE

before each digit is a<ided. Conversion stops once an uncon-

vertible character is encountered. CONVERT returns a 32-bit

value and the address of the first unconvertible character.
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ICO¡¿pf i,e] LITERAL compiles a 16-bit number as discussed

in section 3.1 . icot'tprr,el DLTTERAL perf orms the same f unc-

tion f or 32-bit numbers. Section 3.'1 also describes the

word." ("dot-quote") which is uSed in the form." ccc" and

causes ccc to be output to the terminal screen. ABORT" is

similar to ." but expects a fIag. If the flag is true,

ABORT" ccc" displays cccI clears the Stacks, SetS STATE to

interpreting and accepts new input. This is used to restart

the text interpreter after an error occurs.

COUNT takes the address of a counted string and returns

address+1 and the length of the string. TYPE uses these

(ttre address of a character string and a length) to output

the character data to the terminal screen.

The text interpreter is usually implemented as a header-

Iess secondary. À simple text interpreter can be defined as

shown below:

O CONSTANT FALSE
_1 CONSTANT TRUE
1 CONSTÀNT 32-BIT

: DEFINED ( addr
FIND
DUP 0<> ì

a false flag )
a true flag )
32-bit number flag )

1 -- addr2 n flag )( ao FIND plus return true )
( if the word was found )

test value returned by FIND )
NOT_IMMEDIATE (n flag)

1 ¿> ; ( true for non-immediate words

( test if STATE is compiling )
: COMPILING ( -- flag ) ( returnSTATEG0<>ì
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convert a string to a 32-bit number and return a flag )

which indicates: )

S = invalid number'l = valid 32-bit number
-1 = valid 16-bit number

NUMBER? ( addr d1 n1 )

O. ROT CONVERT
G DUP
ASCII . =
TF DROP 1

ELSE BL =
THEN ì

)
)

)

32-BIT =
IF

COMPI LI NG
rF Icouprrn]
DLT TERÀL
THEN

ELSE
DROP
COMPI LI NG
rF [cotqprr,e]
LITERÀL
THEN

THEN ì

( attempt conversion )
( first unconvertible character )
( is a dot for 32-bit numbers )

( a space for 1 6-bit numbers )
( otherwise it is invalid )

compile or interpret a number as returned by NUMBER? )

PRO-ESS NTIMBER ( AI N1 )
( check NTMBER? f lag )

compile 32-bit number )
or leave it on stack )

discard upper 16-bits )

compile 16-bit number )
or leave it on stack )

execute or compile a word address )

PROCESS-WORD ( addr )
DEFINED ( is word defined? )

IF
COMPI LI NG
NOT_IMMEDIATE ÀND
IF

,
ELSE

EXECUTE
THEN

ELSE
DROP
DUP
NUMBER?
IF

PROCESS NUMBER ( compile or stack number )

ELSE
DROP
. " x** " ( begin error message )

COUNT TYPE ( print offending word and)
( restart text interPreter )

ABORT" i s inval id rr

THEN
THEN ì

( if compiling and non-immediate )

( enclose word address )

otherwise execute word )

discard zero flag )

duplicate string address )
is word a valid number? )

discard erroneous number )
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( text interpreter IooP )

OBLK!
BEGIN

BLK G Q=
IF

GET-INPUT
ELSE

RESTORE_I NPUT_STREÀM
THEN
BEGIN

GET_WORD
WHI LE
PROCESS-I^ÏORD

REPEÀT
BLK @ O-
IF

. tt oKtt
CR

THEN
FALSE

UNTI L

BLK to zero )
text interpreter loop )

check input stream )

get input from keyboard )

ór continue previous input )

get next word )

execute or compile each word

if end of input line )

print "OK" and carriage )
return, linefeed )

( loop forever )

(

(

(

2.6 AI)DRESS INTERPRETER

The address interpreter should execute as fast as possÍ-

bte since it determines how quickly the threaded code (tC)

can be interpreted and hence how fast the language runs.

Usually the address interpreter is coded in assembly lan-

guage. Although the instruction set may change from machine

t,o machine, the function of the address interpreter remains

the same. The only real difference may be the length or the

number and type of available registers.

A generic assembler language or pseudo-code can be used

to illustrate the function and implementation of the address

interpreter. The FORTH-83 Standard specifies the use of

16-bit addresses and byte (8-bit) or word (16-bit) data.

Assume the machine:
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1 . has a byte addressible 1 6-bit address space

2. has two or more 16-bit regisÈers to maintain:

a) two stack pointers used to implement

o ds, the data stack

. rs, the return stack

b) four index registers for
. pc, the program counter used to seguence through

machine instructions; points at the next machine
code instruction to be executed

o ip, the threaded code instruction pointer used
to seguence through the TC; points at the next
word address in the TC

. wa, a temporary containing a pointer to the code
address word (Cew) of the word definition being
currently executed

. ca' a temporary containing the CÀW of the word
being currently executed

c) two general purpose register
. ra , f.or intermediate results/calcuLations
o rbr âs above

3. has machine instructions for word operations such as:

a) ra = poP(ds) pop word from stack and
assign to ra

b) PUSH(rs) = ra push ra onto return stack

c) ra = ra + 1 increment ra by one

d) ra = (ca) fetch word pointed to by ca
and assign to ra

e) ra = (ca++) as above but then increments
ca to point to the next word

f) ra = (--ca) aecrement ca to point at
previous word, then fetch this
word and assign it. to ra

g) (ca) = ra store ra to word Pointed
to by ca
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h) ra = (ca+4) fetch word pointed to by the
address given by the sum of
ca and 4

i) JMP (ca) jump to address given in ca
(same effect as pc = ca)

4. has similar instructions for byte (¡) operations

a) ra =! (ca) f etch byte point'ed to by ca
and assign to ra (only the
least significant byte of ra
is affected)

b) ra =! (ca++) as above but then increments
ca to point to the next byte

The address interpreter can be implemented on an actual

machine by using a subset of the available machine registers

or by simulating registers (as globa1 words in memory) if

there are not enough reaÌ registers.

Stack operators and special addressing modes may be simu-

lated if necessary:

Instruction
PUSH(ds) = ra

ra = PoP(ds)

ra = (ca++)

ra = (*-ca)

ra =! (ca++)

Simulation
(--ds) = ra
ra = (ds++)

ra = (ca)
Ca=ca+2
ca=ca2
ra = (ca)

ra =! (ca)
ca=ca+1

There may also be cases where a processor can't operate

on an entire word in one operation. An example would be a

processor with an 8-bit arithmetic logic unit. In this case
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each word operation would require two byte operations - at

least doubling the number of machine instructions.

Ultimately, Forth is best implemented on a machine which

directly executes threaded code (see "Forth in Hardware").

Another choice might be a zero-addreSS (stack) machine

since Forth relies heavily on its use of stack operators.

The important thing to note is that the function of the ad-

dress interpreter is independent of the underlying machine.

In every case the address interpreter acts as a virtual ma-

chine which "executes" threaded code.

The pseudo-code for an

NEXT vra = ( ip++ )

ca = (wa++)

JMP (ca)

DOCOLON PUSH(rs) = ip
iP = v¡a

JMP NEXT

D'SEMT FCW *+2 1 2

iP = PoP(rs)
JMP NEXT

ITC address interPreter is:

get word address from TC
and set ip to point at the
next word address
get code address v¡ord (cew) and
set wa to Point at the start
of the parameter field
jump to machine code Pointed
to by CÀw

save TC return address
setup to execute TC in
parameter field of secondarY
continue execution

CAw for primitive
get TC return address
continue execution at that address

12 FCW represents an assembler directive "form constant
grordr'. The asterisks represents an aSSembler directive
which returns the current value of the program counter.
Thus tgg¡ *+2 assembles a two byte constant value which
points at the following instruction.
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The JMP NEXT instruction is often replaced by JMP (next),

where next is a register dedicated to holding the address of

NEXT. JMP NEXT can also be replaced by inline NEXT code.

These techniques are used to decrease execution time.

The execution of the address interpreter is detailed in

the following exampÌe. Assume that the words SQUARE and

CUBED have been defined and compiled into the dictionary as

shown in figure 2.11. The address interpreter and the word

EXECUTE are also included in this figure. Note that DOSEMI

has been placed immediately before NEXT to save the execu-

tion of a JMP instruction. DOSEMI vras chosen instead of

DOCOLON because DOSEMT may be. caIled more frequently.

DOSEMI and DOCOLON normally occur as a pair, however, DOSEMI

does appear by itself in definitions created by high level

defining words (see section 3.10).

If the expression 3 CUBED was entered, the text inter-

preter would push 3 and 2196 (the code address of CUBED

refer to figure 2.11) onto the stack. EXECUTE would then be

called and the address interpreter would proceed as shown in

figure 2.12. Àfter CUBED has executed, the stack contains

the result Q7).
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Figure 2.112 Sample Dictionary Entries and the Àddress
I nterpreter

Definitions:

: SQUARED DUP * ;

: CUBED DUP SQUARED * .

''CLIBED"
_.-___.\\a ''SQUARED

#DOCÐL,oNS DMLON
Machine Code

#DOCOI-ON

#DUP #DUP

#SQUARED
"DUP''

M;ñ;õd"

M""h;reCd"

DOSEMI
Machine Code

#DûSEMI

#DOSEVtr
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0102

J

fro

ip = POP(n)

ys¿ = (ip++)

ç¿ = (wa++)

JMP (ca)

PUSH(rs) = ip

lP=wa

JMP

0104

0000

07 E

X E

C U

T E

011E

wa = POP(ds)

ç¿ = (wa++)

JMP (ca)

0100

0102

0104

0106

0108

010A

010c

010E

0110

0tt2
0114

0116

01 18

011A

01lC

01lE

0r20

0t22

0400

0402

0404

0406

0408

040A

040c

040E

DOSEMI

NEXT

DOCOLON

JMPNEXT

Duplicate tc

dat¿ st¿ck

JMPNEXT

12'76

l2'18

:e top of \
*\
xr /'f\

01lC

xxxx

Multiply top two
entries on data stack

IMP NEXT

SQUARED''

#DOCOLON

#DUP

++*

#DOSEMI

Link Address

''CUBED''

#DOCOLON

#DUP

#SQUARED

#'k

#DOSEMi

0490

0492

0494

M96

0498

049A

049C

NilLink Add¡ess 049E
at "end-of-dictionary"

E)G,CUTE,''

Pop word add¡ess

from data stack and

execute that word

IIDUPII

Call to E)GCUTE
in Text Interpreter

Link Address

n*Í

M

J

01 +

M96

ra = pOp(ds)

ra=rat(ds)

(ds) = ra

JMP

0104

Link Add¡ess

1

03 D

U P

0408

ra = (ds)

PUSH(ds) = ra

JMP

0104

Link Add¡ess

2r7E

2180

2t82

2184

2r86

2188

218A

2T8C

#t

#t
++*

#S

#'k

#f

0'7 S

a U

A R

E D

010A

0406

M94

0100

2t7C

2190

2t92

2r94

zr96

2t98

2I9A

2r9C

2L9E

05 C

U B

E D

010A

0406

21,86

M94

0100
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Figure 2.12: Address Interpreter Executi.on

ROUTINE pc instuction ip wa ca (ds) (ds+2)(ds+4) (rs) (n+2) commeûts

NEXT 0104 wa = (ip++) 7276 ---- ---- 2196 0003 --- Begin text interpreters

0106 ca = (wa++) L278 0l1C ---- 2196 0003 --- call to EXECUTE
0108 JMP (ca) 1278 }ItE 07IE 2196 0003 ---

EXECLITE 011E wa=POP(ds) 1278 }IlE 0l1E 2196 0003 --- RunEXECUTE
0L20 ca= (wa++) 1278 2196 011E 0003

0122 IMP (ca) 1278 2198 0104 0003

DOCOI¡N 0104 PUSH(ß) = iP I?78 2198 0104 0003 Nest down one level to
010C ip=wa 1278 2198 0104 0003 1278 ---- beginCUBED
010E JMP NEXT 2198 2198 0104 0003 1278 ----

NEXT 0104 wa=(ip++) 2198 2198 0104 0003 1278 ----
0106 ca=(wa++) 219A 0406 0104 0003 1278 ----
0108 JMP (ca) 2194 0408 0408 0003 1278 ----

DtlP 0408 ra = (ds) 2194 0408 0408 0003 1278 ----- Execute DUP in CUBED
0404 PUSH(ds)=¡¿ 2194 0408 0408 0003 1278 ----
040c JMP NEXT 2194 0408 0408 0003 0003 --- t278 ----

NEXT 0104 wa=(ip++) 2194 0408 0408 0003 0003 --- L278 ----
0106 ca = (wa++) 2l9C 2186 0408 0003 0003 --- 1278 ----
0108 JMP (ca) 2t9C 2t88 0104 0003 0003 --- 1278 ----

DOCOLON 0104 PUSH(rs) = ip 219C 2188 0104 0003 0003 --- 1278 ---- Nest down one level to

010C ip=wa 2I9C 2188 0104 0003 0003 --- 2I9C 1278 beginSQUARED
010E JMP NEXT 2188 2188 010A 0003 0003 --- 2r9C 1278

NEXT 0104 wa=(ip++) 2188 2188 0104 0003 0003 --- 2l9C 1278
0106 ca=(wa++) 2184 0406 0104 0003 0003 --- 2l9C 1278
0108 JMP (ca) 2184 0408 0408 0003 0003 --- 2L9C 1278

DUP 0408 ra = (ds) 218A 0408 0408 0003 0003 --- 2I9C 1278 Execure DUP in SQUARED
0404 PUSH(ds) = ¡¿ 2184 0408 0408 0003 0003 --- 2L9C 1278
040c JMP NEXT 218A 0408 0408 0003 0003 0003 2L9C 1278

NEXT 0104 wa=(ip++) 2184 0408 0408 0003 0003 0003 2l9C 1278
0106 ca = (wa++) 2l8C 0494 0408 0003 0003 0003 279C 1278
0108 JMP (ca) 2L8C 0496 0496 0003 0003 0003 2L9C L278

+ 0496 ra = POP(ds) 2I8C 0496 0496 0003 0003 0003 2L9C 1278 Execute * in SQUARED
0498 ¡a = ra * (ds) 2l8C 0496 0496 0003 0003 --- 2l9C 1278
0494 (ds) = ra 2l8C 0496 0496 0003 0003 --- 2L9C 1278
049C JMPNEXT 2t8C 0496 0496 0009 0003 --- 2r9C 1278

NEXT 0104 wa=(ip++) 2l8C 0496 0496 0009 0003 --- 2I9C 1278
0106 ca = (wa++) 218E 0100 0408 0009 0003 --- 219C 1278
0i08 iMP (ca) 2L8E 0102 0102 0009 0003 --- 2t9C 1278

DOSEMI 0102 ip=POP(n) 218E 0102 0102 0018 2l9C 1278 DenestbacküocuBED
NEXT 0104 wa=(ip++) 2l9C 0102 0102 0018 1278 ----

0106 ca = (wa++) 2I9E 0/94 0102 0018 1278 ----
0108 JMP (ca) 2r9E M96 0496 0018 1278 ----

i< 0496 n= POP(ds) 2l9E M96 0496 0009 0003 --- 12',78 ---- Execure * in CUBED
0498 ra = ra * (ds) 2l9E 0496 0496 0003 1278 ----
M9A (ds) = ra 2l9E M96 0496 0003 1278 ----
M9C JMP NEXT 2r9E 0496 0496 00tB 1278 ----

NEXT 0104 wa=(ip++) 2L9E 0496 0496 0018 1278 ----
0106 ca = (wa++) 2140 0100 M96 0018 1278 ----
0108 JMP (ca) 2LA0 0102 0102 0018 1278 ----

DOSEMI 0102 ip = POP(rs) 2140 0102 0102 0018 1278 ---- Denest back to
NEXT 0104 wa = (ip++) 1278 01,02 0102 0018 text interpreter

0i06 ca=(wa++) 127A xxxx 0102 0018
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2.7 BLOCK STORÀGE SYSTEM

The block storage system (¡SS) provides a simple low-lev-

eI interface to backing store. The BSS views the backing

Store aS a random access block oriented storage device. The

device (floppy, hard disk, etc) is mapped into n blocks of

1024 bytes each. À block is accessed by its block number

(zero to n-1 ) which maps back to a physical address on the

storage device.

Blocks are used for storing source code and data. A

block which contains Source is called a screen. Each screen

contains 16 lines of 64 characters each. Screen n is loaded

by saying n LOÀD. This sets BLK to n so that the input

stream will be taken from block n. The screen is interpret-

ed exactly as if it were entered at the keyboard. This aI-

lows screens to act as command lists defining or executing

words. For example, the word I-->' ("next block") can be

placed at the end of a screen. this causes the next screen

to be LOADed. Thus a series of consecutive screens can be

interpreted by a single LOÀD. An EDITOR vocabulary provides

words for editing screens.

Data can be stored in any desired format within a block

or range of blocks. High level defining words may be used

to create "virtual" data structures which transparently ac-

cess block storage. This faciliÈates a simple form of vir-

tual memory.
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The BSS performs demand paging between the block device

and memory resident block buffers. Each oi the two or more

block buffers has an associated block number and an update

f1ag. Block n is requested by saying n BLOCK. BLOCK first

determines if the block is already in memory. If the block

is not resident, it must be read from the block device into

an available block buffer. This may require a modified

buffer to be written out prior to reading in the new block.

In any case, BLOCK ensures that the requested block is resi-

dent and returns a pointer to its block buffer.

Blocks are read or modified in memory using the fetch and

store operators together with the address returned by BLOCK.

The word UPDÀTE is used to mark the most recent BLOCK refer-

enced. This ensures that the block buffer will be written

out to backing store. SAVE-BUFFERS can be used to write out

all UPDÀTEd buffers and mark them as unmodified. FLUSH per-

forms SAVE-BUFFERS and unassigns aIl block buffers (sets

their block numbers to zero) this is useful when changing

disks. BUFFER performs a subset of BLOCK's operations n

BUFFER assigns a block buffer to block n and returns a

pointer to the buffer. The contents of the buffer are un-

specrtled.

The above mentioned words form the BSS and provide a

standard device-independent block interface. The only per-

ceived difference between one storage device and another, is

the number of blocks which can be stored.
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Àt its lowest level, the BSS must translate a block re-

quest into one or more physical requests to the storage oe-

vice. Consider a single-sided floppy disk drive as an exam-

ple. Suppose the drive has 40 tracks, 9 sectors per track

and 512 bytes per sector. Then record n (zero to 359) can

be found on track ln/91, sector [n mod 9]. Block n could be

mapped to records 2n and 2n+1. À reguest for block 10 (as-

suming block 10 vtas not already resident) would read records

20 and 21 into a block buffer.

The implementation of block relaLed words is straight-

forward and not discussed in any greater detail. For fur-

ther information refer to [¡ro81]. Àn implementation of

virtual arrays using the BSS is detailed in section 3.10.1.

2.8 METÀ COMPILER

Meta-compilation is the process of compiling Forth source

code (on the host machine) to produce an executable Forth

nucleus (image) for a target machine. The host machine pro-

vides a complete software development environment. The tar-

get machine often provides only a subset of this environment

and may contain hardware components not available on the

host. In any case, the meta-compiler is written in Forth

and runs on the host machine. Source code for the target

application is compiled to produce a target image. This im-

age is transferred to the target machine where it can then

be executed.
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Meta-compilation can be classified as either meta-compil-

ing, cross-cornpiling or target-compiling. Meta-compiling

invokes a true "compiler-compiler". The host and target ma-

chines are defined as having the Same processor. Àny defi-

nitions on the host machine can be compiled for the target

machine. This includes def ining words and immediat.e words

these are difficult to handle if the compiler being extended

(for the target) is not the compiler running (on the host).

The meta-compiler is used to recompile Forth for a different

target machine.

Cross-compiling is meta-compiling on

generate executable code for a different

active testing of target source code is

one processor to

processor. Inter-

independent Forth code.

code cannot be tested.

Target assembler

Iimited to machine

and r/o dependent

Target compilation is the most commôn process performed

by a meta-compiler. À target-compiler generates an optimal

sized (reduced) nucleus based on the application program.

The target image executes as a turnkey system containing

only those elements of Forth which are needed by the appli-

cation. An interactive application requires the text inter-

preter and search words. User available words must have

headers so that they may be found in the dictionary. Closed

target sysÈems (those which do not require word searches)

can have all headers removed from the dictionary. The text

interpreter can also be removed in many instances.
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In the case of a target-compiler, the target image is of-

ten placed in EPROM and install-ed on the target machine.

This provides a turnkey system which executes Forth inter-

nally (invisible to the user). The ability to interactively

develop software and to generate compact object code makes

Forth ideal for creating ROM-based applications. In fact,

"the cost advantage of using the Forth programming
environment for producing ROÌ'lable applications
code for inexpensive microcomputer systems is so
great as to make attempts using other operating
systems and languages noñ-competitive" [PayB4] .

All types of meta-compilers are implemented using similar

techniques. The basic idea is to create a target dictionary

on the host machine. Once the application has been com-

piled, the target dictionary will contain the target image.

À separate "ghost" dictionary may be used to contain header

information for the target dictionary if the application is

being target compiled. In any case, the process of meta-

compilation requires using kernel words which are redefined

to generate code in the target dictionary rather than the

host dictionary.

The target image contains remote addresses which corre-

spond to the addresses at which the image will reside once

installed on the target machine. Since the image is Posi-

tion or machine dependent, it usually cannot be executed on

the host. Some types of threaded code do aIlow the genera-

tion of relocatable code as discussed in'sections 4.1 and

4.5. À more complete discussion of meta-compiler implemen-

tation can be found in [r,oe81] and [nMggs].
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Chapter III
LANGUAGE COMPONENTS

This chapter discusses the function and implementation of

the basic elements of Forth's high level language. This in-

cludes sample definitions and the dictionary entries com-

piled for each. Àssembly level code is presented using the

generic assembly language described in the previous chapter.

3.1 LITERALS

There are two types of Iiterals. A number Iiteral causes

its number to be pushed to the stack. À string literal

causes its string to be displayed. Literals are compiled by

the text interpreter into the form shown in figure 3.1. The

text interpreter encloses the word address of a literal han-

dler followed by its immediate data. The symbol '#' is used

to denote a word address (e.g. #DOSEMI represents the word

address of DOSEMI ) .

Numbers are compiled by using the word LITERÀL which en-

closes the word address of the number Iiteral handler,

#DONtiM, f ollowed by the number (a 16-bit value). At execu-

tion time DONUM will push its number to the stack and incre-

ment the TC j.nstruction pointer by two (to skip over the

number data). ÐLITERAL and DONUMD are similarly used to

cornpile 32-bit numbers.
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Definitions:

TESTA

TESTB

TESTC

1015

1015.

." HI THERE'' ;

''TESTA'' ''TESTB" ''TESTC''

1015 literal 1015. literal string

Figure 3. 1 : Li terals

The word . " (pronounced "dot-quote" ) is used to compile

string literals. Dot-quote is an immediate word that en-

closes the word address of" the string literal handler,

#DOSTR, followed by the string aut.. The string data is ob-

tained by calling HEX 22 WORD to scan the input stream until

a quote is encountered. When DOSTR is executed it will dis-

play the counted string and leave the TC instruction pointer

pointing at the next word address (ttre byte following the

last character of the string data).
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The literal handlers are defined as

tives:

headerless I 3 prini-

CAI^I for primitive
fetch word at instruction
pointer and increment ip (by
to point at the instruction
following the literal value

CÀw for primitive
get lower 1 6-bits
get upper 1 6-bits
ip is incremented (by 4)
to point at the instruction
following the Iiteral value

DONTM

DONUMD FCW
PUSH
PUSH

''gç 
*+2

PUSH(ds) = ( ip++)

JMP NEXT

*+2
(ds) = (

2)

(ds) =
ip++ )

ip++ )

DOSTR

DOSTRl

JMP NEXT

FCW *+2
ra =! ( ip++
rb =B ( ip++
PUTCHR ( rb )

CÀW for primitive
get string length
get next character in string
system call to output the
character in the least
significant byte of rb
decrement count

DOSTRI repeat until all
characters are displayed

ra=!ra1
IF Ta >B O BRÀ

JMP NEXT

LITERÀL and DLITERÀL are defined
( enclose DONUM Iiteral handler
( by a 16-bit value
: LITERÀL ( -- n'l )

( n1 compiling ) 1 4

#DONUM t t
IMMEDI ATE

Pre-compiled system words are stored as headerless en-
tries if they need not be directly accessible to the
user. A headerless entry has no name field - it requires
less space but cannot be located in the dictionary. Its
address must be "known" to the system.

Compiling indicates stabk parameters at compile-time.
For example, LITERÀL expects a 16-bit value at compile-
time but returns a 16-bit value at execution-time.

as an immediate words:

fol lowed )

)

t3

14
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( enclose DONUMD literal handler followed by lower and )
( upper 16-bit.s of the 32-bit value )

: DLITERÀL ( -_ d1 )( Al compiling )

#DONUMD, SWAP t t ; IMMEDIATE

LITERÀL and DLITERÀL can be compiled into a word definition
(as is done in the text interpreter ) by saying [COUptf,e]

LTTERAL or ICOUplre] DLTTERÀL. ICOtqprr,r] forces compilation

of immediate words (normaIly they are executed at compile

time).

Systems using an 8-bit processor v¡i11 often have a byte

literal handler for compiling numbers in the 8-bit range. A

byte value occupies less space and can usually be fetched,

extended and pushed to the stack faster than a 16-bit number

(on an 8-bit machine). on the other hand, a 16-bit machine

can often fetch and push a 16-bit value faster than an 8-bit

value (since the B-bits must be extended to 16-bits before

being pushed). The generic machine supports word access and

therefore precludes the use of a byte Iiteral handler (since

FORTH-83 chooses speed over compactness).

3.2 CREÀTEING A DICTIONARY ENTRY

CREATE is a defining word used to create a dictionary en-

try for a new word. ÀlI other defining words (CONStaHt, 2,

etc) call CREATE to begin a word definition. CREATE takes

the following word from the input stream and creates a dic-

tionary entry for it as shown in figure 3.2. The new header

is linked to the previous dictionary entry in the compila-
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tion vocabulary, the CÀW is set to point at DOCREATE, and

the system variable LÀST is set to point at the new entry.

After CREÀTE has executed, the next available dictionary

location will be the first byte of the new v¡ord's parameter

fieId. DOCREÀTE wiIl return a pointer to the parameter

Definition: CREATE AV/ORD

Link add¡ess to previous entry

Word name field

CAV/ points at machine code
that retums the PFA

Figure 3.22 À CREÀTEd Dictionary Header

f ield when the nelr word

CREÀTE can be defined

word WIDTH is a system

ber of characters Èo be

for FoRTH-83). LÀST is

recent dictionary entry.

is executed.

as shown below. The non-standard

variable containing the maximum num-

stored in the name field (wtotH = 31

used to keep a pointer to the most
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( get a word
( returning a
( name fielo
: GET-NAME

BL
WORD

DUP CG

WIÐTH G

MIN 1+ ;

the input stream )
to the string and the
to store this string

size of the
)

name from
pointer

requi red
( -- addr nl

accepts a pointer to a s
encloses this string int
SET_NAME ( addr n'1

SWAP OVER

HERE

SWAP
CMOVE

ALLOT ì

DUP
CURRENT @ G

SWAP !

CURRENT G

t.

CREÀTE (

HERE
LÀST !

0,
GET-NÀME
SET_NÀME
LAST G

SET LINK
#DOCREÀTE

push blank onto stack )
get word name from input )
stream, stack now has )
nameptr length )
get number of characters )
in word name )
get maximum name size )

take minimum of these )

and add '1 to get length )

of name field )

and the string length
dictionary )

stack now has )

length nameptr length )
point to name field )

length nameptr Iength dest
Iength nameptr dest length
copy length bytes from )

nameptr to dest address )

this sets up name field )
enclose name field )

of specified length )

get copy of entry address
point to previous entry )
in CURRENT vocabulary )
stack has addr addr prev )
set link field of new )
entry to prev )
stack has addr )
point to CURRENT vocab )

vocabptr )
set vocab to point at )
new entry )

point to start of entry )
set value of LAST )
reserve link field )
get name string )

enclose name field )
get entry address )

link to previous entry )

enclose word address )
of DOCREATE )

r 1n9
the

t
o
)
(

(

(

(
(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(
(
(
(
(

)

)

( accepts pointer to most recent dictionary entry and
( links this entry into the CURRENT vocabulary )

: SET LINK ( addr )

t,
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3.3 IMMEDIATE WORDS

Immediate words are words which execute even if encoun-

tered during compilation. The text interpreter can te11 if

a word is immediate by checking a flag bit in the dictionary

entry for that v¡ord. By convention, the immediate flag is

stored as the most significant bit of the byte containing

the length of the word's name. This bit is normally turned

off but can be set on to indicate the word is immediate.

The word IMMEDIÀTE is used to mark the most recently cre-

ated dictionary entry as an immediate word. Immediate words

are executed (rather than compiled) during compilation; this

allows them to perform compile-time functions (calculations,

code generation, etc ) .

The effect of IMMEDIÀTE is illustrated by the following:

:MSG (--)
.'' HERE GOES'' i IMMEDIATE OK

:ÀMSc (--)
. " HELLO " MSG . " THERE" ; HERE GOES OK

AMSG@
A more useful example would be the definition of ';' for

terminating a colon definition. Semi-co1on is defined in

the pre-compiled portion of the dictionary. Its dictionary

entry is shown in figure 3.3. A functional definition of

",' is discussed in section 3.5.
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IMMEDIÀTE is defined as:

HEX numbers are in hexadecimal )

get address of length byte )

fetch length byte )

set immediate flag )

store byte with flag set )

: IMMEDIÀTE
LAST @ 2+
DUP CG

80 0R
SwÀP C! |

( -- )

Figure 3.3:

Definition:

Àn Immediate Word

: ; #DOSEMI, REVEAL [ ; IMMEDIATE

";" is a pre-compiled entrY,

note that immediate flag is set

enclose word addræs

of DOSEMI

set state = interpreting

3.4 DEFINING PRIMITI\TES

Primitives are defined using Forth's assembler language

vocabulary. The words CODE and END-CODE are analogous to

':' and ';' used in defining a secondary. The assembly lan-

guage code is entered in postfix notation (operand before
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instruction) as discussed in section 3.12.

is represented by a Forth word which takes

the stack, generates the object code for

and encloses this into the dictionary.

Às an example, the fetch (G)

could be defined as:

Each instruction
its operands f ro¡n

that instruction,

and store (!) ope rator s

CODE G ( addr n1 )

ra ds POP =
ds PUSH ra ( =

NEXT END-CODE

CODE ! ( n1 addr )

ra ds POP =
ra(dsPoP=
NEXT END_CODE

( get address
( fetch word
( and push it

from stack )

at this address )

onto stack )

get address from stack )

get value from stack and )

store it at this address )

These woutd produce the dictionary entries shown in figure

3.4. CODE is a defining word which does a CREATE to build a

dictionary entry. It then switches to the ASSEMBLER vocabu-

lary to make assembler words available. NEXT encloses a JMP

NEXT instruction in the dictionary and END-CODE terminates

the definition.

FORTH-83 specifies that the word <name> defined by CODE

<name> cannot be found in the dictionary until END-CODE is

executed. After CODE creates <name>, it temporarily removes

<name> from the CURRENT vocabulary; END-CODE later re-in-

stalIs <name>. Two non-standard words, HIDE and REVEAL,

have been defined to perform these functions needed by CODE

and END-CODE. HIDE modifies the CURRENT vocabulary to point

at its previous entry (ttre last word defined before <name>).
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Now <name> cannot

REVEAL resets the

that <name> can be

HIDE and REVEAL

:HIDE (--)
LAST G

G

CURRENT G ! ì

be found in the CURRENT vocabulary.

CURRENT vocabulary to point at <rtame> so

found.

are defined dÞ.

point to LFÀ link )
field address of <name> )

fetch link to previous )
entry )
update CURRENT vocabulary
to point here )

: REVEAL
LÀST G

CURRENT

( -- )

âr
( point to entry for <name>
( update CURRENT vocabulary
( to point to <name> )

Definitions for CODE and END-CODE are:

:CODE (--)
( -- sys comPiling )

CREATE ( create entry for primitive
HIDE ( hide <name> temPorarilY )

HERE DUP 2- ! ( set CÀW to Point at )
( parameter field )

ASSEMBLER ; ( SCI CONTEXT tO ÀSSEMBLER )

: END-..DE 
[ ;;"'-- cornpiline )

REVEÀL ; ( make <name> visible )

These definitions often include code to verify that

CODE/END-COÐE are used as a pair. For example, CODE would

push a special value (denoted by. "sys") onto the stack and

END-CODE would check the stack (for "sys';) to determine if

CODE had been used.
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Definitions:

CODE @ ra ds POP = ds PUSH ra (

CODE ! ra ds POP = ra ( ds POP =

= NEXT END-CODE

NEXT END-CODE

"@"

Primitive CAW

pop address

ferch word at address

il lr!

Primitive CAW

pop address

pop word and store

at address

Figure 3.4: Primitives

3.5 DEFINING SECONDÀRIES

Secondaries are defined using the word ':' in the form

: <name> ì

Colon begins by setting CONTEXT to CURRENT so that the dic-

tionary search order starts with the compilation vocabulary.

Colon then executes CREATE and HIDE to create a "hidden"

dictionary entry for <name>. The word address of DOCOLON is

emplaced as the CÀW for <name>. The last function of colon

is to set STÀTE to compiling. Subsequent words will be com-

piled (or executed if immediate) by the text interpreter.

The definition is terminated by 'ì'. Semicolon is an im-

mediate word which encloses the word address of DOSEMI, exe-

cutes REVEÀL and sets STÀTE to inÈerpreting.

ra: POP(ds) ra = POP(ds)

PUSH(ds): (ra)
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Refer back to figure 2.11 for an example of the diction-

ary entries compiled for the secondaries SQUARED and CUBED.

LASTCFA iS

here since it
f ield address

The CFÀ points

f igure 2.3) .

HEX

defined as:Colon and semicolon are

: : ( -- )

CURRENT G CONTEXT !

CREATE
HIDE
#DOCOLON
LÀSTCFÀ !

!t;
. ì ( -- )

#DOSEMI ,

REVEAL
t
; TMMEDIÀTE

set CONTEXT tO CURRENT )

create entry for definition
hide <name> temporarily
word address of DOCOLON
pointer to CAw - this )
wiIl be explained later
update CÀW to DOCOLON )
set state to compiling )

enclose word address )

of DOSEMI )
make <name> visible )
set state to interpreting )
make; immediate )

numbers are in hexadecimal )

get pointer to most recent )
dictionary entry refer )
back to section 3.2 )

skip over link field and )
point at length of name )
fetch byte containing length
mask off any immediate flag )

add length of name field to )

obtain pointer to CAW )

a non-standard word which has been defined

can be used later. LASTCFÀ returns the code

(Cfa) of the most recent dictionary entry.

at the code address word (Cew - refer back to

LASTCFÀ can be defined as:

: LÀSTCFA ( -- addr )
LAST G

¿+

DUP CE
7F ÀND
+ t+ ì
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3.5.1 EXITinq a Í{ord

EXIT is an immediate word that encloses the

of DOSEMI into the dictionary. It is normally

junction with an IF statement (see section 3.8.1

conditional return prior to reaching the implic

"end-of-definition".

word address

used in con-

) to allow a

it return at

EXIT cannot be used within a DO loop construct since DO

uses Lhe return stack for maintaining temporary variables

(see section 3.8.3). The return address within a DO loop is

undefined.

EXIT is defined as:

:EXIT (--)
#oosgMr t

; IMMEDIÀTE

( encl-ose word address
( of DOSEMI )( make EXIT immediate )

3.5 CONSTÀNTS AND VARIABI,ES

ConstanLs and variables are part of a group of words

which are neither primitives nor secondaries. These words

have passive code bodies as opposed to primitives and secon-

daries (which have active code bodies). A passive code body

contains data whereas an active code body contains machine

code or threaded code which performs some action. The CÀW

for a passive code body always points to prologue code which

manipulates the data.
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Constants and variables are

This is shown by the dict.ionary

5 CONSTÀNT MÀX OK ( ANd )

VARIABLE ÀPPLES OK

as Iisted in figure 3.5. The

stored as the f irst (and only)

known as the parameter field).

CONSTANT and VARIABLE will be

section.

ÀPPLES G OK

very similar in structure.

entries compileo for:

variable or constant data is
word in the code body (a1so

The dictionary entries for

explained in the following

pushes the PFA of ÀPPLES to
the stack and calls G to )

fetch the value from APPLES
parameter field and push it
<1 0> onto the stack )

As always, the CÀW determines the word type (colon defi-

nition, constant, variable, etc. ) . À11 words of the same

type share the same prologue code and have identical CÀWs.

À constant's CÀw points to machine code which extracts the

value from the parameter field of the word and pushes this

onto the stack. In variables, the prologue code simply re-

turns the address of the parameter field (referred to as the

PFA parameter fietd address). The fetch (C) and store (t

operators are then used to access the variable as follows:

10 APPLES ! OK ( pushes 1 0 and the PFÀ of )( eppr,es to the stack )( t stores 1 0 into the )
( parameter field of ÀPPLES )
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CONSTANT and VARIABLE maY

next section) as in:

: CONSTANT ( n'1 )

CREÀTE

; CODE

ds PUSH wa ( =

NEXT END_CODE

VÀRIABLE ( --
CREATE
0,

. 
; CODE

ds PUSH wa =

NEXT END-CODE

be defined using ;CODE (see

create entry for
enclose value of
set CAW to point
following code )
fetch word from
field to stack )

constant
constant
at the )

parameter

create entry for variable
enclose value of zeto )

set CAW to point at the )
following code )

return PFÀ of variable ent ry)
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Figure 3.5: CONSTÀNTs and VARIÀBLEs

Definitions:

5 CONSTANT MAX
VARIABLE APPLES

''MAX'' ''CONSTANT''

create entry and

enclose constant value

Headerless

Entry for
DOCOD

get address of
generic code

set CAW to
point at
generic code

return PFA

skip over data

constånt data

(at PFA)
variable data

push(ds) = (wa)

ip=ip+2

push(ds): wa

ip=ip+2
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3.7 LOW LET'EL DEFINING qIOEDg

Forth's most por¡erf uI f acility is

defining words. Each defining word

of words with similar properties. As

defined word CONSTANT is a defining

words which return a constant value.

be created as necessary. This a1lows

fine new word classes such as special

trol structures.

its ability to create

can create a nev¡ class

an example, the pre-

word used to create

New defining words can

the programmer to de-

purpose data or con-

À defining word <defname> is created in the form

: <defname> defining code TCODE generic code END-CODE

using high level defining code and assembly language generic

code. <defname> can define a new word <name> by saying:

parameters(s) <defname> <name> ( as in 5 CONSTÀNT MÀx )

This creates an entry for <name> and sets <name>'s CÀW to

point at the generic code in <defname>. When <name> is in-

voked it witl execute the generic code.

Compilation of <defname> proceeds as normal until ;CODE

is encountered. ;CODE is an immediate word which executes

REVEÀL, encloses the word address of DOCODE into the dic-

tionary, sets STATE to interpreting, and changes to the

ÀSSEMBLER vocabulary. (DOCODE wiII be executed later when

its word address is encountered during the execution of

<defname>.) The generic code makes up the last portion of

the dictionary entry for <defname>. Its object code is en-

closed using assembler words, and is terrninated by END-COÐE.
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When <defname> is executed, its defining code cal1s

CREATE directly or indirectly to create a dictionary entry

for <name>. DOCODE then alters the CAW of <name> to point

to the generic code following ;CODE (which is enclosed fol-

lowing the word address of DOCODE in the dictionary entry

for <defname> see figure 3.5). This generic code is ma-

chine code which performs the function common to all words

defined using <defname>.

DOCODE operates in the following manner. Àfter DOCODE is

invoked, the return stack wilt contain a pointer to the gen-

eric code (since it follows the word address of DOCODE, and

DocODE is a secondary). DOCODE can then pop this. pointer

from the return stack and store it in the CAW of the most

recent dictionary entry (which wilI be <name>). When DOCODE

completes it will return and exit from <defname>.

;CODE and DOCODE

: ;CODE ( -- )
( sYsl

REVEÀL
#DOCODE ,

t
ASSEMBLER
; IMMEDIATE

: DOCODE ( -- )
R>

LASTCFA
t.

are defined as

sys2 compiling )

make <defname> visible )

enclose word address )
of DOCODE )

set state to interpreting )
set CONTEXT to assembler )
make TCODE immediate )

pop return stack to get )
pointer to generic code )
get pointer to CÀw )
store generic pointer into CÀW

A detailed example of the use of ;CODE was given in the pre-

vious section in which CONSTANT and VARIABLE were defined.
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;CODE may check the

( sysl is present )

END-CODE.

stack to determine if CODE was used

and leave sys2 for verificaÈion by

3.8 CONTROL STRUCTT'RES

Forth's control structures are implemented aS immediate

words. These words generate branch addreSses and encl-ose

code field addresses (Cnes) for primitives which perform the

branch on false or unconditional branch operation. These

primitives represent the branch instructions of the "virtual

machi ne " .

Control structures are only used within colon definitions

as in:
: <name> .. . 1 s control structure ì

Most systems provide syntax checking to ensure proper use of

conirol Structures. This section discusses the implementa-

tion of control structures without specifying the details of

syntax checking.

It is suff icient to note that each control word is re-

sponsible for verifying its own proper use. Each word typi-

cally places some special vaLue ("sys") onto the stack. Àn

error exists if the subsequent control word does not find

the expected va1ue. This simple approach is often used to

I s The seguence
or numbers.
tures.

... is used to denote a
This may include nest

series of words and/
ing of control struc-
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perform basic syntax checking at compile time.

3.8.1 IF StatemenÈs

The simplest control structure

syntax is:

is the IF statement" Its

L.,n.onu,

THEN
A

I

¡ i 6¡¿!

IF performs three functions at compile time. First it

encloses the word address of DOIF (a primitive that performs

the test and branch at execution time). Second it executes

l-t'"'_.l.1) flaq ir V-l
I false.

2) flag

Code Iocated

which returns

equat to zero)

flag is true

first case) or

ed. I f the

words between

execution cont

is taken only

OR

I;"".;J,..
L.'".j

immediately before the IF is an expression

a . boolean flag of value true (an integer not

or false (an integer equal to zero). If the

then the words between IF and THEN ( in the

IF and ELSE (in the second case) are execut-

flag is false then, in the second case, the

ELSE and THEN are executed. In either case'

inues at the word following THEN. The branch

if the flag is false.



HERE to place the address of the next available dictionary

location onto the stack. Last it reserves two bytes (Z

ALLOT or 0 ,) to store the branch address needed by DOIF.

The top stack entry now contains a pointer to the branch ad-

dress.

THEN assigns HERE to the branch address located by the

pointer which was placed on the stack by IF (or ELSE). This

updates the branch address to point at the word following

THEN. Àt execution time, DOIF tests the flag and (if the

flag is false) assigns its branch address to the TC instruc-

tion pointer. This has the effect of causing a branch to

the word following THEN.

ELSE operates the same as IF except that it encloses the

word address of DOBRA (to perform an unconditional branch to

the word following THEN). In addition' ELSE updates DOIFs

branch address in the same manner aS THEN would in the case

of an IF-THEN (no ELSE).

, THEN and ELSE are defined as:IF

IF ( flag )
( -- sys compiling

#DOIF,
HERE
0,

enclose word address of DOIF )
point to branch address )

temporary branch address )
make IF immediate ); IMMEDIÀTE

THEN ( -- )( sys
HERE
SWAP !

; IMMEDIATE

)
get IF or ELSE destination )
store this as branch )

address for DOIF or DOBRÀ )
make THEN immediate )

compiling
(
(

(
(
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:ELSE (__)
( sYsl

#DOBRA t

HERE
0,
SWÀP
THEN
; IMMEDIATE

sys2 compiling )
( encLose word address )
( of DOBRA )( point to branch address )
( temporary branch address )
( get IF destination )
( store DOIF branch address )( make ELSE immediate )

DOI F

DOI F

DOIFl

DOBRÀ

and DOBRA are

,çç *+2
ra = POP(ds)
IFra=0BRA
ip=ip+2
JMP NEXT
ip = (ip)

JMP NEXT

,gç *+2
ip = (ip)

JMP NEXT

headerless primitives as follows:
primitive CÀW
get flag from stack

DOIFI branch if flag is false
skip over branch offset and
continue at next word

perform branch on false
by setting ip = branch address

primitive CÀW
perform unconditional branch
bY setting iP = branch address

Note that DOIF could share DOBRÀ's code. Code can be

shared in many other instances. This would produce a small-

er kernel- at the expense of slower execution.

An example of the TC produced by IF-THEN and IF-ELSE-THEN

is shown in figure 3.6.
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Definitions:

: MAX

: MIN

< IF SWAP TI{EN DROP ;

< IF DROP ELSE SWAP DROP THEN

iftop entry is greater

than next entry

then discard top
(larger number)

else swap top two
entries and disca¡d
top (larger number)

Figure 3.6: IF-THEN and IF-ELSE-THEN

swap top fwo
entries if top entry
is greaær than
next entry

discard smaller
number at top

3.8.2 BEGIN Loops

BEGIN loops are of the form:

r-t rue-r

I ) BEcrN f laq ,!*rr" tl'. 
.t-, 

",. ="J

OR

2) BEGIN
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In the first case the code between BEGIN and UNTIL is

repetitively executed as long as the flag remains false. If

the ftag is true then execution continues at the word fol-

J-owing UNTIL. The body of the loop is executed aL least

once.

In the second case the code between BEGIN and WHILE typi-

caIly contains only an expression used to the derive a fJ-ag.

If the flag is true then the code between WHILE and REPEAT

is executed followed by an unconditional jump back to the

word after BEGIN. If the flag is false, execution continues

at the word following REPEAT. The body of the loop may exe-

cute zeto or more times.

BEGIN simply executes HERE to mark the beginning of the

loop. UNTIL encloses the word address of DOIF and the

branch address which was placed on the stack by BEGIN. If

the flag is false then DOIF assigns its branch address to

the TC instruction pointer. This causes a backwards branch

to the word following BEGIN.

Systems with an 8-bit processor often use two versions of

DOIF and DOBRA. These allow relative branches of up to 255

bytes in either direction. IF and ELSE use the forward ver-

sions (ttre offset is added to the TC instruction pointer)

while UNTIL and REPEAT use the backward ones (the offset is

subtracted). This produces a more compact and faster branch

instruction. The generic implementation presented here does
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not use 8-bit branch offsets for the same reason that 8-bit

literals were not useo (refer to section 3.1).

WHILE and REPEÀT function exactly like IF and ELSE except

that REPEÀT does a backward branch to the word following

BEGIN whereas ELSE does a forward branch to the word follow-

ing THEN. Some non-standard systems use IF as a direct re-

placement for WHILE.

BEGIN, UNTIL, WHILE and REPEAT are defined as:

BEGIN ( __ )
( -- sys compiling )

HERE
; IMMEDÏÀTE

UNTIL ( flag )

( point to start of loop )( make BEGIN immediate )

( sys compiling )
#DOTF ,
,
; IMMEDIÀTE

wHrLE ( ttag -- )( sysl -- sysl compiling )

#TT , i IMMEDIATE

REPEAT ( -_ )( sys compili
SWAP
#DOBRÀ ,

I
THEN
; IMMEDIATE

See figure 3.7 for examples of

enclose word address of DOIF )

enclose branch address )
make UNTIL immediate )

has basically the same )
function as IF )

ng)
get BEGIN destination )
enclose word address )
of DOBRÀ )

enclose branch address )
store DOIF branch address )

make REPEÀT immediate )

the BEGIN loop structures.
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Figure 3.7 z BEGIN-UNTIL and BEGIN-WHILE-REPEÀT

Definitions:

: FIB 0 1 BEGIN DUP 3 PICK < WHILE
DUP SPACE SWAP OVER + REPEAT DROP DROP ;

: #DiG 0 BEGIN 1+ SV/AP 10 / SV/AP OVER 0= I-INTIL . DROP

prime loop by
pushing 0 and 1

compare læt fibonnaci
number to maximum

continue if last < max

end while

print last fibonacci
number and a space

calculaæ next fibonacci
number and discard
oldest number

end begin

discard last two
numbers (clean up)

push count of 0

increment counter

get remainder of
input number

divide by 10

get counter back and

terminate loop if
remainder of input
number is zero

end begin

print # of digits

disca¡d 0 (clean up)
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3.8.3 DO Loops

DO loop constructs have the sYntax:

r-not Oassel
1) rimit start Do ü.. LooP

2) limit start
Lor=r.u1

I

J

Lou 
= 
sed-f

OR

¡-not oassel
Doü.. n +LooP

Both forms of the DO loop are counted loops which expect

a lirnit and start value to be placed on the stack. A loop

index is assigned the start value and is incremented by one

(for LOOP) and by n (for +LOOP). The loop is terminated

when the index is incremented across the boundary from lim-

it-1 to limit. When the loop terminates, execution contin-

ues at the word following LOOP (or +LOOP). Otherwise, exe-

cution continues at the word following the corresponding DO.

The body of each loop is executed at least once.

The loop index can be accessed via the word I as in:

DO I ... LOO' ( or ) pO I ... +LOOp

pushes the value of the current loop index onto Èhe stack.

can be used to access the index of the next outer loop:

DO DO J +LOOP LOOP
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Another word, LEÀVE, ffiây be used to prematurely exit a DO.

Prior to FORTH-83, LEAVE was defined to terminate the loop

upon encountering the next LOOP or +LOOP. This has been

changed so that LEÀVE nov¡ causes an immediate exit from the

loop. LEAVE is normally used together with an IF statement

as a means of conditionally exitinS.a DO loop as in:

DO flag IF LEAVE THEN LOOP

À few examples should clarify the use of DO loops:

: COUNT ( 'end start -- )
DO

I . SPÀCE
LOOP ; OK

: COUNTBY2 ( end start )

DO
I SPÀCE

2 +LOOP ; OK

:TÀBLE (n )

1+ 1 DO
CR
TODO

I J SPACE
LOOP

LOOP t OK

:SLM-UP-TO (n )

0
1000 1 Do

I+
OVER OVER <=
IF

SWÀP DROP
I SWÀP

THEN
LOOP
. ." in " . t OK

50COUNT012340K

5 5 COUNT 5 6 7 ...
6553465535012340K

10 3 couNTBY2 3 5 7 9 0K

( for i = start to end-1 )
( print i,' ' )

f or i = start to end-'l by 2 )
print ir' ' )

fori='1 toend)
print carriage return )
fori=0toi-1)
print i-j,' ' )

current sum )

fori=1to999)
sum=sum+i)
if input sum <= sum then )
exit Do loop after )
discarding input sum and )
push i value )

print sumr' in'ri )
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3 TABLE
-1
-2 -1
-3 -2 -1 0K

25 SLIM-UP-TO 28 in 7 OK

Note that the sequence n DUP DO LOOP (as in the case

of 5 5 COUNT) will cause the loop to execute 65,536 times

looping through all possible 15-bit indices.

At compile time, DO encloses the word address of DODO and

executes HERE to mark the beginning of the loop. It then

reserves two bytes to hold the branch address required by

LEÀVE. LOOP (or +LOOP) closes the loop by enclosing the

word address of DOLOOP (or DO+LOOP) tollowed by the branch

address which was placed on the stack by DO. In addition,

the branch address following DODO is set to HERE (which

points just beyond the end of the loop). LEÀVE uses this

address to exit from the DO loop.

DO loops use the return stack to maintain a copy of the

LEÀVE branch address, the loop index and the lirnit. Àt exe-

cution time, DODO pushes its LEAVE branch address, the limit

and the start index onto the return stack. DOLOOP incre-

ments the current loop index (top of return staçk) and com-

pares it to the limit (second return stack entry). rf the

two are egual then the TC instruction pointer is incremented

to continue execution at the word following LOOP. Other-

wise, the branch address is assigned to the TC instruction

pointer to effect a backward jump to the word'following the
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corresponding DO. DO+LOOP operates in a similar manner ex-

cept that the loop index is incremented by n ano the loop

condition is more complicated to test.

I and J return the loop indices at the top of the return

stack and the fourth entry respectively. LEAVE encloses the

word address of DOLEÀVE which pops the loop index, Iimit and

branch address from the return stack. I t then does an un-

conditional branch to the LEÀVE branch address ( immediately

exits the Do loop). Older versions of DOLEÀVE could simply

set the loop index to limit-1 which would ensure loop termi-

nation on the next LOOP or +LOOP.

The function of the DO loop can be improved by adjusting

the loop indices in order to simplify the branch condition.

rnstead of pushing llimit , start] we can push lfimit + HEx

8000 , start (Iimit + HEx 8000)1. For example, 5 2 Do

LOOP would push the LEAVE branch address, HEX 8005 and HEX

TFFD to the return stack. DOLOOP and DO+LOOP then increment

the loop index (top entry on the return stack) and branch as

long as there is no arithmetic overflow. An overflow occurs

when a number is incremented across the boundary from HEX

TFFF ( ttre largest positive number ) to uex 8000 ( ttre largest

negative number). This reflects the boundary condition

which terminates a Do loop (the index çrossing from timit-1

to limit).
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The above modification requires that I and J return the

sum ot the loop tirnit and }oop index. This addition calcu-

lates the true value of the loop index: start = limit + HEx

8O0O + (start (Iimi¡ + HEX 8000)) so that the (rimi¡ + HEX

8000) terms nullify each other. The overall effect is a DO

loop which performs faster iterations at the expense of

slightly slower start-up and indice access times.

Another method of implementing LEAVE is discussed in

[reu85] and [HayB5l. The goal of this implementation is

that each LEÀVE be compiled to DOLEAVE and a pointer to the

word following LOOP (or +LOOP). This representation seems

intuitively "ideaI". The LEÀVE branch address need not be

kept on the return stack and J no$¡ returns the third return

stack entry. Àt compile time, LEAVE encloses the word ad-

dress of DOLEÀVE and a pointer to the previous DOLEÀVE

pointer within the same loop. This forms a linked list of

pointers. LOOP (or +LOOP) can traverse this list and update

the DOLEAVE pointers to their proper values. At execution

time, DOLEÀVE removes the loop index and limit and does an

unconditional branch to the pointer that folIows. This ver-

sion of LEAVE was not chosen since it increases compile time

and complexity, and requires an additional 2(n-1) bytes for

n LEÀVEs within a loop. However, it does have the advantage

of a slightly faster DODO.
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DO loop control words may

: DO ( end start )
( -- sys compiling

#DODO ,
0,
HERE
; IMMEDIÀTE

:LOOP (--)
( sys

#DOLOOP t
compi 1 i n9

(

DUP I
2_ HERE SWAP !

; IMMEDIATE

+LOOP ( incr -- )( sys
#DO+LOOP ,

DUP ,

compiling

2- HERE SWAP !

; IMMED]ATE

LEÀVE ( -- )
#DoLEAVE t

; IMMEDÏATE

CODE I ( index
rars(=
rararà2(D+=
ds PUSH ra =
NEXT END_CODE

CODEJ (--index
rars6(D=
rararsS(D=
ds PUSH ra =
NEXT END_CODE

be defined as:

)
enclose word address )

of DOLOOP )

enclose branch address )

set LEAVE branch address )

make LOOP immediate )

)

enclose word address )

of DO+LOOP )

enclose branch address )

set LEAVE branch address )
make +LOOP immediate )

enclose word address )

of DOLEÀVE )

make LEÀVE immediate )

( get top return stack entry
( add 2nd return stack entry
( to calculate true index )
( push index onto stack )

( get 4th return stack entry
( add 5th return stack entry
( to calcul-ate true index )
( push index onto stack )

enclose word address of DODO
reserve LEAVE branch address
point to start of loop )
make DO immediate )
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DODO, ÐOLOOP, DO+LOOP and DOLEAVE are headerless primi-

tives as follows:

ÐODO ,gç *+2
ra = POP(ds
rb = POP(ds
PUSH(rs) =

PUSH(rs) = rb
ra=rarb
PUSH(rs) = ra
JMP NEXT

DOLEAVE Uçç *+2
rS=¡¡S+4

iP = PoP(rs)
JMP NEXT

primitive CAW
get start value
get Iimit value

ip++) push LEAVE address onto
return stack

rb = rb + HEX 8000 adjust limit value

ÐOLOOp Ugg¡ *+2 pri.mitive CÀW
(rs) = (rs) + 1 increment index by 1

IF OVERFLOW BRÀ DOLPI test exit condition
ip = (ip) branch back to continue loop
JMP NEXT

DOLPI rs = rs + 6 terminate loop - remove index
and Iimit from return stack

ip = ip * 2 skip over offset and continue
execution at next word

JMP NEXT

DO+LOOP FCW:t+2 primitive CÀW
ra = PoP(ds) get increment value
(rs) = (rs) + ra add increment to index
IF OVERFLOW BRA DOLP1 test exit condition
ip = (ip) branch back to continue loop
JMP NEXT

push Iimit onto return stack
adjust start value
push start onto return stack

pr imi t i ve CAW
terminate loop - remove index
and Iimit from return stack
branch to LEAVE address

Figure 3.8 shows an example of dictionary entries com-

piled for DO loop constructs.
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Figure 3.8: DO-LOOP and DO-+LOOP

Definitions:

: COUNTBY2 DO I . SPACE 2 +LOOP ;

: TABLE 1+ 1 DO CR I 0 DO I J - .SPACE LOOP LOOP ;

Link Address Link Address

''TABLE''

add 1 to parameter

literal 1

start loopl

08 C ''COUNTBY2"

stfft loop

05 T

o U A B

N T L E

B Y #DOCOLON

) #1+

#DOCOLON #DONL]M

#DODO 0001

leave address #DODO

print loop index
and space

TiteraJ2

end loop

#I leave add¡ess

print carriage return

liæral 0

stârt loop2

#cR

#SPACE #I

#DONUM #DONUM

m02 0000

#DO+LOOP #DODO

branch address leave address

subract loopl index
from loop2 index
and print this and
a space

end loop2

#DOSEMI #I

#J

L

#.

#SPACE

#DOLOOP

branch add¡ess

#DOLOOP

end loop1branch add¡ess

#DOSEMI
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3.9 TERMINAT, INPTIT AND OÌITPUT

Several words are provided for doing terminal input and

output. EXPECT and TYPE were discussed in section 2.5.

EXPECT accepts input from the keyboard and places this into

a character buffer. TYPE is given the address and length of

a character buffer which it outputs to the terminal screen.

The remaining words are used to perform pictured numeric

output or simple character f/O.

Character I/O is based on the words KEY and EMIT. KEY

returns an ÀSCII character when a key is pressed. EMIT is
passed a value which is output to the terminal screen as an

ASCII character. The words CR (perform a carriage return

and linefeed), SPÀCE (print a blank), SPACES (print n

blanks) and TYPE are defined using EMIT. EXPECT requires

both KEY and EMIT. As an example, CR could be defined as:

HEX
:CR (--)

OD EMIT
0À EMIT ì

numbers are in hexadecimal )

print carriage return )
print linefeed )

Pictured numeric output is provided by a set of words

which use the PÀD (as described in section 2.3.4) for tempo-

rary storage of ASCII data. Digits are converted and stored

to the PÀD in right to left order. The variable HLD is used

as a pointer to the most recent digit stored in the PAD.

HLD is initialized by the word <# ("less-sharp").
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Conversion assumes a 32-bit number is present on the

stack. The woro # ("sharp") generates the next digit by oi-

viding the number by BASE, converting the remainder to an

ASCII character and storing this into the PÀD. The quotient

remains on the stack (from which the next digit can be cal-

culated). #s ("sharp-s") converts the remaining digits by

calling # until the quotient is zero. 1Ê> ("sharp-greater")

ends conversion by discarding the quotient and returning the

address and length of the ÀSCII string which was accumulated

into the PAD. This result is suitable for use with TYPE.

Àn ÀSCII character is output to the PAD using the word

HOLÐ. SIGN generates a minus sign by calling t-r HOLD if

the top stack entry is negative. The word. ("dot") is used

to print a single 16-bit number. U. prints an unsigned

16-bit number. Pictured numeric output words are used as

shown in the following example which prints an 32-bit inte-
ger as a date in the form yy/nn/aa:

: DÀTE ( date )
<#
##
Àscrt / uoto
##
Àscrr / HoLÐ
##

,#>
TYPE 

' 
OK

122586. ÐArE 12/25/86 oK

Note the use of the word

value onto the stack. ASCII

put words can be defined as:

VÀRIABLE HLD

begin numeric conversion )
convert dd digits )
insert " /" )

convert mm digits )
insert " /" )
convert yy digits )
end numeric conversion )

and print result )

ASCII to push an ÀSCII character

/ returns HEX 5C. Numeric out-

( pointer into PÀD )
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<# (--)
PAD HLD ! ¡

#> ( Al addr n1 )
2DROP
HLD @

PAD OVER - ì

HOLD ( char )

-1 HLD +!
HLDGC!;

sIcN ( n )

O< TF
ASCI I - HOLD

THEN ì

( set HLD to point at PAD )

( discard 32-bit quotient )
( get address of PAD string )
( calculate string length )

( decrement HLD )
( store byte at HLD )

( check if number is negative
( insert t'-rr 

)

divisor onto return stack )

add zeto extension )

fetch divisor )
divide 32-bít number by )

16-bit number to get 16- )
bit remainder and quotient
fetch divisor )
save partial quotient )
get remainder and quotient
append partial quotient to
form 32-bit result )

divide 32-bit number by BÀSE
get remainder as a digit )

convert digit to ASCII )

store digit to PAD )

convert a digit )
continue conversion until )

32-bit remainder is zero )

save copy of number )

take absolute value )
extend to 32-bit number )
convert number to ASCII )
check copy for number sign
end conversion and print )

divides an unsigned 32-bit number by an unsigned
16-bit number and returns an unsigned 16-bit
remainder and an unsigned 32-bit guotient

ud1 u1 u2 ud2 )yns/uoa (

>R
0
R@

ut{n{oD

R>
SWAP >R
w¡t/uoo
R>i

z# (+d1 +d2
BÀSE G MU/MOD
ROT
9 OVER
TF 7 + THEN
ASCII O HOLD î

:#S (+d1 00)
BEGTN

#
2DUP D0=

UNTIL ì

(n )
DUP
ABS
0
<# #s
ROT SIGN
#> tYPn ì
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u.(
0
<# #s

u)
#> TYPE ì

(
(

extend to 32-bít number
convert and print )

3.10 HIGH LEVEL DEFINING T{ORÐS

High level defining words are similar to low level defin-

ing words; they allow the creation of new defining words. A

high leve1 defining word <defname> is created in the form:

: <defname> defining code DOES> generic code ì

whereas low level defining words are of the form:

: <defname> defining code ;CODE generic code END-COÐE

The main difference is that the generic code of high level

defining words !s written in high level Forth rather than

assembly language.

Compilation of <defname> is the same as that of any sec-

ondary. However, the immediate word DOES> is used, Iike a

macro, to generate additional code at cornpile-time. DOES>

encloses the word address of DOCODE (as in ;CODE), followed

by machine code which causes execution to continue at the

word following DOES> in the definition of <defname>.

<defname> is used to define a new word <name> by saying:

parameter(s) <defname> <name>

as was done for low level defining words.

I.rhen <defname> is executed, its defining code creates

dictionary entry for <name>. DOCODE then alters the CAW

the most recent dictionary entry (which will be <name>

a

of

).
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The CAW is set to point at the machine code which v¡as en-

closed in <defname> by DOES>. This machine cocie acts like

DOCOLON but pushes the PFÀ of <name> onto the stack and sets

the TC instruction pointer to point at the word following

DOES> in <defname>.

Thus when <name> is executed, the PFÀ of <name>

onto the stack and the generic code in <defname>

ed. For example, CONSTÀNT could be defined as:

:CONSTÀNT (n )

I

is

s placed

exec ut-

CREATE
I

DOES>

re.vt

In a similar
fined as:

: VOCABULÀRY
CREÀTE
LÀST G

The definition 5 CONSTÀNT MAX would create a dictionary en-

try for MAX and enclose 5 into the parameter fie1d. Later,

when MAX is executed, the PFA is placed on the stack and G

is executed to extract the value of Lhe constant. Thus MAX

would return the value 5.

fashion, the word VOCABULÀRY could be de-

create entry for constant )

enclose constant value )

alter the CAW to cause )

run-time execution of the )

following code )

fetch constant value at PFÀ )
of constant )

create entry for vocabulary )
get pointer to the entry )
just created )
enclose this as the )
vocabulary pointer )
alter CÀw for generic code )
set CONTEXT to PFA so that )
CONTEXT points at this )

vocabulary variable )

( -- )

I

DOES>
CONTEXT ! ¡

(
(
(
(
(
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This aIlows

discussed in

the creation

sectíon 2.3.1

of new vocabularies as previously

ÐOES> can be defined as:

: DOES ( -- addr )

#DOCODE t

#ÐODOES
HERE 1 O CMOVE
1 O ÀLLOT

; TMMEDIÀTE

enclose word address )
of ÐOCODE )
copy DODOES machine code
into <defname> )
and enclose this code )

in the dictionary )
make DOES> irnmediate )

10 bytes of machine code:

ip save TC return address
vra return PFÀ

setup to continue execution
of TC following DOES>

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

DODOES occupies

DODOES PUSH(rs) =
eUSH(sP) =
ip=pc+6
JMP NEXT

The instruction "ip = pc + 6" is used to set the TC in-

struction pointer to point at the generic TC which follows

"JMP NEXT" in the body of <defname> (ttre word following

DOES>). This instruction may need to be broken into several

steps such as "ip = pc" and "ip = ip + 8" depending on the

target machine.

An alternative implementation of DOES> can be made if the

target machine has a jump to subroutine (JSn) instruction

which pushes its return address onto the stack. In this

case, DOES> can enclose a single "JSR DODOES" instruction,

rather than copying all the DODOES code. DODOES can novt use

the return address (from JSR) as a pointer to the generic TC

in <defname>.
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The modified DOES> and

HEX
: DOES ( -- addr

#DOCODE t

xxxx ,

#DODOES ,

; IMMEDIÀTE

DODOES PUSH(rs) = ip
ip = PoP(sp)

are as follows:

numbers are in hexadecimal

enclose word address )
of DOCODE )

enclose machine opcode )
for JSR instruction )

enclose address of DODOES )
as the operand of JSR )
make DOES> immediate )

save TC return address
set ip to return address
of JSR instruction
(points at generic code)
return PFÀ

defining words were created

code DOES> generic code

not affect the function of

dÐ ¡

DODOES

PUSH(sp) = vta
JMP NEXT

Prior to FORTH-83, high-level

in the form:

: <defname> <BUILDS defining

The difference in syntax does

<def narne>. <BUILDS was def ined

: <BUILDS 0 CONSTANT

to create a word and reserve a pointer (initially zero) at

the start of the parameter field. DOES> would then set the

CÀW to point at DODOES and update the zero pointer to point

at the generic code. DODOES would use this pointer to Io-

cate the generic code at run-time.

3.10.1 Exa¡nples

High level defining words are often used to create nevr

data structures or even new control structure words. An ex-

ample is a vector; a one-dimensional array. À new defining

word could be added to facilitate the definition of vectors:
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swAP2*+;OK
Vectors can now be defined by saying n VECTOR <name>. This

defines a vector <name> and allocates 2n bytes in <names>'s

parameter field. This allows up to n integer elements to be

stored in <name>. Àt execution time, (name> expects a sub-

script I (from zero to n-1) and returns the address of the

Ith element in <name>. This address is calculated as the

PFA of <name> (returned by DOES>) plus lt'z. For example:

: VECTOR (

CREATE
2* ÀLLOT

DOES>

1 OO VECTOR Y OK

1425Y!OK
25 YG 14 0K

index addr )

CREÀTE
DUP ,

2* ÀLLOT
DOES>

OVER OVER
G

2*+2+
ELSE

. '' BAD SUBSCRI PT II

SWÀP DROP
2+

THEN ì

create new word )
aliocate element storage )

calculate element address )

def ine Y vrith 100 elements )

integer Y[100] )

store 14 into 2sth element )

Y[25] = 14 )
fetch and print Y[25] )

( create entry )
( save vector size #bytes in( entry's parameter field )( allocate storage )

( duplicate subscript and PFA )
( if subscript
( compute address of element
( skip over size field )
( subscript too large or negative
( print error message )( discard bad subscript )( return address of first element

The above definition of VECTOR does not do any subscript

range checking; this feature could be added by saying:

: VECTOR ( index addr )

Run-time error checking of this type is normally added only

during the debugging phase (if necessary). The programmer

conLrols the manner in which the error is handled. In the
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above example, additional information could be printed to

fulIy oescribe the error. À general purpose error-handling

routine might be called, or program execution may be halted.

I f the appl icat i on

definition of VECTOR

PFÀ. Operators would

so that you could say

V+ performs the vector

required vector operators then the

could be changed to return only the

then be passed the address of a vector

X Y V+, where X and Y are vectors and

additionX=X+Y.

Yet another alternative would be to define ÀRRÀY which

would allow the definition of an N-dimensional array.

VECTOR could then be replaced by n 1 ARRAY <name> versus n

VECTOR <name>.

An example of the dictionary entry produced

shown in f igure 3.9.

by DOES> is

Virtual data types can be created by combining high leve1

defining words with calls to the block storage system. Ar-

rays were previously defined to allocate a parameter field

for storing array elements. Virtual arrays are similar ex-

cept that they allocate blocks for storing array elements.

This allows the definition of very large arrays (timited

only by the available backing store not by the amount of

main memory). Às an example:

VARIABLE NEXT-BLOCK OK
1 OO NEXT-BLOCK ! OK

( allocaLe n blocks )

:BLOCK-ALLOT (n )

NEXT-BLOCK G +
+NEXT-BLOCK!;OK

( next available block number )
( start at block 1 00 )

( add n to NEXT-BLOCK )
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Figure 3.9: A High leve1 Definition using DOES>

Definitions:

: VECTOR CREATE 2* ALLOT DOES> SWAP 2* + i

1OO VECTOR Y

"Y"

Vector elements
are stored in t}le
parameter field

Link Address

''VECTOR''

create vector entry
and allocate storage

for vector elemenß

update CAW -/

Link Address

06 lv 01 lY
EIC CAW

Tlo YtOl

R Ytll

#DOCOLON

#CREATE

#2-

#ALLOT

#DOCODE

PUSH(rs) = ip
Yte9l

machine code to
continue execution
of generic tlreaded
code which foilows

calculate address

of element

PUSH(sp):wa

ip:pc+6
JMP

NEXT

#SWAP

4+a*

#+

#DOSEMI
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3.11 RECI'RSTON

Recursive definitions use the wòrd RECURSE to compile the

word address of the latest dictionary entry. This allows a

word to call itself (normally a word cannot be located in

the dictionary until its definition has been completed). A

recursive definition of the factorial function is:

c reate
VARRAY

CREATE
NEXT-BLOCK G ,
1- 512 / 1+

BLOCK-ÀLLOT
DOES>

G

SWÀP
2*
1024 /voa

ROT
+
BLOCK

+;oK

1 OOOO VARRÀY X OK
5276 x G OK
4296 >< ! UPÐÀTE OK

( calculate
: FACTORIÀL

DUP IF
DUP 1-

ELSE
ÐROP 1

THEN ì

virtual array defining word )
( index addr )

( fetch x15276) )( store this to xl4296l ')

( ensure block is changed )

factorial for n >= 0 )
( n n! ) ( it n

RECURSE * ( n * factorial n )

(ifn=0return1)

create word name )

enclose first block number )
calculate # blocks required )
to store array elements )
allocate blocks )

( at execution time get )
( block # of first block )
( stack has blk# index )
( convert index to byte offset
( get blocl< of f set and byte )
( offset within the block )( stack has blk# byteoff blkoff
( byteoff blkoff blk# )( get blk# containing element )
( get addr of block buffer )
( reads in block if necessary )
( stack has byteoff bufaddr )
( get addr of element within )
( ttre block buf f er )

RECURSE is defined as:
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RECURSE ( -- )

LASTCFA ,

; IMMEDIÀTE

enclose v¡ord address of
latest definition )

make RECURSE immediate )

3.12 ÀSSEMBLER

The ÀSSEMBLER vocabulary contains a set of words which

aIlow the generation of native machine code for primitive

word definitions. Àssembler words are named to correspond

with the appropriate mnemonic or addressing mode which they

imp1y. These words are used to implement the assembly lan-

guage. Regular Forth expressions can also be intermixed

with assembler words. This aIIows calcul-ation of operand

addresses or immediate data.

Assembly code is written in postfix notation. ÀI1 oper-

ands are pushed onto the stack. An instruction (assembler

word) retrieves its operands from the stack, generates spe-

cific machine code based on these operands, and encl-oses

this machine code into the dictionary. Each instruction

acts as a compiling word. This process allows incremental

assembly by each operator.

The number, type and complexity of assembler words is di-

rectly related to the instruction set of the target machine;

An orthogonal instruction set wilI simplify the definition
of assembler words. For instance, the Motorola 6809 assem-

bler is simpler than that of the Intel 8086. A small in-

struction set with fewer addressing modes wiIl also be easi-

er to handle.
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The definition of assembler words is hiqhly dependent on

the target machine. This section is only a basis for under-

standing the concepts behind an incremental postfix assem-

b1er. A more complete discussion of an assembler vocabulary

can be found in [Loe81] and lper83].

Àssembler word sets are generally implemented by grouping

instructions according to their machine code formats. Each

format specifies a cl-ass of similar instructions. High lev-

el defining words are then created for each class. These

words are used to define instructions. Each instruction can

then be defined by opcode and format. Operand/addressing

information is added in later during assembly. Fixed field

values, such as register numbers, are defined as constants.

Control structures similar to those of high level Forth

can be defined to provide structured assembly language con-

structs. The stack is used to maintain information neces-

sary in calculating branch addresses or relative branch off-

sets. The structured approach .Iargely eliminates the need

for line labets. No symbol table is required (the diction-

ary serves this function if necessary). As an example, the

word COPYSTR could be defined to copy one nulI terminated

string to another:

COÐE COPYSTR ( src
rb ds POP =
ra ds POP =
BEGIN

rb (+ ra (+ =þ
0= UNTIL

rb points at destination )

ra points at source )

copy src byte to dest )
repeat until src byÈe null )

dest )

NEXT END-CODE
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It is necessary to study an actual implementation in

order to view the assembly process in greater detail. The

FIG-FORTHI 6 8080 assembler Ir'eigl ] of f ers a good example.

The Intel 8080 is a simple 8-bit microprocessor which has

only 112 instructions and four addressing modes. Instruc-

tion formats and machine registers are shown in figure 3.10

Àddressing modes include:

direct - a 16-bit address follows the instruction op-

code and points to a byte operand in memory.

register the instruction opcode specifies a register

or register pair as the operand(s).

register indirect the instruction opcode specifies

the register pair which contains a 1 6-bit address that

points to a byte operand in memory.

irnmediate an 8-bit or 16-bit data operand f ollows the

instruction opcode.

Indirect memory access is provided by the STAX and LDÀX in-

structions which use either the BC or DE register pairs.

Other instructions, such as ADD, implicitly use the HL reg-

ister pair if the M (memory) operand is specified (rather

than an 8-bit register À, B, C, D, E, H or L).

The 8080 assembler word set is defined after grouping in-

structions according to their general format (refer to fig-

ure 3.1 1 ) . Many instruction opcodes contain bit fields

I 6 FIG-FoRTH is a
Forth Interest

publ ic dorna i n
Group.
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Figure 3.10: InLel 8080 Registers and Instruction Formats

One Byte Instructions Typical Instructions

opcode Register to register, arithmetic or logical, rotate, return, push or pop
instructions.

Two Byte Instructions

opcode

data byte

Three Byte Instructions

opcode

LSB

MSB

8-bits
¡----^-

PSW Program status

Accumulator frA

B c

D E

H L

PC

SP

Immediate mode or VO instructions which require an 8-bit data value.

Jump, call, 16-bit load or direct load and store instructions which
require a 16-bit data value (least signif,rcant byte precedes most
significant byte).

.s word: zero, sign, parity, carry and auxüiary carry bits.

for arithmetic, logic, load, store and VO instrucdons.

ì
I General purpose 8-bit registers or I 6-bit register þairs.

) HL regisær pair is used tir provide a 16-bit address which

I points at a byæ operand in memory if the M operand is specified.

)
16-bit program counter for sequencing tluough instructions.

16-bit stack pointer for PUSH, POP, CALL and RET instructions.

16-bits
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which specify a register operand. Each register has its own

3-bit pattern. Register pairs require only the iirst two

bits of this pattern. Instructions may use a 3-bit pattern

that specifies the M or PSw operand in place of a regular

register. Likewise, a register pair pattern might specify

SP (rather than BC, DE or Ht).

Assembler word def initions should exploit similarities

between instruction formats. For instance, âI1 arithrnetic

and logic instructions take place between the accumulator

and a given register (or memory). Each of these instruc-

tions can be formed by adding a register bit pattern to a

fixed opcode specific to the instruction. Registers are de-

fined as CONSTÀNTs which push their bit patterns onto the

stack. Àn instruction can then add its opcode with the top

stack entry and enclose the resuLt into the dictionary.

This generates the appropriate machine code for 2MI-type in-

structions (see below). 3MI-type instructions are similar

except that the register bit pattern must be shifted three

bits to the left.

:8* (n1 n2 )
DUP+DUP+DUP+ì

can be defined to perform the shift operation. Registers

are defined as:

( begin definition of ÀSSEMBLER vocabulary )

HEX VOCABULARY ÀSSEMBLER IMMEDIATE
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Figure 3.11: Intel 8080 Instruction Classes

lMI Instructions

xxxxxxxx

2MI Instructions

xxxxxSSS

3MI Instructions

xxDDDxxx

or

xxRPxxxx

4MI Instructions

xxxxxxxx

data byte

5MI Instructions

xxxxxxxx

LSB

I'{SB

MOV Instruction

O1DDDSSS

MVI Instruction

00DDD110

L)il Instruction

00RP0001

LSB

MSB

NOP RLC RAL CMA STC XTHL CMC RAR RRC

EI HLT RET DI SPHL DAA CC CNC CZ

CNZ CP CM CPE CPO RC RNC RZ RNZ

RP RM RPE RPO

ADD SI]B ANA ORA ADC SBB )G.A CMP

INR LDAX DCX POP DCR STAX DAD RST INX

PUSH

ADI SBI ORI ACI ANI CPI SUI )G.I IN

OI-IT

JMP CALL STA LHLD SHLD

Register Bit Patterns

SSS or Register RP Register
DDD Pair

111 A 00 BC
000 B 01 DE
00i c 10 HL
010 D 11 SP
011 E
100 H
101 L
110 M
110 PSV/
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( define ASSEMBLER word set )
ÀSSEMBLER DEFINITIONS

TCONSTANTA OCONSTANTB lCONSTÀNTC
2CONSTANTD 3CONSTANTE 4 CONSTANTH
5 CONSTANT L O CONSTANT BC 2 CONSTÀNT DE
4 CONSTÀNT HL 6 CONSTANT M 6 CONSTANT SP
6 CONSTÀNT PSW

The simplest instructions consist of a single fixed op-

code. (Note that the following numbers are given in hexa-

decimal.) 1MI defines instructions which enclose their op-

code into the dictionary.
: 1MI ( opcode )

CREÀTE C, DOES

The seguence C9 1MT RET creates the word RET which, when ex-

ecuted, encloses the byte C9 into the dictionary.

The next set of instructions are formed by adding the top

stack entry (a register bit pattern) to an opcode and en-

closing the result.
z 2MI ( opcode )

CREÀTE C, DOES> CG + C, ì

The sequence 80 zMI ADD defines the ÀDD instruction. E ADD

would push E (3) and call ÀDD which would calculate 80 + 3

and enclose the byte 83. This corresponds to the instruc-
tion "ADD E" (add register E to the accumulator).

3MI is similar to 2MI but shifts the register bit pattern

left by three bits before adding it to the opcode.

: 3MI ( opcode )
CREAT C' ÐOES> CG Sf^fAP $* + C, ì
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The POP instruction is defined as C1 3MI POP. The sequence

ÐE POP corresponds to the instruction "POP DE" and encloses

the byte D1 (Cl + 2't8) . This instruction will pop a 16-bit

value from the stack into the DE register pair.

Instructions that require a single byte of immediate data

are defined using 4MI. 4MI is similar to 1MI but encloses a

fixed opcode followed by a data byte taken from the top

stack entry.

: 4MI ( opcode )

CREÀTE C, DOES> CG C, Ct ,

The CPI instruction is defined as FE 4MI CPI. The instruc-

tion 60 CPI ("cPr 60") compares the contents of the accumu-

lator with the value 60. This instruction encloses the two

bytes FE and 60.

sMI is nearly the same as 4MI but us used to define in-

structions that require two bytes.of immediate data.

: 5MI ( opcode )
CREATE Ct DOES> C@ C,

The - sequence C3 sMr JMP def

JMP would enclose the bytes

This represents the "JMP $21

processor to continue execut

tì

ines the JMP instruction. 21F.4

C3, E4 and 21 in that order.

84" instruction which causes the

ing at address 2184.
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Most of

fined:

OO 1MI
07 1MI
E9 1MI
27 1MI
CO 1MI
EO 1MI
C9 1MT

I0 2t'41
AO 2MT.

3MI
3MT
3MI

4MI
4MI
4MI

22 5MI
C4 5MI
E4 5MI
CD sMI

the 8080 assembler i nst ruc t i ons can no$t be de-

FB lMI EI
1F 1MI RAR
EB 1MT XCHG
3F 1MI CMC
D8 1MI RC
F8 1MT RM

2MT SBB
2MT CMP

3Mi STÀX
3MI I NX

4MI SBI
4MI CPI

5MI LDÀ
5MT CC
5MI CM

These rnisf its

98
B8

02
03

DE
FE

3A
Ðc
FC

D6
F6

32
D4
F4

88
À8

c1
04
c7

DB
CE
EE

09
0À
OB

D3
c6
E6

NOP
RLC
PCHL
DAÀ
RNZ
RPO
RET

ÀDD
ÀNÀ

DAD
LDÀX
DCX

OUT
ÀDI
ÀNT

SHLD
cNz
cPo
CALL

76 1MI
OF 1MT
F9 1M]
2F 1MI
c8 1Mi
E8 1MI

zMI
2M7

3MI
3MI
3MI

4MI
4MI
4MI

2A sMI
CC sMI
EC 5M]
C3 sMI

HLT
RRC
SPHL
CMÀ
RZ
RPE

ÀDC
XRÀ

POP
INR
RST

IN
Àcr
XRI

LHLD
cz
CPE
JMP

F3 1MI
17 1MI
E3 1MI
37 1Mi
DO 1MI
FO 1MI

90 2MI
BO 2MI

C5 3MI
05 3MI

4MI
4MI

5MI
5MI
5MT

DI
RAL
XTHL
STC
RNC
RP

SUB
ORÀ

PUSH
DCR

SUI
ORI

STÀ
cNc
CP

The remaining instructions: MOV, MVI and LXI do not fit

into-any of the above instruction classes.

can be defined as:

: MOV ( src-reg dest-reg )
8* 40 + 4 C, ì

: MVI ( byte )
8* 6 + C, C, ì

: LXI ( addr )

8* 1+ Ct ¡ i

As an example, the instruction D A MOV ("MOV À,D") would

push D Q) and A 0) onto the stack. MOV would then calcu-

late and enclose the byte 7A (Z'tB + 40 + 2). This instruc-

tion will assign the contents

register (accumulator) .

of the D register to the A
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The assembler words CODE and END-CODE are defined as dis-

cussed in secÈion 3.4" The word NEXT may be oefined as:

( address of NEXT in address interpeter )

O104 CONSTÀNT #NSXT

; NEXT #NEXT JMP ì

The conditional jump instructions were not defined since

they can be compiled from higher level words. These words

are similar to the Forth control structures discussed in

section 3.8. The same word names (IF, ELSE, THEN, etc) can

be used without conflict within the ASSEMBLER vocabulary.

The word ?perRS is used to perform syntax checking.

?pefnS expects two matching values to be present on the

stack. This is used to verify matching IF-THEN, ELSE-THEN,

BEGIN-UNTIL and other paired control words.

: ?petRs

The words IF, UNTIL and WHILE expect a conditional jump

opcode to be present on the stack. This opcode defines the

test and branch condition. Each conditional opcode is de-

fined as a CONSTANT. For example, C2 CONSTANT Q= can be

used in the form Q= IF THEN. 0- specifies the JNz in-

struction which will jump around the IF and continue execu-

tion following THEN if the PSw indicates a non-zero result.
The word NOT adds in a bit which reverses the test condi-

tion. The seguence 0= NOT would place the JZ (jump if zero)

opcode onto the stack.
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Conditional opcodes and control structures are defined as:

C2 CONSTÀNT O= D2 CONSTANT CS ( carry set )

FZ CONSTANT 0< E2 CONSTANT PE ( parity even )

: NOT ( jmp-op -- jmPn-oP )

+ì

: IF ( -- )
( jmp-op sys compiling )

c,HERE0,2;
:THEN (--)

( sys comPiling )

Z ?peIRS HERE SWAP ! ;

:ELSE (--)
( sysl -- sys2 compiling )

2 ?PAIRS C3 IF ROT SWÀP THEN 2 ;

)

sys compiling )

)

sys jmp-op compiling )
SWAP '1 ?PAIRS C, , ì

: WHILE ( -- )( jmp-op -- sys compiling )
IF 2+ i

: REPEAT ( -- )( sys compiling )
>R >R 1 ?PÀrRS C3 C, , R> R> 2 - THEN ì

An example using control structures is shown beLow.

UPPER accepts a pointer to a string and the string length.

UPPER converts all lowercase characters to uppercase by sub-

tracting 20 ( rr!r,tÄrr ) f rom characters greater than or

equal to "a". Note the use of ÀSCII to generate the immedi-

ate data. This example assumes the 8080 stack is used as

the data stack.

: BEGIN

HERE 1

: UNTIL
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MÀMOV
ASCI I a CPI
CS NOT
IF

ÀSCI I a
ASCI I A SUI
ÀMMOV

THEN
D DCX
H INX

REPEAT
NEXT
END-CODE

The 8080 code generated

assembly language code:

UPPER:

LOOP:

*+Z
D
H

D'A
E
DONE
À'M
À, ta
AHEÀD
ta tÀ

MrÀ

D
H
LOOP

NEXT

AHEÀD:

DONE:

080 assembler )

)
get scring length )
get string address )

continue while length )
is not zero )

get character at HL )

check if character )
is >= rrart 

)

convert lower to uppercase )

store result into string )

decrement length )

increment character pointer )

goto address interpreter )

( sample def
CODE UPPER

D POP
H POP
BEGIN
DÀMOV
E ORÀ
0= NOT
WHI LE

inition
( addr

using I
length

(

(
(

(

DW
POP
POP

MOV
ORÀ
JZ
MOV
CPI
JCS
SUi
MOV

DCX
INX
JMP

JMP

for UPPER corresponds to the 8080

; primitive CAw
; pop arguments

; check string length

; exit if length is zero
; otherwise translate any
; lower to uppercase chars

; decrement string Iength
; increment character pointer
i continue to end of string

; goto address interpreter
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Control structures normally eliminate the need for Iine

labels. If necessary, line labels can be defined using:

: DECLARE LABEL ( N )

O CONSTANT ì

: SET LÀBEL ( -- ), 2+ HERE SWAP ! ¡ ( ' <name> returns the CFÀ )

Labels must be defined in advance (any word must be defined

before being used). A label is a CONSTÀNT which pushes an

address onto the stack. SET LABEL locates a word and stores

the value of HERE into the word's parameter field (assuming

the word is a CONSTÀNT in a 16-bit ITC system). This

equates the CONSTANT (Iabel) to the current dictionary
pointer. For example:

DEFINE LÀBEL LOOP ( Aefine a label )

( create an infinite loop word )

CODE FOREVER ( __ )
SET LÀBEL LOOP
LOOP JMP END-CODE

Definitions such as:

VÀRIÀBLE TEMP
CREATE BUFFER 80 ALLOT

may be used to define data areas for use within an assembly

Ianguage definition. The words TEMP and BUFFER each return

a memory address suitable for assembly. As an examplet a

pointer to the buffer would be initialised by saying BUFFER

HL LxI (load register pair HL with the address of BUFFER).

generates no code )
"LOOP: JMP LOOP" )

reserve two bytes )
reserve an 80 byte buffer )
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ChaPter IV

VIRTUAL MACHINE

À high-Ievel language (Hrr.) can be either compiled or in-

terpreted. FORTRAN source code is usually compiJ-ed to ma-

chine code whereas ÀPL is interpreted. Each approach has

its advantages: machine code executes faster; interpreted

code offers the possibility of improved debugging aids.

Many other tradeoffs are involved in the decision to trans-

late or interpret a language.

An intermediate language implementation offers a compro-

mise between compilation to machine code and HLL interpreta-

tion. The HLL is translated to an intermediate language

(rl) which is independent of the target machine. This al-

Iows a single compiler to generate code suitable for a vari-

ety of machines. A good example is UCSD Pascal, which

translates Pasca1 source code to an IL caIled p-code. Forth

performs a similar translation to an IL known as threaded

code (tc). These ILs are interpreted by a "virtual ma-

chine". The virtual machine "executes" the p-code or TC in-

structions by emulating them on the target machine. Thus

the IL remains machine independent.

ILs can again be either translated or interpreted. Àn

interpreted IL wilI naturally be slower. Ideally the pro-
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gramner v¡ou1d like to have the option of interpreting or

compiling the IL. (tnis option is also oesired at the

source leve1). ProEram development could be done in an in-

teractive environment - interpreting the IL (or source) and

providing powerful debugging tools. The IL (or source)

could later be compiled to achieve faster execution times.

Any IL must make compromises between various degrees of

machine independence, execution speed and size of code gen-

erated. Forth has chosen TC for its ease of interpretation,

compactness and reasonably fast execution. TC represents

every program as a sequence of subroutine calls. The lowest

Ievel subroutines are used to implement primitives which

form the basis of Forth. Cornpactness i s achieved by using

subroutines versus inline code; this increases interpreta-

tion overhead. TC is, however, able to maintain its speed

by being very close to the machine IeveI.

Forth has traditionally been implemented using indirect

threaded code (rrC) as described in the previous chapter.

Forth's address interpreter (also known as the inner inter-
preter) acts as the virtual machine which executes TC.

Forth's primitives form the instruction set of the virtual-

machine each primitive containing machine code which emu-

lates an instruction.

This chapter briefly describes the various types of TC

and the implementation of their address interpreters. À1-
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ternatives to TC implementations are

incluoe macro substitution and compi

Both alternatives can be implemented

language.

also discussed.

iation to machine

in Forth or some

These

code.

other

Since all forms of TC are logically equivalent, it is

possible to substitute one for the other. Thus a single

compiler could allow the choice of TC based on requirements

such as speed or code size. Forth may also be used to rede-

fine itself for a different type of TC.

4,.1 SUBROIITINE THREADED CODE

Each form of TC must uniquely specify a subroutine call

plus provide a subroutine call/return mechanism and a vray to

advance to the next TC instruction. Subroutine threaded

code (StC) uses the machine instructions JSR (jump to sub-

routine) and RTS (return from subroutine). These instruc-

tions are available (in one form or another) on most ma-

chines. Thus STC is directly supported by hardware. There

is no need for an address interpreter. The ITC address in-

terpreter routines ÐOCOLON, DOSEMI and NEXT (refer back to

section 2.ü are replaced by JSR, RTS and JSR/RTS respec-

tively. Note that the JSR/RTS pair has the effect of ad-

vancing the program counter to the next STC instruction.

An STC implementation of Forth would require the text in-

terpreter t.o enclose a JSR opcode before each word address
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being

other

would

S imi Iar
compi 1

colon

compi led.

def ining or

terminate a

changes would

ing words. For

def inition by

be made to

instance,

enc los i ng

CREATE and

semi -coIon

an RTS op-

NEXT

DOCOLON

DOSEMI

JSR/RTS pair

JSR instruction

RTS instruction

JSR S

JSR T

RTS

Primitive

Machine Code
Routine

RTS

Figure 4.1: Subroutine Threaded Code

code" The format of STC bodies is shown in figure 4.1

The main advantage of STC is that it is fast" No inter-
pretation is required. STC can also be intermixed with in-
line machine code. This is not feasible with other forms of

TC. One final advantage of STC is its efficient use of pro-

cessor resources. It does not require additional machine

registers to be dedicated for use by an address interpreter.

The disadvantage is that STC requires each word address

to be preceded by a JSR opcode. Code size can be as much as
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double that of ITC. STC will also produce machine and posi-

tion oependent cooe. Position independent code can be gen-

erated by using a relative JSR instruction (if one is avail-

able).

Unlike most other types of TC, which require an address

interpreter, STC is directly executed. This precludes the

possible introduction of debugging aids within the address

interpreter. High leve1 debug/trace capabilities cannot be

easily added.

4.2 DIRECT THREAI)ED CODE

rn direct threaded code (orc), the JSR opcode is removed

so that DTC consists only oi word addresses (see fig 4.2).

Às with all forms of TC (other than STC) an address inter-
preter is required.

DTC and ITC are very similar the only difference being

that DTC bodies do not begin with a code address word (Cew).

Recall that the CAW was used to point to a prologue proce-

dure (ttris would point at DOCOLON in the case of a colon

definition). rn DTc, the prologue procedure is included at

the start of each DTC body.

The DTC address interpreter is sinpler than that for ITC.

The address interpreter fetches the next word address and

jumps to machine code at this address. This works fine for
primitives they contain machine code followed by a jump

back to NExr.
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Threaded Code

Instruction
Pointer (IP)

NEXT

DOCOLON

Primitive D

Machine Code
Routine

Machine Code
forNEXT

DOSEMI

Figure 4.22 Direct Threaded Code

Secondaries begin with a short machine code procedure"

This prologue procedure performs the function of DOCOLON.

The TC folJ-owing the prologue code wilI be interpreted as

usual. The last word address is a pointer to DOSEMI which

functions exactly as its ITC version.

DTC has the advantage of being faster than ITC. This is

due to a simpler address interpreter which jumps directly to

machine code. Primitives use slightly less memory since the

CAw, associated with ITC, is not present.

On the other hand, DTC duplicates the prologue code once

for each secondary (rather than storing a pointer to common

code), This prologue code is short (4-20 bytes) Uut can oc-

cupy a large amount of memory when duplicated thousands of

times. DTC is sti11 machine and position dependent.

1.

2.
3.

1.

2.

copy address pointed to by IP
to word address register
point IP at next add¡ess
jump to machine code at
address in word address register

push IP onto return stack
load IP with address of the
secondary's add¡ess list which
follows the DOCOLON code
do "NEXT"

load IP with address popped

from renrrn stack
do "NEXT"

3.

1.

Machine Code
foTDOCOLON

address ofS

address ofT

add¡ess of
DOSEMi
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4.3 i¡rorngcr THREADED cooe

The use of indirect threaded

detail in section 2.6. Figure

code ( rrc)
4.3 reviews

was discussed

the structure

in

of

NEXT

DOCOLON

1.

2.

J.

4.

1.
I

copy address pointed to by IP
to word address register
point IP to next address

load code address register with
address pointed to by word
address register
jump to machine code at
address in code address register

push IP onto return stack
point word address register to
next add¡ess

3. copy word address register to IP
4. do "NEXT"

1. load IP with address popped

from return stack
2. do "NEXT"

DOSEMI

Figure 4.3t Indirect Threaded Code

ITC for comparison with other types'of TC.

ITC builds upon DTC by adding a CAW which points at the

prologue code. This added step of indirection separates ma*

chine code from ITC and a1lows ITC to become machine inde-

pendent. The CAW also reduces memory requirements by elimi-

nating the need to duplicate prologue code

The disadvantage of rTC is its slower execution speed due

to the added step of indirection in the address interpreÈer.

ITC remains position dependent.
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4.4 RETT'RN T}IREADED CODE

Return threaded code (nfC) is an interesting combination

of sTc and DTC lnur84l. Like STC, RTC is directly executed

and requires no address interpreter. RTC uses STC primi-

Lives and DTC secondaries as shown in figure 4.4" This

trick requires using the proceSsorrs return stack pointer

(SP) as the TC instruction pointer. The data and return

NEXT

DOCOLON

DOSEMI

1. RTS instruction

1. push SP onto return stack
2. load SP with address of the

secondary's address list which
follows the DOCOLON code

3. do "NEXT"

1. load SP with add¡ess popped

from return stack
2. do "NEXT"

Primitive D

Machine Code
Routine

RTS

Figure 4.42 Return Threaded Code

stacks must be implemented using registers other than SP.

In RTC, a single RTS instruction performs the NEXT func-

tion (incrementing SP and jumping to the next word address).

The TC acts as a pre-defined set of return stack entries.

Successive RTS instructions "eat" their way through the TC,

Threaded Code

Instruction
Pointer (IP=SP)

Machine Code
foTDOCOLON

address ofS

address ofT

address of
DOSEMI
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executing each vrord in the address list. There is

tle overhead involved in execucing a list of primi

addresses. Secondaries require entry/exit code as

RTC can execute

tives executed to

value. This ratio

f aster than STC i f the rat:.o

very lit-
tive woro

in DTC.

of primi-

secondaries executed exceeds a certain

depends on primitive and secondary over-

head which varies from processor to processor. The folIow-

ing table shows the ratio reguired for RTC to outperform STC

under severaf conditions

Processor Àddress Length Ratio
'1 1:9

322

17 z7

MC68000 16
32

16

bi ts
bi ts

bi t,sMC6809

RTC and STC share much the same advantages and disadvan-

tages. RTC, however, has the added DTC advantage of compact

code and the disadvantage of not being able to directly in-

clude inline machine code. RTC may not produce compact code

on some machines. For example, the MC68000 always requires

32-bit return addresses. À 64K byte RTC system would gener-

ate double the code required by DTC (16*bit addresses).

This problem does not occur with most other processors.
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4.5 TOKEN THREADED CODE

Token threaded code (rrc) can

rect TTC (Prtc) or indirect TTc

analogous to DTC and ITC. The

places each word address with a

index into a table of pointers

The address interpreter performs

the word address.

TTC has the advantage of being

Iy requires 50% Iess than DTC or

index rather than a full address.

chine could use a 16-bit token.

is sufficient provided there wil

definitions.

be classified as either di-
(rrrc). These forms are

difference is that TTC re-

token which is used as an

( see f igures 4.5 and 4.6) .

a table lookup to determine

very compact. It typical-
ITC. Each token is a table

For example, a 32-bit ma-

The use of an 8-bit token

1 be no more than 256 word

The disadvantage of TTC is its slower execution speed.

The address corresponding to each token must be located and

fetched from a table. lTC requires this separate table to

be allocated for storage of pointers. However, the memory

used by the table is normally smal-I in comparison to the

amount saved by using TTC.

DTTC is faster than ITTC but slower than ITC. DTTC is
position independent only if its prologue code is position

independent. Since DTTC contains inline code, it is also

machine dependent.
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ThreadedCode
Instruction
Pointer (IP)

NEXT

5.

DOCOLON 1.

2.

DOSEMI 1.

get cunent token pointed to by IP
point IP to next token
look up add¡ess corresponding
to current token
copy this address to word address

register
jump to machine code at add¡ess

in word address register

push IP onto retum stack
load IP with add¡ess of the

secondary's token list which
follows the DOCOLON code
do "NEXT"

load iP with add¡ess popped

tto- ta¡¡n 5tefrk

do "NEXT'

1.
a

J.

4.

3.

a

T,

token for C:

token for D: Each primitive or secondary is identified by a
unique token. The token is used as an index into
a table which gives the corresponding address

for each token. Machine code is located at this
address. NEXT performs the table look up
(indexing) operation.token for

DOSEMI:

Figure 4.5: Direct Token Threaded Code

ITTC is slower than DTTC but is both machine and position

independent because it is composed entirely of tokens.

Machine Code
foTDOCOLON

token for S

token for T

token for
DOSEMI

Primitive D

Machine Code
Roudne

Machine Code
forNEXT

oken Address Table

address ofC

add¡ess ofD

address of
DOSEMI
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ThreadedCode
Instruction
Pointer (IP)

NEXT

DOCOLON

DOSEMI

spends most of

this reason, its
jump) operation

1. get cunent token pointed to by IP
2. point IP to next token
3. look up address corresponding

to current token
4. copy this address to word add¡ess

register
5. get indirect token pointed to by

word address register
6. look up address corresponding

to indi¡ect token
7. jump to machine code at this

add¡ess

push IP onto return stack
point word address register to
next token
copy word address register to IP
do "NEXT"

load IP with address popped

from return stâck
do "NEXT"

1.
t

J.

4.

1.

.,

token for C:

token for D:

token for
DOCOLON:

token for
DOSEMI:

À TTC address interpreter

forming table lookups. For

the table lookup (or vectored

Each primitive or secondary is identified by a

unique token. The token is used as an index into
a table which gives the corresponding address

for each token. Either machine code or an

indirect token is located at this add¡ess. NEXT
performs the table look up (indexing) operadon.

Figure 4.62 Indirect Token Threaded Code

4.5.1 Table Lookup

its time per-

important Èhat

be as fast as

token for
DOCOLON

token for S

token for T

token for
DOSEMI

Primitive D

token for
following code

Token Address Table
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possible. Some processors requires

performed in severai steps:

this operation to be

1" shift the index (token) left to obtain an offset into

the table,
¿. add the of f set t.o the base address of the table (cal-

culate the address of the table entry),
fetch the pointer at this address and

jump to the machine code pointed to by this pointer.

2

4-

Other processors, such as the National Semiconductor

NS32016, can perform this operation with a single instruc-

tion (a memory scaled indexed indirect jump). rn any case,

the best solution is the fastest one and is highly dependent

upon the target machine (especially upon its addressing ca-

pabilities).

In general, the lookup table is placed-anywhere in memory

and each token provides an integer index into the table.

This requires steps 1 ) and 2) to be performed. The table

lookup can be improved by eliminating either or both of

these steps.

If the table is placed beginning at address zero (tfris

may be at the start of any segment or at logical address

zero in segmented or memory mapped systems respectively),

then the base address of the table (zero) no longer needs to

be added to the offset and step 2) is eliminated.
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Similar1y, if each token is defined as an offset rather

than an index, step l) is elirninated. This, of course, will

reduce the number of available tokens and thus allow fewer

word definitions. Using 16-bit tokens and 32-bit addresses,

the number of available tokens is reduced from 65,536 to

16,384 (for large tokens this reduction is acceptable).

4.6 I¡IODIFIED THREAITED CODE

Additional types of TC can be defined by combining or

modifying the basic types: STC, DTC, ITC and TTC. Such com-

binations can provide a more application or machine specific
form in which to implement the virtual machine. In general,

however, most permutations offer few benefits over the tra-

ditional forms of TC. Any advantages are usually outweight-

ed by a large increase in execution time due to the in-

creased complexity of the address interpreter. A few

examples are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Indirect subroutine threaded code (rSrC) may be defined

by modifying STC. The temptation here is to reduce code

size by eliminating the JSR opcodes required by STC. An ad-

dress interpreter is added to fetch the next subroutine ad-

dress and perform an indirect JSR to that address. This

closely resembles the DTC address interpreter. Both must

fetch the next address and either JMP (orC) or JSR (rsrC).

ISTC and DTC share the advantage of compact code, however,

ISTC is slower since it requires a JSR or RTS for each DTC

JMP or JMP NEXT. DTC remains the better choice
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TTc can be modified to suit 8-bit systems with limited

memory" In this case it is best to use 8-bit tokens for

compact code. The limitations of 8-bit tokens are solved by

allowing a certain range of tokens to be followed by an ad-

ditional 8-bit token extension. For example, the most sig-

nificant bit of each token could be used as an extension

flag. Primitives would be referenced by one byte (a token

value from zero to 127). Up to 32,768 other words could be

represented by a token in the range 128 to 255 followed by

an extension byte. The added complexity of the address in-

terpreter is offset by the fact that most code is composed

of single byte tokens. This approach provides relocatable,

reasonably fast TC for 8-bit systems. À similar approach is

discussed in [r'ar83].

Other forms, such as status threaded code [Bue84], may

also be useful in improving the Forth development environ-

ment. In these cases, the TC may contain additional control

information. The address interpreter is further complicated

in exchange for better debugging facilities or language fea-

tures. In extreme instances the virtual machine can be used

to alter the functionality of Forth itself. This can result

in data driven or object oriented systems with a higher Lev-

el of interpretation and a correspondingly large overhead.
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4,.7 HIGH-I,E\IEL LÀNGUAGE

The virtual machine and Forth itself can be implemented

in Forth or some other high-IeveI language. Two components

must be implemented. First , a memory management scheme is

needed to provide storage and access of the dictionary (con-

taining virtual machine instructions, data, etc) and stacks.

Second, âD interpreLer must be written to execute the virtu-

aI machine instructions (Forth prirnitives).

The choice of memory allocation and use is dependent on

the high level language. Typically a large array is defined

to encompass available memory. Alternatively, memory may be

dynamically allocated as required. In either case, a

"chunk" of memory is all-ocated towards a data structure or

structures used Lo represent the dictionary and stacks.

The virtual machine is usually best implemented as a case

statement. This approach closely resembles token threaded

code. Each primitive is assigned a virtual machine opcode

(token value). The virtual machine fetches the next opcode

from memory and executes the case statement based on the op-

code. Each case contains code which performs a primitive's

function. The case may simply invoke a procedure which emu-

lates the primitive, however, this incurs the overhead of a

subroutine cal1. It is advisable not to use separate proce-

dures for each primitive Igfag¡].
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The basic sÈructure of the virtual machine is

the f ollowing Pascal- code:

Program Forth (Input, OutPut);
Const

]

I nteger;

I

l..StackSizel

shown by

of Integer;

Stac kS i ze
MemoryS i ze

{ virtual
DOCOLON
DOSEMI
ÀDD

LastOp
Type

MemÀddress
Memory
Stac k

Var
Mem
DataStac k
ReturnStac k

= 1000;
= 10000;

machine opcodes ]
l.

L¡
a.

= N; { last opcode used

= l..MemorySize
= Àrrây luemAddress] of
= Record

StackTop : Integer
StackData: Àrray t

End;

: Memory;
: Stack;
: Stack;

Procedure Push(Ontostack : Stack; Data : Integer);
Begin

StackTop := StackTop - 1¡
OntoStack.StackData IstackTopl := Datai

End;

Function Pop(var Fromstack : Stack) : Integer;
Begi n

TopEntry := FromStack.StackToP;
Fromstack.StackTop := Fromstack.StackTop + 1 ¡
Pop := Fromstack.Stackdata [topEntryl ;

End;

Function Ernpty(Fromstack : Staqk
Begin

Empty := FromStack.StackTop >

End;

): Booleani

Stac kS i ze ;
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Procedure Execute(PC : MemÀddress)
{ execute a word definition pointed to by PC }
i assuming return stack is empty on entry ]
Var

OpCode : 1..LastOp;
Temp : Integer;

Begin-{ execute the word definition i
Repeat

I fetch next instruction i
OpCode := Mem [PC];
pC := pC + 1¡

{ execute it }
Case OpCode Of
DOCOLON:

Begin
Push( ReturnStack, PC );
PC : = Mem lPCl ;
End;

DOSEMI:
PC := Pop( ReturnStack );

ADD:
Begin;
Temp := eop( DataStacX );
Temp := Temp + eop( DataStacX );
Push( Patastack, Temp );

. 
End;

End;

{ continue nested word execution if return stack
{ contains any return word addresses
Until Empty( ReturnStacX );

End;

{ mainline text interpreter }
Begin

{ set stacks to empty }
{ print startup message }

end.

Note that the text interpreter is best written in the HLL

(otherwise it must be coded as a series of virtual machine

opcodes). The text interpreter performs the usual diction-

]
Ì
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ary search, compile and execute procedures. Less restric-

tive languages offer a better means of implementation. For

example, the C language can implement stack operators in a

single instruction (or macro). PUSH and POP macros may be

defined as:

#define PUSH(stack,data) *--stack =
#define POP(stack) *stack++

These are used as in "x = POP(stack);

Memory can be more effectively used by

teger data to be intermixed. Opcodes

a single byte (if there are fewer than

data

" or "PUSH(stack,x); ".
allowing byte and in-
may then be stored in
256 pr imi t ives ) .

Implementing the virtual machine in a HLL has several ad-

vantages. It makes the program easier to read, write and

understand. ÀIso, the implementation is far more portable

(as opposed to an assembly Ianguage version).

The disadvantages of this approach are twofold. First,

the virtual machine will be slower this is inherent in the

translation from HLL to machine code. Second, Forth's as-

sembly language facility generally cannot be implemented.

The user onty has access to existing "built-in" prirnitives.

Primitives can be added only by modifying and re-compiling

the HLL source code for the "execute" procedure.
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4.8 MACRO EXPANSION

Forth has been likened to a macro processor. In a sense

this is true. Forth words are "expanded" at execution time.

TC represents a list of macro instructions.

It is possible to create a defining word which allows the

definition of true macros. Macro words could be defined as

immediate words which compile a copy of themselves. Each

macro duplicates its code rather than allowing the text in-

terpreter to compile the word address. Macro expansion oc-

curs at compile-time rather than execution-time.

The most common approach to implementing macros has been

to add an extra macro header field to each dictionary entry

[Gre84a]. This field is similar to the word name length

field but contains the code body length and a flag indicat-

ing if the word is a macro. The text interpreter is modi-

fied to check the macro flag during compilation (execution

remains the same). If the word is a macro then the appro-

priate number of bytes are copied from its code body to the

dictionary.

Another approach has been to create a high-level defining

word MACRO lyngE5l . MÀCRO acts like ' :' but reserves a

length field at the start of the code body. END-MACRO later

sets this field to the code body length. The DOES> portion

of MÀCRO either copies or executes the code body depending

on STATE.
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Macros have been incorporated into several commercially

avaiLable Forth systems. Â macro is defined in the form

MÀCRO <name> END-MÀCRO. Macros allow a subroutine call

to a secondary to be replaced by the TC of that secondary.

This improves execution speed marginally but rapidly in-

creases code size (especially if macros are nested). Con-

trol structures can be used within macros as long as they

generate position-independent code (relative branches must

be used).

The benefits of macros are best realized with the use of

subroutine threaded code (StC). Recall that STC is directly
executed and therefore allows the inclusion of inline ma-

chine code. Macros can be used to generate inline code for

both prirnitives and secondaries. STC and macros may be com-

bined at any level and operate in synergy.

Other types of TC cannot be effectively combined "itf, in-
line machine code. Each macro must contain entry/exit code

which bypasses the address interpreter. À single macro be-

gins with address or token data that causes the address in-

terpreter to indirectly jump to the inline code that fol-
lows. The macro must end with code which adjusts the TC

instruction pointer and returns to the address interpreter.

Overhead for a single macro actually results in slower exe-

cution. Improved speed is only possible if several words

can be replaced by a set of adjacent macros. Overhead is

then reduced by placing entry code before Èhe first macro

and exit code after the last macro
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The remainder of this chapter discusses optimization

techniques based on the use of macros and STC. Examples are

given using the Motorola 68000 assembly language and execu-

tion times. A 64K byte address space is assumed. The data

stack pointer (ds) is kept in address register 46. The re-

turn stack pointer (rs) is kept in address register A7 (sp)

which is used by the 68000 JSR (jump to subroutine) and RTS

(return from subroutine) instructions. JSR pushes a fuII

32-bit return address which is later popped by RTS.

Optimization techniques often depend upon the processor

being used. In general, F€gisters should be used in place

of memory for high-access variables. It may be worth-while

to keep the top stack entry in a register [Bur84]. Short

forms of instructions should be used whenever possible

(eg. a short relative branch versus a long jump).

Macros can be used Lo replace both secondaries and primi-

tives. The best candidates for replacement are common prim-

itives such as SWAP, DROP, DUP, etc, These primitives are

very short machine code procedures. Often, the time re-

quired to JSR and RTS is greater or very close to the execu-

tion time of the primitive function itself. In this case'

the primitive should be replaced with a macro which gener-

ates inline code to perform the primitive function. This

produces much faster code.
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À comparison of STC and macro implementations of the word

DROP is shown below. The table indicates tocal execution

time in machine cycles. Total size of code generated is

given in bytes. STC size does not include code required by

subroutines; it only includes code that is actually compiled

(ie. the subroutine call). Values preceded by a '+'are

added to obtain the total execution time and code size. Àc-

tual execution time can be calculated by dividing cycle time

by clock speed. For example, âD I Mhz 68000 executes the

STC version of DROP in 42 / g = 5.25 microseconds.

Description Machi ne

.
JSr.vJ

addq. w

rts

addq. w

Code

DROP

#2,ds

Cycle Time Bytes

+4

2
2

/+
2

STC for DROP

DROP primitive

+18

+B
+16
/qzTotal

macro DROP fi2,ds I

The STC for DROP reguires 4 bytes

and takes 42 cycles to execute.

surprisingly requires only 2 bytes

This is clearly an improvement in

tion time. Similar results can be

tives.

(for the subroutine call)
À macro version of DROP

and executes in I cycles.

both code size and execu-

obtained for other primi-

It is important to note that primitives are the most fre-

quently used words [Tin85]; they represent the instruction

set of the virÈual machine. Macros provide another way of
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implementing this virtual instruction set. Macros can also

produce a faster set of primitives and thus dramatically in-

crease overall execution speed.

The usefulness of macros in STC is directly related to

the instruction set, addressing modes and number of regis-

ters available on the target machine. In essence, a proces-

sor such as the Motorola 6800 will require more instructions

to perform the same function as a 68000. Therefore' 6800

macros wiII be larger and the tradeoff between code size and

efficiency will make macros less attractive. More complex

primitives should not be written as 6800 macros; they gener-

ate too much code.

STC macros can be implemented as words which either du-

plicate their code or directly enclose machine code. In the

first case, the word DROP might be defined as:

ÀSSEMBLER
MÀCRODROP (n )

WORD 2 ds ÀDDQ
END-MÀCRO

In the second case, DROP

HEx ( use hexadecimal
:DROP (n )

5496 ,

( use ASSEMBLER vocabulary )

; IMMEDIATE

The first approach

a better solution

dirty alternative"

defined as in:

v¡ouId be written as:

numbers )

( "addq.w f2rds" )

(using a MACRO defining word) is clearly
(ttre second approach provides a "guick and

). MÀCRO also allows secondaries to be

n1 n2 )
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The advantage

disadvantage may

of

be

macros is improved execution speed.

increased code size"

The

4"9 COMPITATION

Compilation to machine code is the next logical step be-

yond STC and the use of macros. À conventional incrementaL

compiler could be designed to translate Forth source code

into machine code thus eliminating the "virtual machine"

and its inherent overhead. This approach allows a "smart"

compiler to generate optimized code for the target machine.

Compilers must generally perform six major functions:

lexical analysis to determine which language symbols

are present in the source code,

syntactic analysis to determine the structure of the

source code representation,

semantic analysis to identify the actions (or mean-

ing) of the source code,

storage allocation to determine storage requirements,

to specify algorithms for execution-time addressing

and to generate intermediate code based on these ac-

tions,
target code generation to translate intermediate code

to assembler (or a similar machine-dependent repre-

sentation) and

1.

¿.

J.

Ã.

5.
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assemblY

code.

to translate assembler code into machine

À more detailed discussion of compiler functions and imple-

mentation can be found in [cafzg].

The implementation of a Forth compiler should be very

straightforward IBuv84]. Lexical analysis must only be con-

cerned with the type of word being scanned. A word may be a

number, a regular word or an immediate word. Syntactic and

semantic analysis are largely eliminated due to Forth's

postfix notation. Forth was designed to be easily compiled

since its original compiler (ttre text interpreter) had to be

small enough to remain in memory at all times. In short, a

native code compiler for Forth must be simpler than that of

most other languages. The task of implementing this compi-

ler would be further lessened by the use of existing compi-

Ier related development tools and literature.

A single-pass Forth compiler is sufficient to allow code

generation. Ì'lultiple passes could be used to perf orm code

optimization. However, it is questionable as to how much

optimization is possible within the standard definition of

Forth. À11 words, including primitives, pass arguments and

results via the stack. It is unl-ikeIy t.hat the stack could

be effectively replaced by registers. Not only are regis-

ters limited in number, but the compiler must be able to

predict what the stack will look like at run-time in order

6.
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to compile code which accesses the proper registers. This

becomes impossible once the stack is conditionally manipu-

Iated. Other forms of optimization can, in most cases, be

done using a single-pass compiler.

Rather than create a conventional compiler, it is simpler

and nearly as ef fect ive to use Forth' s text interpreter.

The text interpreter already functions as a single-pass com-

piler. Forth's hierarchy of word definitions would undoubt-

edly be compiled into a form similar to subroutine threaded

code ( src ) even i f a convent i onal compi ler Ì{ere used. Thi s

must be the case since each word is functionally a subrou-

tine caI1. Therefore a combination of STC and macros can

form the basis for generating machine code. Macros already

represent optimized primitives (by eliminating subroutine

call overhead).

Compiler features can be incorporated into either the

text interpreter or words themselves. The l-atter approach

is in keeping with Forth's use of immediate words to perform

compile-time actions. Several optimizations can be accommo-

dated by defining "smart" immediate words. These words

could view themselves in context with the surrounding input

stream. For example, a common seguence of viords such as

SWÀP DROP can be compiled into a single function. SWAP

would look ahead and compile machine code to either SwÀP or

SWAP+DROP. If SWAP finds DROP it must, of course, adjust

the input stream to continue following DROP. Alternatively,
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SWAP could be compiled as usua

overwrite swÀP with swAP+DRoP

by SWAP. The effect of this

sion) is shown below:

I and DROP could look

if DRoP finds itself
form of optimization

back and

preceded

( compres-

Description Machi ne Code CycIe Time

+12
+4

+12
+g

Total /ze

Bytes

+2
+2
+2
+2
/e
+2
+Z
/+

macro SWÀP

macro DROP

mov. l
swap
mov.1
addq. 1

mov. w
mov. vr

(ds),do
d0
d0, (ds)
#2,ds

(ds)+,do
do, (ds)

SWAP+DROP +g
+g

Total /lø

The normal seguence SWAP DROP requires I bytes and 36 cy-

c1es. The combined SWAP+DROP performs the same function in

only 4 bytes and 16 cycles. Other common word sequences can

be similarly compressed.

Number literals can be optimized by making a change to

the definition of LITERAL. Recall that the text interpreter

calls LITERAL to compile a number. Normally LITERAL com-

piles a call to the number literal handler and then encloses

the number. At execution time the number literal handler

must be called to push its value onto the stack. This pro-

cess can be accelerated by modifiying LITERAL so that it

compiles machine code which directly pushes a number onto

the stack. For example, the number 1234 can be compiled as

follows:
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Description

DOLIÎ primitive
pushes number
to stack and
adjusts return
address to skip
over number

Normal code
compiled by
LI TERAL

Machine Code Cycle Time Bytes

mov. I
mov. vJ

mov. w

mov. I
rts

jsr.w
#1234

(rs),ao
(3Q)+,d0
d0,-(ds)
a0, (rs)

+12
+B
+B

+12
+16

2
2
2
2
2

+4
+2

4
AT

DOLI T +.18
nil
/tqTotal

Optimized code mov. vl #1234,-(ds) 12

À conventional LITERAL generates 6 bytes of code and takes

74 cycles to push its number onto the stack. The optirnized

LITERAL reduces this to 2 bytes and 12 cycles. Further op-

timization may be possible for smaller numbers.

LITERÀL can also be improved by allowing it to compress

certain sequences of the form <number><primitive>. Thus

combinations such as 5 + or 80 ÀND might be reduced to a

single function. In these cases it is more appropriate to

have each primitive determine whether it can optimize itself
if preceded by a number (rather than having LITERÀL deter-

mine which primitives can be optimized and then generating

the proper code). This allows words to be individually re-

sponsible for their own optimization. In keeping with the

previous example, the seguence 1234 + can be compiled as:
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Descrrptron Machine

mov"w
mov. vl

add. w

addi.w

Code Cycle Time Bytes

Opt imi zed
LITERÀL ADD
macro

#1234,-(ds)
(fl5)+,d0
d0, (ds)

TotaI

+12
+B

+12
/zz

16

+4
+2
+2
/a

4Optimized ADD #1234, (ds)

The opLimized ADD reduces execution time from 32 to 15 cy-

cles and generates only 4 bytes of code versus 8. Àddition

or subtraction of numbers from 1 to I can be further im-

proved by using the ADDQ and SUBQ instructions. These

"quick" instructions reduce code size to 2 bytes and execu-

tion time to 12 cycles. Processors other than the Motorola

68000 may also provide instructions for handling smalI inte-
gers.

optimized by compilingCONSTÀNTs and VARIABLES can be

code which directly performs their

can be translated to its number

LITERAL. SimilarIy, a VÀRIABLE

which pushes the variable's address

functions. A CONSTANT

value and compiled as a

can be replaced by code

onto the stack.

Sequences such as <variable><memop> can be compressed.

<memop> may be any word used to access

VÀRIABLE X was defined; then the seguence

pressed as s.hown below. Àssume that

field address) of x is 2F,10 (the value

memory. Suppose

X ! could be com-

the PFA (parameter

of X is stored at

this address).
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Description

STC for x !

DOVAR code in X
which pushes
the PFA of X to
the stack

STORE (!) code
to fetch address
and store value
here

Optimized X !

Code

x
STORE

4 (pc ) ,a0
ao,-(ds)

bytes )

(¿5)+,a0
(ds)+, (ao)

(ds ) +, g2e1 0

Cyc1e Time BytesMachine

JSr.wjsr.w

Iea
mov.I,J
rts
(Z data

mOV.l.¡
mov. w

rts

mov. w

+19
+19

+g
+g

+16
nil

+g
+12
+16

ToLaL/1 04

16

+4
+4

4
2
2
2

2
2
2

/a

This compression requires only 16 cycles and 6 bytes com-

pared to the original 102 cycles and I bytes. Sequences of

the form <number><variable><memop> (O x !) can be likewise

compressed. SimiIar, although less dramatic, results are

obtained for CONSTÀNTs. Compression techniques may also be

applied to access of user defined data structures.

Control structures are the next candidates for optimiza-

tion. The basic flow of control is performed by the primi-

tives DOIF, DOBRA, DOLOOP and DO+LOOP as discussed in sec-

tion 3.8. Control structures can be optimized by replacing

these'primitives with machine code which directly performs

the branch or test and branch operations. Control words can

select the best type of branch to use (based on the branch

offset and available branch instructions). This may be a

Iong jump or, more often, a short relative branch. In ei-

ther case, execution time is greatly reduced by performing a
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direct processor branch rather than a subroutine caII to em-

ulate the branch,

Compression can be used to combine Iogical comparisons

and control words. Logical comparison primitives would have

already been replaced with machine code which pushes the re-

sult (a boolean flag) onto the stack. Control words would

normally pop this flag, test it, and take appropriate ac-

tion. The compare, test and branch functions can be com-

bined to eliminate the need to push, pop and test the flag.

Most processors maintain a condition code register which in-

dicates the result of a comparison. This result is used to

control conditional branches. Therefore, the condition code

register replaces the need for a f1ag.

UNTIL is compressed as shown below:

The sequence Q=

S imi lar
or 1 000

within

compression is possible

> UNTIL. Numbers are

compare instructions:

for sequences

compiled as

suchas5<IF
immediate data

Description Machine Code

(ds)
*+Z
(ds)

Cycle Time Bytes

Optimized Q=
test top stack
entry and set
flag to 0 or -1

Optimized UNTIL
(oorr primitive)

tst.w
beq. b
cIr
mov

tst.w
beq. b

#-1, (ds)

(ds)+
BEGIN

(ds)+
BEGIN

+g
+10/B

+12
+12

+g
+A/1 0

Toral 58/58

+Z
+2
+2
+4

+2
+2

/tq
+2
+2
/+

Compressed
0= UNTIL

tst.w
bne.b

+g
+10 /8
te/t øTotaI
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Descrrptlon Machi ne Code Cyci-e Time Bytes

+4
+2
/ø
+4
+2
/s

5 < IF cmpi . w
bge"b

#5, (ds)+
ELSE or THEN

Tota l

+12
+10 /8
zz/20

-1,
+10/B
22/20

1 OOO > UNTIL cmpi . w
ble. b

#1000, (ds)+
BEGIN

Total

DO loops can be further improved by using primitive loop

instructions which may be available on the target machine.

Examples include the Intel 8086 LOOP (decrement CX register

and branch on condition), National Semiconductor NS32016 ÀCB

(add increment to register, compare and branch on condition)

and the Motorola 68000 DBcc (decrement register and branch

on condition ) instructions. these instructions generally

require the loop index to be kept in a register. This poses

a problem for nested loops each loop should have its own

register. Forth has traditionally overcome this problem by

placing loop indices and limits onto the return stack (refer

back to section 3.8.3 ) .

To achieve maximum speed it is necessary to allocate reg-

isters for loop indices. This cannot be effectively done

without the use of a larger, smarter compiler which can view

the interdependency and use of loops within the hierarchy of

word definitions. Such a compiler may not be practical due

to its complexity. Looping instructions can still be used

provided that all loops use the same dedicated loop regis-
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ter. Each loop must begin by saving this register, and musL

end by restoring it.

The loop register can be saved (pushed) onto the return

stack and later restored (popped) from it. rnner loops can

access the return stack to obtain the indices of outer loops

(recall the words I and J serve this purpose). The current

loop index is always kept in the loop register. The inner-

most loop will be most efficient since the loop register is

saved and restored only once. AIl outer loops will implic-

itly save and restore the register each time a loop is exe-

cuted.

Proper use of looping instructions is highly dependent on

their function. For example, the 68000 DBcc and 8086 LOOP

instructions decrement the loop register by one restrict-

ing their use to DO LOOP constructs; whereas the 32016

ÀCB instruction can add any integer between -8 and +7 to the

register. The calculation of initial values for loop index

and limit should be tailored to the loop instruction. These

calculations must be the same for both DO LOOP and

DO +LOOP so that I and J can return proper indices based

on the reverse calculation.

Loop instructions can be effectively replaced by two in-

structions: 1) decrement register and 2) branch on condi-

tion. This seguence allows LOOP ¿¡fl +LOOP to use a dedicat-

ed loop register regardless of existing (or non-existing)
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loop instructions. In any case, the setup and termination

of loops must be modified to use the loop register.

DODO, DOLOOP, DO+LOOP and DOLEAVE are modified as fol-

Iows: DODO pushes a copy of the loop register onto the re-

turn stack rather than pushing the start value of the loop

index. DODO also loads the loop index register with the

start value. DOLOOP and DO+LOOP pop ( restore ) the loop reg-

ister from the return stack rather than popping and discard-

ing the loop index. Fina1ly, DOLEÀVE should be modified to

compile a jump or branch to the loop termination code com-

piled by LOOP or +LOOP. This removes the need to push a

LEAVE address onto the return stack during loop setup.

Loop setup and termination time is slightly improved by

storing the loop index in a register instead of on the re-

turn stack. The major increase in performance is due to the

faster increment/decrement of the loop register. Relative

performance between loop implementations (assuming the loop

is taken) is shown by the DOLOOP code:
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Description Machine Code Cycie Time Bytes

Normal STC

STC DOLOOP

continue loop

exit loop

jsr.w
branch

mov. l
addq. w
bvs
mov. w

mov. 1
rts
addq. w

1ea
mov. I
rts

DOLOOP
address

(rs),a0
#1 ,2(rs)
exit loop
(a0 ) ,ao
a0, (rs)

f;4, rs
2(a0),a0
a0, (rs)

+18
nil
+12
+16

+B
+B
+B

+16
I
I
I

16
/aø

+4
+2

Total

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
2
2

/ø

Macro DOLOOP
continue loop
exit loop

addq.w #1, (rs)
bvc.b DO
addq.w fi4,rs

+12
+10

I
TotaI /22

+2
+2
+2
/ø

Loop register
continue loop
exit loop

addq.w ff1 , reg
bvc.b DO
mov.w (rs)+rrê9
addq.w f;2,rs

+4
+10

I
I

h+

+2
+¿
+2
+¿
/aTotal

Loop instruction
exit loop

dbf reg,DO
mov.v¡ (rs)+rf€9
addq.w #2,rs

+10
I
I

/to

+4
+2
+2

/aTotal

Note that the code size is either 6 or I bytes whereas the

execution time varies from 10 to 86 cycles. Loop setup and

termination times are excluded since they do not faI1 within

the body of the loop (p1us they are roughly equivalent for

each implementation). These are nonetheless shown for com-

par i son .
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4.10 StIIrlMARY

The choice of a virtual machine

depending on system requirements.

size, €xisting hardware and other

ered. These wilI limit the number

alternatives.

implementation will vary

Execution speed, code

factors must be consid-

of viable implementation

Compilation to machine code involves the use of STC in

conjunction with macros, compression techniques and Ioop op-

timization. The resultant code is reasonably compact and

extremely fast. Thus optimized machine code offers an ex-

cellent alternative to standard TC, especially if execution

speed is important.

Machine code and STC do, however, have several disadvan-

tages. Debugging aids are limited by replacing the "virtual
machine" (address interpreter) with direct execution. The

address interpreter can incorporate high-level debugging fa-

cilities into the execution of TC ("g. tracing word execu-

tion). In contrast, machine code requires special attention

and hardware support in order to implement breakpoints,

tracing and single-stepping of machine instructions. High-

er-Ievel debugging aids cannot easily be implemented due to

the semantic gap between HLL and machine code. On the other

hand, the semantic aap between Forth and TC is very smaII,

thus facilitating Forth-Ieve1 debugging.
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Macros and optimization techniques may be impractical.

this is generally Èhe case for simpie E-bit processors such

as the Motorola 6800 or Mostek 6502. These processors have

few registers and addressing modes. This results in exces-

sive use of temporary variables and a need to save/restore

registers. I'facro generated code can be quite large. These

factors make other forms of TC more attractive and consign

machine code compilation (and associated techniques) to use

with more powerful processors.
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Chapter V

FORTH IN HARDT{ÀRE

Forth's virtual machine can be implemented on any stan-

dard processor using the techniques previously discussed.

The other alternative is to implement the virtual machine in

hardware rather than software. À "Forth Engine" is created

to directly execute the TC and Forth primitives. The advan-

tage is faster execution speed. À text interpreter is stiIl

required to translate Forth source code into TC.

A Forth engine can be viewed as both a high l-evel 1an-

guage (Hr,r.) processor and a reduced instruction set computer

(nrSC). The Forth engine is an indirect execution type HLL

processor since it executes an intermediate language (rr)

[cfrugl]. The engine is also classified as a RISC due to its

simple instruction set architecture [wal85b].

Forth is particularly well suited to hardware implement,a-

tion. Unlike many HLLs, Forth closely resembles its IL (fC)

and its IL can be easily implemented in hardware. This com-

bination affords an HLL processor with a small semantic gap

bet¡veen HLL (rorth) and machine code (tC). The benef its of

a RISC (simple hardware and fast execution times, to name a

few) can also be realized. In short, the simplicity of

Forth can be exploited in hardware [ror84].
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Several papers have discussed proposals for a Forth in-

struction set. ISofgS] and IsoR8¿a] oescribe an abstract

Forth machine v¡hich executes F-code. There are only 22 F-

code instructions from which a Forth nucleus has been imple-

mented. lKnagl] presents a 32-bit machine with 100 instruc-

tions. Up to four 8-bit opcodes can be fetched in paralleJ-.

The first Forth machine was probably an English Ferranti

computer built around 1973. This machine was redesigned to

accommodate a Forth-Iike instruction set [Uoo80]. More re-

cent endeavors have taken the form of single-chip microcom-

puters, microcoded processors, bit sliced or discrete compo-

nent designs and, most recently, custom Forth processors.

5. 1 SINGIJE-CHIP MICROCOMPTITERS

Sing1e-chip microcomputers can be used to create Forth

machines. Examples include the RockweIl R65F11 and F68x

[Dum8+]. Each chip contains a microprocessor, RAM, ROM and

may include I/O lines, timers and other peripheral devices.

The single-chip microcomputer is converted into a Forth ma-

chine by programming the address interpreter and primitives

into on-chip ROM. The remainder of the Forth kernel is
placed in external ROM. This arrangement gives the appear-

ance of a Forth processor, however, the implementation is

still bound in software. There is no increase in perform-

ance. These chips serve as Iow cost, dedicated Forth ma-

chines for control applications.
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The R65F11 is based on the Mostek 6502 architecture. Its

3K ROI'{ contains the adoress interpreter, 133 primitives and

higher level words plus a smalL "micro monitor" ('text inter-

preter). The F68K utilizes a Mostek 68200 (based on the Mo-

torola 68000) with a 4K on-chip ROM. The F68K is function-

ally identical to the R65F'1 1 but runs 20 times faster

5.2 MICROCODED PROCESSORS

Most popular 16/32-bit microprocessors are microcoded.

Each instruction is executed as seguence of microcode in-

structions. The microcode contains control information nec-

essary to perform the low level steps which make up each ma-

chine instruction. Microcode is kept in a fast ROM (usually

on-chip) known as the control store. Processors such as the

l"lotorola 68000 have a f ixed control store which def ines the

instruction set. If possible, this control store could be

alteredi thereby modifying the instruction set. Thus it

would be possibte to take a standard processor and alter its

microcode to implement the instruction set of a Forth ma-

chine. Unfortunately, processors with fixed control stores

can only be mask programmed at production time. It is

therefore impractical to use a processor with fixed control

store. (Àlthough rBM has modified the 68000 control store

to emulate a large portion of the IBM 370 mainframe inst.ruc-

tion set. )
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The best solution is to use a processor which has a

writeable control store (wcs). This al-Iows the concrol

store to be re-programmed. The NCR/32 îs one example of a

processor which has a WCS. A high performance polyFORTH II

system has been ported to the NCR 9300 a 32-bit virtual

memory machine based on the NcR/32 ch.ip set [¡¿csg¿]. The

improvement in execution speed is shown by the cycle times

for several primitives.

Primitive

DUP
DROP
SWAP
OVER
ROT
G

!
+
1+
AND

NcR/32 68000 1 6-bit DTc

9
10
12
12
17
'10
'15

11
I

11

38
34
54
42
66
46
46
46
38
46

5.3 BIT STICED OR DISCRETE COMPONENT

À Forth machine may be implemented using bit sliced ele-

ments which act as processor building blocks. These func-

tional blocks may be combined together with a microcode in-

struction sequencer and control store ROM. This allows a

custom design and definition of microcode tailored to Forth.

Non-microcoded bit sliced designs are also possible. Bit

sliced elements may be replaced or incorporated with dis-

crete logic components. Faster logic families, such as ECL'
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may be used. Special hardware may be added for dynamic ad-

dress translation, stack vaiidation, barrel shif ti.ng, etc.

The development of a bit sliced or discrete component

Forth machine is no easy task. A good design should exploit

the use of paralleI operations in hardware. This type of

Forth machine is practical only if money and time are small

considerations (since high speed parts can be very expensive

and hard to work with).

Several very quick Forth machines have been built using

Advanced Micro Devices AMD290x series bit sliced components

Icrog¿] [sarg+]. [vasg¿] describes one implementation which

separates data and instructions into separate memories in

order to allow paralle1 access to these. lvicg¿] defines a

machine with 8-bit opcodes and 32-bit words. Separate

stack, task environment, code and data memories are uti-

lized. l"lultitasking and process control words are imple-

mented along with fast context switching.

Several board-Ievel Forth processors are commercially

available [CofgS]. For example, the Metaforth MF16LP is a

single-board processor built in bipolar logic Ipou85]. The

MF16LP has 16-bit data paths and a 32-bit addreés bus. A

partial WCS is provided. It has been demonstrated that a

fuII FORTH-7917 system can be implemented with a minimum set

of 27 instructions (out of 40 or so available). The final

t7 FORTH-79 is an older Forth standard published in 1979.
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production model MF16LP should execute at least five million

Forth instructíons per second.

5.1I CUSTOM FORTH PROCESSORS

The next step is to implement the Forth engine as a cus-

tom Forth processor. The viability of HLL processors has

been proven by efforts such as SOÀR (SmallTalk on a RISC)

[unr8a1, scheme-79 (lisp on a chip) lsHset], Acaps (e¿a-ai-

rected processor) and the Texas Instruments CLM (Compact

Lisp Machine) [cores]. The LEM language and M3L processor

is another example of the desire to close the semantic gap

between hardware and software [SPB82].

RISC type HLL processors have been recently developed for

direct execution of TC. These processors are specifically
designed to execute Forth (although other HLL compilers are

possible). Forth chips currently available include the

NOVIx NC4000P and Symbolic Controls 4thCPU-40. These chips

are similar in design and performance only the NC4000P is

discussed in further detail.

The NC4000P,was the first available Forth chip made pos-

sible by the advent of affordable ÀSIC (application specific
integrated circuit) technology. The NC4000P developrnent

team, headed by Charles Moore (the inventor of Fort.h), was

able to complete the chip design and simulation from May

through Juty of 1984. The layout vras released Èo Mostek in
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Àugust, and a working (first time in silicon)

available in December of that same year.

chip was

The NC4000P incorporates a parallel architecture on a

high-speed, SMHz , 4000-gate cMoS chip [¡¿urBs] [eMeA5] [gro85].

This 16-bit Forth microprocessor alLows simultaneous access

to main memory, data stack, return stack and two I/O buses

(see figure 5.1 [cMsg5] ). Most instructions execute in one

cycle (125 nanoseconds) and can perform up to five opera-

tions in parallel. Combinations of Forth words (eg. SwÀP

DROP) are compressed into a single instruction. The execu-

tion speed of eight million instructions per second results

in an effective speed of over ten million Forth words a sec-

ond !

Each instruction follows the hard-wired (non-microcoded)

RISC approach. Each 16-bit opcode contains bit fields which

directly control one or more of the 40 operations available

to the processor. These operations combine to create a set

of over 170 single-opcode inst.ructions (many of these corre-

spond to Forth words or word sequences). Most instructions,

including subroutine cal1s, jumps and loops are executed in

a single clock cycle. Division, multiplication and sguare

root step instructions must be executed 16 times to perform

a 16-bit operation. The times instruction sets a repeat-in-

struction counter which allows any instruction to be repeat-

edly executed. This is useful for division, multiplication,

block memory moves, etc. Memory fetch (C) and store (t) op-

erations require two cycles.
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Extension
port Bus oort

Figure 5.1: NC4000P Block Diagram

Main memory, return and data stacks are kept in external

RAM. Fast static CMOS RÀM is required to keep up with the

processor. All memory is accessed as '1 6-bit words. The

program counter and stack pointer registers conÈain word

(not byte) addresses. Main memory can contain up to 64K

words (programs must be stored in the first 32K). A s-bit

extension port allows extended memory' addressing of up to 4

MB. The return stack can accommodate 256 entries. The data

sÈack holds up to 258 entries (ttre Èop two entries are kept

in on-chip registers). Finallyr êf, extremely flexible
16-bit I/O port is provided as an interface to external de-

vices.
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The NC4000P is able to directly execuÈe a form of direct

threaded code" This allows Fortir programs to execute over

100 times faster than possible with software emulated Forth

machines. The NC4000P itself is said to offer a ten fold

increase in performance over standard 1 6-bit microprocessors

lWatg5al. High-level Forth programs can execute ten times

faster than equivalent 68000 assembler routines. Novix

claims that the NC4000P executes the Sieve 1 I benchmark in

0.3 seconds versus a 68000 assembly version (0.49 seconds)

and Pascal version (14.0 seconds). Tests vtere performed uS-

ing an I Mhz 68000 and I MFlz Nc4000P [wofgS].

Subroutine call overhead is virtually eliminated the

NC4000P requires only one cycle to perform a subroutine call
(other 16-bit processors require 15 or more clock cycles).

This contributes greatly toward increased performance since

it has been shown that procedural languages such as Forth, C

and Pascal spend up to 40% of their time as subroutine call

overhead IPaPgz].

The NC4000P's execution unit and opcode format are shown

in figure 5.2 [GMB85]. The first four opcode bits indicate

the instruction type. The remaining twelve bits cont.rol the

ALU (arithmetic logic unit) and register operations. The

first bit in an opcode indicates if the instruction is a

subroutine caII. If the bit is zeto, the remaining fifteen

I I The Sieve of Eratosthenes is a sirnple high-Ieve1 language
benchmark.
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bits give the subroutine address. The instruction seguencer

places this address on the address bus in tine to latch the

first instruction of the subroutine on the next cycIe. This

+t
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Figure 5.2: NC4000P Instruction Set Architecture and
Execution Unit

allor+s a subroutine call to be executed in one cycle.
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The 1s-bit address limits programs to the first 32K words

of memory" This restriction is counteracted by the compact

object code. For example, the seguence OVER SwÀP is com-

pressed into a single instruction: the second stack entry
(register N) is output to the ALU while the ÀLU subtracts

the top stack entry (register T) from register N.

Opcodes whose first bit is one are used to define arith-

metic instructions, jumps, loops, etc. Each of these in-

structions can be combined with an EXIT bit (¡it five in the

opcode). When the EXIT bit is set, the NC4000P executes the

instruction and performs an RTS (return from subroutine) at

the same time. Thus, in most cases, the last instruction of

a subroutine is executed in parallel with the RTS. Àn RTS

effectively requires no cycle time!

Jump and loop instructions contain an address offset
within the opcode. This allows the instruction sequencer to

determine the next program counter address in time for the

next cycIe. À11 control flor¡ instructions can be executed

in one cycle.

The NC4000P represents a state-of-the-art, single-chip,

high-performance Forth engine. À single-board Forth comput-

er has been designed around the NC4000P. This board con-

tains polyFORTH II in ROM and has eight stack segments to

allow multitask switches in less than five microseconds.

The polyFORTH compiler (text interpreter) is modified to al-
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low compression of certain word sequences into single

NC400.0P instructions. The NC4000P is "hidden" from the pro-

grammer. The only noticeable differences are increased

speed and the lack of an assembly language facility (Forth

now replaces assembler ) !

A list of Forth words

rectly implemented by the

"NC4000P Instruction Set"

and word seguences which are di-
NC4000P is given in the appendix

Ic]asasl .
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Chapter VI

coNcr,usloNs

À standard Forth system

ment. This is largely due

model and a postfix notation

some areas but does succeed

guage within an integrated,

gramming environment.

is relatively simple to imple-

to the use of a virtual machine

. Forth is certainly lacking in

in providing an extensible lan-

interactive, incremental pro-

This chapter briefly discusses a Iist of enhancements to

counteract Forth's shortcomings and improve the Forth devel-

opment environment. Comments on the future of Forth are

also included.

6. 1 SYSTEITI ENHANCEMENTS

Forth system components can be enhanced in a number of

vrays. New features such as Forth component libraries can be

added [.¡am85a] . other f eatures may precipitate f rom the

type of hardware being used.

A virtual memory mapped machine presents' Forth with a

very large address space. Files could simply be implemented

as arrays. The single-IeveI store mechanism would eliminate

the need for a block storage system. Words would be dynami-

cal1y paged in and out as necessary.
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6.1.1 ALternate Dictionarv Structures

The dictionary is used to maintain word definitions and

allow them to be located by the text interpreter. Diction-

ary entries are typically stored as a Iinked linear list.

This organization requires a Iinear search for each word be-

ing compiled. Structures other than a linked Iinear list

can be used to reduce search time and increase compilation

speed. Hashed and binary search methods are the most popu-

Iar alternatives.

[cofgt] describes a four-way hashing scheme. Each vocab-

ulary contains four hash chains; each chain pointing to a

linked linear list of word definitions. À hash function is

used to determine which chain to search ( lcorgl ] hashes on

two bits taken from the first character of the word name).

This hash reduces the search to one quarter of the vocabu-

lary; increasing search speed by roughly four times. The

improvement in search speed depends on the number of hash

chains and upon how evenly the hash function distributes

words amongst the chains.

Binary search methods dramatically increase compilation

speed within a large dictionary. The dictionary structure

must accommodate the binary search, word redefinition, chro-

nological ordering of words and the FORGET mechanism. Fast

search speed is offset by slower insertion and deletion of

words. [roN84c] describes one implementation in which binary
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search compilation is slower than linear search compilation

for dictionaries conÈaining less than 70 woros.

The binary dictionary structure can be implemented in a

variety of lrays. Some implementations may restrict word re-

definitions, use of vocabularies and the FORGET mechanism.

These restrictions simplify the dictionary structure and

search procedure.

A binary tree is one possible solution. Each dictionary

entry requires a pointer to its father, left child, right

child and the next entry in chronological order. This im-

plementation uses more memory and requires (slower) indirect

pointer access. FORGET is complicated and time consuming.

[xoN8¿c] removes the Iink fields from each header and

places these in a separate pointer array. Pointers are kept

in alphabetical order according to the word name each points

to. A binary search is performed by successively halving a

search interval within the pointer array. Insertion and de-

letion of words is relatively simple. FORGET <name> can 1o-

cate <name> and remove all pointers above or equal to

<name>'s address. Chronological ordering and redefinitions

are preserved. Vocabularies have not been implemented.

The dictionary structure is very flexib1e. Some systems

split header and code body fields into separate areas of

memory. This allows headers to be manipulated without af-

fecting the main body of the dictionary [;oo82b] [xo¡¡8¿b].
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Other systems extend headers to include fields for code

size, a RAM/ROM ilag, view block number, shadow block num-

ber, etc. The RAM/ROM flag and code size are necessary when

attempting Lo relocate a word definition. The view field

gives the source screen number in which the word is defined.

Shadow blocks are used to document each word or source

screen. Àdditional fields can be incorporated to meet spe-

cific design criteria.

6.1 .2 Extendinq the Address Space

The FORTH-83 Standard specifies 16-bit addresses. There

is clearly a need to extend the address space beyond 64K

bytes. Several 32-bit systems have removed this restriction

by using 32-bit address and data stacks exclusively. This

trend will reduce portability between older 16-bit and net¡er

32-bit systems.

A solution has been proposed which defines byte

(c:8-bit), word (w:16-bit) and long (t:32-bit) data and ad-

dress operators ISrSg¿]. Existing operators use the "nor-

mal" stack width (either word or long depending on the ma-

chine). The nelr operators can be used to guarantee code

compatibility. Examples include:

W@L ( f,-addr -- W )

clL (cL-addr )
L@w ( w-addr -- L )

Operators for converting between types are also provided.
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Token threaded implementations alIow Forth to maintain

its compact 16-bit aodress size within an extended address

space [uote¿].

6. 1 .3 DeconpÍIer/Editor

À decompiLer/editor can be added to eliminatê the need to

store source code as screens IBue84]. Each dictionary entry

already contains the word name. Two new fields must be add-

ed to each dictionary entry in order to facilitate a decom-

piler. The first field contains the length of the code

body. The second field contains a pointer to a comment

1ist.

Threaded code (rC) can be easily decompiled. Each ad-

dress or token corresponds to a word whose name is "known"

to the system or can be found in the dictionary. The decom-

piler lists the name of each word found in the TC. High-

leveI defining words, litera1s, CONSTÀNTs and VARIABLES can

be identified by their code address words or by additional

information stored in the dictionary.

The decompiler should be integrated with a full screen

editor that automates the decompil-e-edit-compile cycIe.

This decompiler/editor can be written in Forth and invoked

as EDIT <name> (edit the word <name>). Since the "source

code" is kept in the dictionary, it will be necessary to in-

clude the words SAVE and RESTORE which save or restore a
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dictionary image, vocabulary or word to and from backing

store. The editor may be expanoed to highlight undefined

words and display word calling relationships IFiI83]. ]ful-

tiple versions of words can be kept and selected for test-

ing. These extensions greatly enhance the development envi-

ronment.

6.1 .4 Forth-like Lanquaqes

Several programming languages have precipitated from

Forth. These include: STOIC, PISTOL, REPTIL, RTL, IPS,

SPHERE, FIFTH and MÀGIC/r.. Other languages such as SNAP and

MÀCRO SPITBOL offer similar characteristics. Most of these

languages have incorporated new features which should be

considered as possible extensions to Forth.

SToIc (Srack oriented Interactive Compiler) [saggg] of-
fers several suggestions. STOIC uses a vocabulary stack as

a means of specifying the dictionary search order. This

seems to be a reasonable approach.

The text interpreter is modified to use a compile buffer

rather than compiling directly to the dictionary. This fea-

ture alLows control structures to be used outside of coton

definitions as in:
0> 10 0 DO f = LOOP 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 OK

Note the '0>' prompt which i

control structures. This is

tions.

ndicates the level
useful for multi-1

of nested

ine defini-
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String IiteraLs allow defining words to take all of their

operands from ihe stack. For example, a colon definition no

Ionger needs to look ahead to the next word in the input

st rearn:

'SQUÀRE : DUP * ; OK

PISTOL (Portably Implemented Stack Oriented Language)

lBerS3l is very similar to STOIC but is written in both C

and PascaI language versions. The high-1eveI language im-

plementation $¡as chosen to provide a high degree of port-

ability. In addition, a large portion of PISTOL is written

in PISTOL itself. PISTOL, Iike STOIC, uses string literals

and a compile buffer. PISTOL improves the command line
prompt by displaying the nesting leve1 and the stack depth

if these are non-zero.

REPTIL (REverse PoIish Threaded Interpretive Language)

[Urig¿J again extends the STOIC and PISTOL prompts by dis-
playing the current number base and the type of control

structure nesting. The prompt 2D:?> indicates a conditional

branch nested within a colon definition (two nested levels

with the current number base set to decimal). This feature

allows syntax errors to'be easily recognized.

RTL (Relocatable Threaded Language) lnueS4l uses a modi-

fied form of token threaded code (rtC) so that all words are

independently relocatable. This implementation also allows

any word to be redefined retroactively y¡ithout having to re-
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compile vrords which calL the modified word. Word names,

code and variables are separated in memory so that the oic-

tionary can be compacted to recover space generated by de-

Ieting words. À decompiler/editor is provided as discussed

in section 6.'1 .3. Another utility allows the conversion of

TTC to direct or indirect threaded code if increased execu-

tion speed is required l¡ue85l.

RTL features have been recently incorporated into REPTIL

[ur:.gS]. The most signif icant departure f rom Forth is the

replacement of source code screens with a decompii-er/editor.

Source code is regenerated from tokens into a "pretty-print-

ed" structured format. This feature enforces a standard

formaL and improves readability.

MACRO SPITBOL lpet'lZZ] is a Forth-Iike implementation of

the SNOBOL4 string processing language. MÀCRO SPITBOL uses

a postfix compiler which generates indirect threaded code.

l'lemory is divided into stack, static and dynamic store are-

as. The stack contains pointers to SPITBOL objects or code

blocks. Operand type checking and type conversion are per-

formed (it necessary) by each operator. À store allocator

manages requests for memory blocks taken from dynamic store.

A three-pass (mark blocks, relocate pointers and copy

blocks) garbage collector is used to compact dynamic store

if an allocation request fails.
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SPHERE [Sotg¿] is much Iike STOIC but includes a pre-emp-

tive, priority-driven multitasking executive. Each task has

its own local data structures and stacks. The highest pri-

ority task is always run first (priorities may dynamically

change). If several tasks have highest priority then a

round-robin approach is used to give each task a CPU time-

sIice. Tasks communicate using globaI variables as mailbox-

es. Executive calls are provided for doing process syn-

chron i zat i on .

MAGLC/L [epceS] attempts

Forth with a more traditional
active, extensible, threaded

incremental compiler provides

nable syntax . l.tl GIC/L data

Pascal. Arrays, record str
be defined.

to combine the advantages of

syntax. MAGIC/L is an inter-
interpretive language. À large

for a more stable and maintai-

types resemble those of C and

uctures and local variables can

SNAP resembles MÀGIC/L but is said to

"combine the best of BASIC, LISP and FORTH with
the readabi1ity of Pascal" [pou84].

SNAP is an interactive, incrementally compiled language.

Each function definition specifies its parameters and the

number of entries it returns. This information is used to

validate the parameter stack size during execution. Local

variables, arrays and Iist handling functions are provided.

Scoping lids aIlow definitions to be grouped into modules.

Each module specifies which of its functions and variables

are visible outside of that module.
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6.1.5 Debuqqinq Aíds

Forth is capable of providing a large set of hardware and

software debugging aids. Forth acts as a powerful interac-

tive monitor or command languag.e: words like G and ! can be

used to access memory or peripheral devices; test routines

can be quickly devel-oped. FIFTH, an extension of Forth, has

been developed to support an interactive hardware and soft-

ware debugging environment [tiw85]. FIFTH provides an ex-

tensible command language, a set of debugging tools and

tool-building primit ives.

For software debugging, Forth has access to the diction-

êtry, data and return stacks. À11 compile-time information

is available at run-time. This allows complete source-leveI

debugging.

ISor84b] describes a simple break point utility for non-

CODE words. À break point is generated by replacing a word

address with the break point monitor address. This causes a

trap to the break point monitor at execution-time. The mon-

itor can restore the word address and optionally move the

break point forward to provide single-stepping.

[r,ew83] describes a VERIFY utility. VERIFY <name> exe-

cutes <name> and displays the before and after effects of

<name> upon the stack. VERIFY can also generate a memory

access listing by temporarily patching !, G, C!, and CG dur-

ing word execution.
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The above utilities can be implemented on any threaded

code system. More powerful urilities may be built into a

debug version of the address interpreter. Additional infor-

mation such as a trace f1ag, break point flag' execution

count, etc., can be added to each dictionary entry. The ad-

dress interpreter will access or update t.his information at

execution-time. Debugger v¡ords can be defined for control-

ling the debugging environment. For example:

Word

DEBUG_ON

TRÀCE <name>

FREQUENCY <name>

Funct ion

AI1 words can be listed and referred to by name. The user

is able to breakpoint or trace individual words. Execution

may continue until a specified number of words have been ex-

ecuted or until a particular word has executed n times.

Many other features are possible: user-defined traps, type-

checking primitives, ful1-screen display showing source

code, stacks and highlighting word execution, etc.

6.1 .6 FiIe Svstern

À file system extension word set can be l¡ritten "on top

of" Forth's block storage system. Implementations such as

FORTHDOS Inee82] and FMS [nus81] have followed this ap-

proach. Each file is given a name and a block allocation

insLaIl debug address
i nterpreter

set trace flag for <name>

display number of times
name $¡as executed
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bitrnap indicating which bl-ocks are

The file word set aliows files to be

ied, opened, closed, etc. Ðirectory

random access I/O words are aLso inc

allocaÈed to the file"

created, deleted, cop-

listing, sequential and

Iuded.

À different approach can be taken if Forth is run as a

task under some other operating system. In this case, the

file word set is used as an interface to the host file sys-

tem. À proposed word set, modeled after the UNIX file sys-

tem, is described in [¡ra84].

Forth has also been adapted to allow source code to be

saved to and loaded from a file on the host machine. Some

systems have taken the reverse approach by implementing

Forth's block storage system via the host file system. A

standard file word set has yet to be developed.

6.1.7 Multitaskino

A multitasking Forth system alIows several words (tasks)

to be simultaneously executed. This feature is extremely

useful when designing complex real-time applications. Mul-

titasking capabilities can be easily added to Forth. Each

task is given its own local stack and a copy of the regis-

ters used by the virtual machine.

A set of words can be defined for creating and control-

ling tasks. A simple non-preemptive round-robin task sche-

duler can be used [pou8sb]. Àlternatively, each task may be
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given a time-slice according to its priority. In any case,

the task scheduler can switch tasks by saving the vircual-

machine environment of the current task and restoring the

environment f or the ne$¡ task. For example, vJ€ might say:

20 40 TÀSK: ALÀRM
BEGIN

TEMPÀRÀTURE G 1 OO

WHILE
PÀUSE

REPEÀT
BELL ." It's Boiling!" ¡

ALÀRM RUN

which defines the task ALÀRM r¡ith a 20 byte return stack and

40 byte data stack. ÀLÀRM is placed into the ready task

gueue by saying ALARM RUN. ALARM checks the variable

TEMPERATURE and PAUSEs (relinquishes control back to the

task scheduler) as long as TEMPERÀTURE is less than 100.

The task scheduler continues to execute the next ready task.

Forth may be useful in a heterogeneous multiprocessor

system. A multitasking, multiprogrammed Forth could dis-

tribute machine-independent tasks amongst available proces-

sors. Each task would contain relocatable, machine-indepen-

dent code (ie. indirect token threaded code). A task could

execute on any processor since all processors behave as the

same type of virtuat machine (disregarding peripherats).

Semaphores, gueues Ir,eugg]

defined to provide intertask

tion. Hardv¡are may also be

context switching lvicA¿].

and mailboxes looUgs] can be

communication and synchroníza-

incorporated to provide fast
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6.1.8 Interrupt Handlins

Many real-time appl

rupts to signal events

sor begin triggered.

which would allow an

lOze97) concludes that

ications make use of hardware inter-

such as a timer running out or a sen-

These situations require a mechanism

interrupt to invoke a Forth word.

"Interrupt mechanisms are implementation dependent
and the standardization of interrupt handling
words, if possible, is not a simple task."

A set of interrupt handling words can be designed for a

particular processor. Most processors have some form of

vectored interrupt. Interrupt number n fetches the nth in-

terrupt vector and jumps to this address. Interrupt vectors

must be modified Lo invoke the appropriate Forth word. For

example, n INTERRUPT <name> could associate the word <name>

with interrupt n.

The interrupt mechanism should allow interrupt routines

to maintain all the properties of regular Forth words. How-

ever, interrupt routines should preserve system stacks and

processor registers. Code which saves and restores proces-

sor registers should be automatically generated if neces-'

sary. The user must also be able to define interrupt rou-

tines in assembly or high-leve1 Forth. À more coniplete

discussion of asynchronous words, based on a process model,

can be found in [wiP84].
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6 "2 Í,ANGUAGE ENHANCEMENTS

Extended language features include forward references,

scope control- and mixed language subroutines [SeUgS]. As-

sernbly language words may be allowed to caII other assembly

and high-Ievel Forth definitions ISimgS]. other enhance-

ments are discussed in the following sections.

6.2.1 Data Structures

More traditional data structures can easily be added to

Forth. À heap data structure is discussed in [ore86]. À1-

ternate parameter stack definitions are given in lHefgll.

Igra85a] describes one method of defining record struc-

tures. Each record may contain bit and byte fields as shown

below:

struct ( control-register )
4 bits
4 bits

command
error-num

2 field data-ptr
4 field dma-base
2 field dma-count

constant control-register-size
Each structure keeps a byte count on the stack so that this

may be used in defining a constant such as 'control-regis-
ter-síze'. The control register structure could be included

v¡ithin another structure by saying 'control-register-size
field control-reg' .

Inasg3] discusses the general

structure in Forth. One example

dimensional arrays of the form:
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DIM
DIM
DIM

22
20
88

4 ÀRRAY TOTALS
1 O CHÀRACTER ÀRRAY NAMES
BYTE CHECKER_BOARD

( integer array
( string array )
( byte array )

6.2.2 Floatino Po:Lnt

Floating point (r'p) arithmetic is often considered an im-

portant feature of a language. FP does simplify programming

in some instances where a large range of numbers are re-

quired. The major drawback to using FP is that FP opera-

tions are slow (unless hardware support is available). on

the other hand, fixed point operations are fast and are usu-

aIly sufficient for most problems. Fixed point reguires the

programmer to keep track of the decimal point (eg. dollar

values can be stored as cents - an integer value with two

implied decimal places) .

Many complex applications have been

point arithmetlc. These include fast

tions, linear regression and solving

tions. In lengthy calculations fixed

matic increase in performance over FP.

necessary in many applications.

written using fixed

fourier transforma-

of differential equa-

point can give a dra-

Nonetheless, FP is

FP is usually added as an extension word set [outg+]. FP

operators are analogous to the double word operators except

that they are prefixed with f as in F+r F*, F(, FG, FDUP,

etc. Àdditional words are provided for FP transcendental

functions, FCONSTANTs, FVARIABLEs, number display and con-

version between FP and double integer values.
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FP v¡ords may use the

separate FP stack (depenoi

is still some debate as

stack should be required.

standard parameter stack or a

on tire impiementat ion ) . There

whether or not a separate FP

ng

to

6.2.3 Infix Exr¡ressions

A separate INFIX vocabulary can be easily added to allow

the use of infix algebraic expression lHefgZl. This is done

by defining infix operators such as *, /, +, , ( and ) ttrat

compile postfix code. Each operator is represented by a du-

ple containing the word address and precedence of the opera-

tor. À temporary stack is used to hold duple entries.

Operators are created by a high-Ievel defining word.

Each operator compares its precedence with the precedence of

the top duple entry. If the operator precedence is greater

or equal, then the operator pushes its duple onto the tempo-

rary stack. Otherwise, the operator pops all duples of

higher precedence and compiles or executes them depending on

STATE. This process performs the infix to postfix conver-

sion.

6.2.4 Named Parameters and Local Variables

Named parameters and local variables enhance Forth's

readability and simplify programming. Parameters and locaI

variables are normally kept on the stack and manipulated us-
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ing DUP, SVIÀP, ROT, etc. Stack operators cannot easiì-y ac-

cess more than three values; they are also inconvenient when

several values must be preServed for repeated use. These

limitations force the programmer to consider an order of op-

erations which maintain and provide access to parameters and

Local variables while minimizing stack manipulation. This

resul-ts in code that is difficult to read; l{e must keep

track of stack entries at each step within a word defini-

tion.

The need for named parameters and local variables is evi-

dent from the large number of papers discussing this topic

IJoo82a] [ear82] [Crae3] [noN8¿a] [Hap85J Ir.yo85] lstoe5l ICre84b].

Several methods are proposed for implementing named parame-

ters and local variables in Forth. The general idea is to

define a parameter packet or stack frame which is kept on

the da-ta stack, return stack or an additional stack.

A stack frame is dynamically all-ocated on entry to a co-

Ion definition and is released upon exit. Parameters and

local variables are kept within the stack frame and accessed

relative to Lhe frame pointer (fp). FP points at a specific

entry in the stack frame (eg. the first parameter or first

local variable). À parameter's address is calculated as the

sum of FP and the parameter's offset within the stack frame.

The FP is saved on entry (before being set for the current

frame) and later restored on exit.
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Their are two approaches to defining named parameters'

The first approach provides a common sec of parameter names

(penlf PÀR2, ...PARn or P1, P2, ...Pn) which return the ad-

dress of the nth parameter" Alternatively, operators such

as @n and ! n could be used to access the nth parameter.

These assume each parameter is a 16-bit (constant length)

stack entry. The second approach is more difficult to im-

plement but aIIows user-defined parameter names.

[¡oo82a] discusses a simple method of implementing param-

eter access. For examPle:

: FÀCTORIÀL ( n n! )

1 INPUT
OPÀRG
IF

one input parameter )

fetch first parameter )

calculate n-1 ! )O PAR
O PÀR

ELSE
1

THEN
OPAR!
1 OUTPUT

Note that 0 PAR

is fastest).
stack for the

results.

G 1- RECURSE
@*

( store result )

; ( one output value )

G can be replaced by PARO @ or G0 ( ttre later

INPUT and OUTPUT can be used to check the

proper number of input parameters and ouÈput

IG1a83] alIows the non-recursive factorial definition:
<DECLÀRE VAR N LOCAL RESULT
<ÐEFINE FÀCTORIÀL

N1> IF
N ( set RESULT to N )
N 1 DO I RESULT ?t

RESULT
ELSE

1

THEN ,
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The word r->t is used to pop

to the following variable.

concept discussed in section

the stack and assígn

This corresponos to

6 .2.6.

this value

the'TO'

IstogS] details a comprehensive implementation for pass-

ing arguments by value or address. Named local variables

and loop indices are included. For example:

: FÀCTORIÀL ( n n! )

{ num n internal result index count }
n'l ¡=
ÏF

n to result
n 1 with count
DO count result
result

ELSE
1

THEN i

( set result to n )
( use count as index

* to result LOOP

User-defined parameter types are also aIl-owed.

The advantages of named parameters and local variables

are obvious. The penalty for these is roughly a 10-30% in-

crease in execution speed (and possibly code size).

6.2.5 Scooe Control

[Gre84b] proposes a simple method of implementing local

variables and word definitions. A LOCAL vocabulary is de-

fined such that LOCAL DEFINïTIONS causes subsequent words to

be compiled as separate header and code body fields. Code

bodies are compiled to the dictionary while headers are

placed in a loca1 header buf f er. This buf f er (r,Ocai, vocabu-

lary) is searched first so that loca1 definitions have pre-

cedence over aIl others.
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LOCAL DEFINITIONS clears the 1ocal header buffer and

changes the compilation vocabulary to LOCÀL. END-LOCAL can

also be used to clear the header buffer. Local definitions

are provided as a result of being able to clear the header

buf fer . Separate headers are used to create "Orphans"

(headerless word definitions). Any locals defined before

LOCAL DEFINITIONS or END-LOCAL are no longer accessible.

This alIov¡s a single level of scope control as shown below:

LOCAL ÐEFINITIONS
VÀRIABLE À
: UTILITY ì

APPLICATION DEFTNITIONS
VARIÀBLE B
: PLOT ì

( begin new set of loca1s )

( start or continue global
( definitions which use )
( preceding locaIs )

END-LOCÀL ( make locaIs inaccessible )

6.2.6 The OUAN and TO Concepts

the QUAN and TO concepts allow a single word to perform

several functions based on a prefix modifier [oow83]. Each

word contains multiple code field addresses (CFes or execu-

table word addresses). The prefix modifier determines which

CFÀ will be exeêuted. The TO concept selects its CFÀ at ex-

ecution-time; QUAN selects its CFÀ at compile-time.

The TO concept is designed to prevent unintended access

the ! operator. VALUE is similar to VARIABLE but is used

define words which store or return a value. The function

a VALUE word is determined at execution-time according to

by

to

of
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the %VÀL f lag. "/JIAL controls which CFÀ is executed. TO

the prefix modifier used to set %VAL. The TO concept can

illustrated as follows:

O VARIÀBLE %VAL OK

:TO (--)
1 "/JTAL ! OK

: VÀLUE ( n if %vAL( -- n if %vAL

( create %vAL flag )

CREÀTE f
DOES>

%VAL G

IF
!0%vAL !

ELSE
G

THEN OK

3 VÀLUE COUNT OK
7 TO VÀLUE OK
COUNT . 7 OK

The function of VALUE is

sence of TO.

dete

15

be

(

is
is

(

set %vAL )

zero )
non-zero )

create initial vaLue word
execution-time function )

checks %VÀL flag )

set vaÌue and reset %vAL )

fetch value )

define a VALUE word )
set COUNT to 7 )
print value of COUNT )

rmined by the presence or ab-

( define x )(setXto5)
( print value of x )( print address of X data )

The QUÀN concept is similar t.o TO but selects one of

three CFAs at compile-time. À QUAN can return a value,

store a value or return the address of a values storage 1o-

cation. The prefix modifiers IS and AT are immediate words:

0 QUAN X OK
5 rs x oKxoK
ATX. 14728 0K

The QUÀN concept reduces execution time by compiling the

appropriate CFÀ rather than selecting it at run-time. QUANs

are also faster since they are accessible in one operation

(x or rS x) whereas variables (x ! or x G) and TOs (rO x)

require two operations.
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QUAN and TO are interesting in that they provide a form

of data hiding. The prefix modifiers IS, ÀT and TO are

data-independent. We can say 5 TO X or 5 25 TO XÀRRAY (set

the 25th element of the VALUE ARRAY X).

[StogS] takes the QUÀN concept a step further by allowing

the user to define any number of CFÀ's and associated prefix

modifiers. This alLows new data types to be given a set of

modifiers which control the method of access. Each data

type has its own methods. For matrices we might say:

The appropriate CFÀ is compiled based on the value of

ACTION-KEY. Each prefix modifier sets one bit in

ACTION-KEY. This technique improves readability and aIIows

prefixed data objects to select an access method for their

data.

6.2.7 GenerÍc Operators and Data Tvpe Checkinq

44MÀTRIXXOK
MÀTRIX Y OK
17to42ofXOK
42 valofX 17 OK
XtoYOK

Forth normally defines one set of

type lHorg¡]. This can result in a

tors (F+, D+r +t etc). In addition,

sion for type checking. À typeless

integer, long and address data to

words have no way of verifying proper

ic operators (or words) require data

( define matrices X and Y ) + 4

( set xl4,2l to 17 )( fetch and print xl4,2l)( copy matrix X to Y )

operators for each data

Iarge number of opera-

Forth makes no provi-

stack a1lows boolean,

be intermixed. Forth

operand types. Gener-

type information.
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Data type checking is facilitated by adding a separate

type stack. Type informaÈion could be incorporated into the

data stack but would nöt be as easily accessible. A sepa-

rate type stack allows a quick block memory comparison for

expected types. Word definitions must include parameter

type declarations that are compiled into a type list which

is suitable for direct comparison to the type stack. This

is necessary in order for execution-time type checking to

proceed as quickly as possible. Dynamic type checking is

implicitly required by the sLack. AI1 operands and results

push their value to the data stack and their type to the

type stack.

Dyadic Aeneric operators such as + and * can use the type

information as row and column indices into a table of execu-

tion addresses. Addresses along the diagonal correspond to

words that operate on the same data type (F*, D*, etc).-

Words not found on the diagonal must perform the appropriate

conversion between types. Unary generic operators only re-

quire an array of word addresses.

Generic operators and dynamic type checking can be imple-

mented in high-level Forth. Type checking can be done by

each operator and word or may be incorporated into the ad-

dress interpreter. In any case, the user should be able to

define new types and methods by which operators use these

types. Type checking is desired during program development

but may be turned off for improved execution speed.
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This typed environment leads to higher levels of data ab-

straction such as the introduction of a singie stack in

which each entry contains a type field and a pointer to an

object of that type. Dynamic memory allocation and garbage

collection follow from this. Further study indicates that

hardware Support is necessary in order to achieve reasonable

execution speed with this complexity. Separate type and

data stacks offer a more practical software solution.

5.3 THE FUTURE OF FORTH

Forth was originally designed to operate in a menory lim-

ited environment. This restriction no longer applies to

most Forth systems, although it may be enforced for certain

applications. There is no doubt that memory size is in-

creasing faster than ever due to higher density, lower cost

chips. Forth no longer needs to be as memory conscious

within its development environment. Enhancements to Forth

are including larger compilers' more el-aborate dictionary

structures, advanced editors, debuggers and other develop-

ment tools.

Forth is interactive and extensible at aIl leve1s. This

gives the programmer unprecedented control over the entire

machine and software environment [¡am85b]. The question

arises: what is v¡rong with Forth? Many software developers

have continued to reject Forth despite its proven abilities

and advantages.
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The main problems are lack of application tools and sup-

port for software moduies. Code can be structured but un-

disciplined" Forth does not require words to be organized

into cleanly defined modules. This organization is neces-

sary for Iarge or multiprogrammer applications. Modules

provide data hiding which in turn simplifies program devel-

opment and maintenance.

Most Forth systems do not provide application tools. In-

stead, Forth becomes a language kit which allows (forces)

the programmer to define his own set of tools. Às a result,

application programmers must acquire an in-depth knowledge

of their Forth system. Àpplication development tools should

exist to simplify the application programmers task. These

tools are, of course, separate "add-on" components.

Most of the enhancements mentioned in this chapter can

and should be incorporated into a Forth development system.

At presentr Do such system is commercially available. Ex-

isting systems implement only a subset of possible enhance-

ments. A "complete" system should be implemented using re-

locatable token threaded code for developmenti allowing

conversion to faster TC, types or compilation to machine code

depending on final product requirements. The implementation

should provide a full-screen editor/decompiler/debugger, im-

proved word definition syntax, scoping control (modules) and

type checking facilities.
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Forth has already found its niche in real-time process

control applications. Forth is both a language and a reai-

time operating system. Àn enhanced Forth would meet other

needs and appeal to a larEer audience. Would this enhanced

Ianguage still be considered an extension to Forth or would

it become a new language in itself? This guestion is left

to the reader. In any case, Forth seems destined to change

by nature of its extensibility.

Future Forth systems may be built around Forth machines:

direct-execution Forth processors capable of executing tens

of millions of Forth instructions per second. Fast on-chip

stacks and a large cache with separate instruction and data

streams wiIl be used.

Forth has the advantage of being easy to implement in

hardware. This is illustrated by the NC4000P Forth proces-

sor: a 40OO-gate implementation which is smal-I in comparison

to the Inrnos Transputer (250,000 transistors) and the Intel

80386 (275,000 transistors) . The Texas rnstruments 32-bit

Lisp processor is reportedly ten times the complexity of a

Motorola 68000.

Future Forth processors will be able to take advantage of

chip space freed up by their RISC architecture. Stack and

cache areas can be placed on-chip. Floating point, virtual

memory and dynamic type checking hardware could also be

placed on-chip if space permits them.
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In conclusion, the future of Forth looks very promising.

Forth is gaining interest due to a recognition of its abili-

ties. In addition, Forth holds the promise of an improved

development environment: an interactive, extensible language

coupled with a powerful set of development tools and boosted

by the performance of a high-level language Forth processor.
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Àppendix A

TÀRGET MACHINES

Burroughs 5500
Univac 1'108
IBM 360
HP 2100
PDP 10
Varian 620
GA SPC_1 6
IV-Phase
RCÀ 1802
IBM Series 1

Motorola 6800
rnrel 8086/1e6/286
Motorola 68000/020
Zilog 28000
Mostek 6502
National 32032
NcR/32

IBM 1130
Honeywell 31 6
Data General Nova
PDP 8
PDP 11/xx
Mod-Comp I I
cDc- 64 0 0
Computer Automation LSI-4
Honeywell LeveI 6
I nterdata
Intet 8080
Texas Instruments TI-9900
Zilog 280
Motorola 6809
National 32016
VÀX 11/xxx
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AppendÍx B

NC4OOOP INSTRUCTION SET

Table 1. lnstructions corresponding to single Forth words

Stack manipulation

DUP
DROP
OVER
SWAP

Ar¡thmetic and

+
)c

OR
AND
XOR
tt
2',

0<
D2/
D2'

:;

ò

n-nn)
n-)
ab-aba)
ab-ba)

logic

(ab-sum)
(ab-sum)
(a b - a-b )

(a b - a-b )

(ab-or)
(ab-and)
(ab-xor)

n - n/2\
n-n'2)
n-?)
d - d/2)
d - d'2 )

d-d
d-d
d-d

(d-d
(d-d
(d-d

Push copy of top of stack onto stack
Discard top stack element
Push copy of second (next) stack element onto top of stack
Reverse order of top two stack elements

Add top two elements as .16-bit two's complement inlegers
Add with carry
Subtract top eleMent from second element,

as 16-bit two's complement ¡ntegers
Subtract wilh carry
Bit-wise logical OR
Bit-wise logical AND
Bit-wise logical XOR
Aríthmetic-shift T register right one bit
Arithmetic-shift T register left one blt
Return true flag (hexadecimal FFFF) if n is negative; otherwise false
Double-length arithmetic-sh¡ft right
Double-length arithmetic-shift left
Multiplication step
Signed multipl¡cation step
Fractional multipl¡cation step
Division step
Last d¡vision step
Square-root step

Pop top of return stack onto data stack
Copy top of return stack onto data stack
Copy loop index onto data stack
Push top of data stack onto return stack

Jump if T register contains zero
, Jump unconditionally

Jump and decrement loop counter if it is not zero
Set repeat instruction counter
Jump to subroutine
Return

Return stack control

R)
R@)

#l
)R

(-n)
(-n)
(-n)
(n-)

Structure control

if
else
#loop
times (n-)
call
EXIT

Memory and l/O access

@ ( adr - n ) Felch value al memory address (2 cycles)
| ( n adr - ) Slore value at memory address (2 cycles)

@ ( adr - n ) Fetch value at local memory address (2 cycles)'
! ( n adr - ) Store value at local memory address (2 cycles)'
l@ ( adr - n ) Fetch value from ¡nternal register
l! ( n adr - ) Store value in internal register
n (no name) ( - n ) 16-bit l¡teral fetch (2 cycles)
n (no name) ( - n ) s-bit literal fetch'

' Dist¡ngu¡shed from preceding instruction(s) by internal struclure
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Table 2. lnstructions corresponding to multiple Forth words
Extended address data fetchStack manipulation

SWAP DROP
SWAP -
OVER +
OVER _-

OVER SWAP -
OVER OR
OVÊR AND
R ) DROP

Full literal fetch
n+
n-
n SWAP -
nOR
n AND

Short literal fetch
nn+
nn-
nn SWAP -
nn OR
nn AND

Data felch
@)+
@-
@ swAP -
@oR
G) AND
DUP @ SWAP nn
DUP @ SWAP nn

Dâta slore
DUP !

SWAP OVER ! nn
SWAP OVER ! nn

DROP DUP
SWAP -c
OVER +c
OVER -c
OVER SWAP _c
OVER XOR
R)SWAPR)

n+c
n -c
n SWAP -c
n XOR

nn +c
nn -c
nn SWAP -c
nn XOR

@+c
G)-c
@ SWAP -c
@ xoR

( incrementing fetch)
( decrementing fetch)

(¡ncrementing store)
(decrementing store)

Extended address data slore
DUP nn X!

nnX@ +
nnX@ -
nn X@ SWAP -
nn X@ OR
nn X@ AND

Local data fetch
nn@ +
nn@ -
nn @ SWAP -
nn@OR
nn @ AND

lnternal dala fetch
nnl@+
nn l@ SWAP -
nn l@ XOR
DUP nn l@ +
DUP nn l@ SWAP
DUP nn l@ XOR

lnternal data slore
DUP nn l!

DUP nn ll -
DUP nn ll OR
DUP nn l! AND

nn X@ +c
nn X@ -c
nn X@ SWAP -c
nn X@ XOR

nn@ +c
nn@ -c
nn @ SWAP -c
nn @ XOR

nnl@-
nn l@ SWAP OR
nn l@ AND
DUP nn l@ -

- DUP nn l@ OR
DUP nn I@ AND

DUP nn l! +
DUP nn l! SWAP
DUP nn l! XOR
nn l@!

Local dstâ store
DUPnn! DUPnn!*
DUP nn ! - DUP nn ! SWAP
DUP nn ! OR DUP nn ! XOR
DUP nn ! AND

+
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